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The

REGD.

BAND PASS FILTER
Price 12/-(Screen276 extra)

The
Selectivity
Problem
SOLVED BY

LEWCOS

Here at last is a component over which you
will naturally enthuse because it ensures
selectivity such as you've heard of, but never
before experienced.
THE LEWCOS BAND PASS FILTER
actually increases the range of any Receiver
because stations which are normally inaudible,
due to swamping by local transmissions, now
have a place on the dial free from interference.
The phenomenal selectivity of this unique device
is apparent on both long and medium wave bands;
hence it is infinitely superior to any existing
selectivity unit, such as wave traps, etc.
Write for fully descriptive leaflet, Reference R.73,
showing flat-topped response curves.

THE LEWCOS BAND PASS FILTER
IS SPECIFIED FOR THE NEW '
"D.P." THREE described in this issue.

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECE.PTI
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10
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REASONS

MAZDA INDIRECTLY

HEATED RECTIFIERS

TYPE

Full wave

PRICE

UU.30/250 - - 12/6

UU.2 - - - 15/-

UU.601250 - 15j -

THE AMAZING

WHY YOU

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
RADIO DIVISION;

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

SHOULD USE

INDIRECTLY HEATED

RECTIFIERS

If you are using rectifying valves in your A.C.
mains receiver there is a definite advantage to be
gained by using Mazda indirectly heated
Rectifying Valves. You are safeguarding the
condensers, chokes and valves of your receiver.
When you switch on an ordinary rectifying valve,
operating temperature is reached considerably
before that of the receiving valves. A surge is
caused and damage is frequently done.

Mazda indirectly heated Rectifiers heat up with
the receiving valves, and so afford you absolute
protection,

EDISWAN RADIO
V136
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THE WHOLE FLEX GRIPPED-

copper, rubber and fray. A feature of
all Belling-Lec Plugs. No' loose stragg-
ling ends to cause short circuits. And
for absolute safety you should put a
Wanderfuse in the H.T. lead instead
of the ordinary Wander Plug. It is a
Wander Plug and Fuse combined, and
takes no extra head -room.

Belling -Lee Wander -fuse, with Go in a fns; 1 6

Engraved Wander Plug 2d.
Spade Terminal 2d.

THE BEST SETS ARE
WELL CONNECTED
Set manufacturers, Govern-
ment Departments, technical
experts, the leading wireless
journals, ALL use and specify
Belling -Lee Radio Connec-
tions. Make them your choice.
BELLING -LEE BATTERY CORDS
as illustrated, complete with engraved
Wander Plugs, spring grip Spade
Terminals, and 54" cords in 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
and so way, from 4/- to 6,6, and 30"
cords from 2/6 to V-. With fusel:- extra.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling & Lee Ltd., Queensway Works,
Ponders End, Middlesex.

FOR THE OTHER END of the CORD !
The Belling -Lee Battery Cord is the
neatest method of connecting set to
battery, for all leads are enclosed inside
one outer silk covering. To make a
sound job at the .set end also, fit your
receiver with either Belling -Lee Ter-
minals or Plugs and sockets. Then
you can't go wrong.

Belling -Lee Terminals Type " R "
Type " M
Type " B "

Plug and Socket.
S.G. Safety Anode Connector

3d.
d.

6d.
6d.
6d.

tr
" We're Fluxite and Solder,

the reliable pair,
Famous for Soldering -

known everywhere
We've soldered all connec-

tions, and here's the
reward-

Good Programmes come
clearly

From Home and Abroad!"

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garage,
workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is needed. They
cost so little, but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer !
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware

'
 RADIO ; odd lobs in the garage-

there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
All Hardware and Ironmongery ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d., Hardening Tools and Case Hardening.1/4 and 2/8. Ask for Leaflet on improved method.

NEW " JUNIOR" SIZE, 4d, per tin.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant use.
Contains special small -space " soldering iron
with non -heating metal handle pocket blow-
lamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc., and lull instructions.
COMPLETE, 7/6, or LAMP only, 2/6

FLUXITE LTD.
<Dept. 324),

ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

(INDOOR) fORMef (LOW -LOSS)

7in 1 AERIAL
STAND No. 81

MANCHESTER SHOW
has eliminated unsightly,
inefficient and costly out-

door aerials.
LABORATORY TESTS
PROVE 25% INCREASE
IN SIGNAL STRENGTH.

Have yon ever considered.the
fact that aerials are the only
remaining part of modern
wireless reception that have
lagged behind in the swift
development of wireless?
Do not waste any more money
on repairing yoar outdoor
aerial. Simply place the
F 0 R it 0 Low -Loss Aerial
around the pi.itur-rail or

other convenient place, and
enjoy improved and trouble -
free reception of stations you
may never have heard before.

Price-i5 ft., 3/9
so {t., 4/6

Packed in Strong Carton
ready for use. Obtainiable
troth all Radio Dealers.

Catalogue from:

ARTHUR PREEN & CO. LTD Go8"ar PiccadillyirCoLonlon,,r. Crown or , Southampton,
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n MILLIAMPERE A.C.2an/17 ELIMINATOR %Aw-
20 Milliampere Output at 120 volts,

Fitted with two variable wire
wound resistances, 0/120, and 1
fixed, 120 volts. Incorporating
Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers

601-ss `Perms,(ronEa

D.C. MODEL LELIMINATOR
30 milliampere output at 120 volts. 2716
D.C. Model 2. With two variable
wire wound resistances, 30 milliampere 42output at 120 volts.

Or on Easy Terms.

All Bullphone Eliminators are Shrouded in all Bakelite Shockproof
Cases and are guaranteed for two years.

BULLPHONE A.F. COIL
(Aerial or H.F. Transformer)

This Coil is suitable as a dual range aerial
unit with fixed aperiodie aerial and re-
action windings and may also be used
as a tuned anode, tuned grid or

16high frequency transformer.

BTAe Uhl oNn Ge Sci hpi gE !ISIS, E6 2XBULLPIIONE LTD.I
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Do
You
Know.

Historical Signs-No. 1

The cign of
c4;.
CRISPIN, a Christian martyr and

shoemaker of Soissons, because of
his goodness to the poor in making
their shoes without payment, was, after
his martyrdom in 286 made the patron
saint of the shoemakers. In the
middle -ages and onwards the sign of St.
Crispin was used by all true craftsmen
among leatherworkers.

To -day, in the same way," the green case"
is a recognised sign of condenser efficiency
-indicating as it does the product of
experience and skill. For every T.C.C.
COndenser is the result of a quarter of a
century's specialised experience-that of
designing and making condensers-and
condensers alone. Be sure your next con-
denser has this backing-be sure its T.C.C.

Look for the
initials

T.C.C.
on the condenser
in the green case

14.4 111,

T.C.0
CONDENSERS

wok

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W.3

9113

The Most Amazing
Speaker Ever Made
Outstanding in its wonderfully realistic tone,
and its ability to handle great volume. That
essential to absolutely true reproduction-The
RE-INFORCED DIAPHRAGM-is found
ONLY IN CELESTION SPEAKERS. That
is why the Celestion M.12 gives such out
standing results, and why it covers a tonal
range never before attained in a cone speaker.

Three terminals allow any output valves to be
accurately matched. At 351- the M.12
represents the finest value ever offered. Truly

a speaker of outstanding merit.

A demonstration will instantly
convince you. Insist on your
dealer demonstrating CELES-
TION or write for literature to :

CELESTION LTD.,
London Rd.,KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

London Showrooms:
106 Victoria Street, S.W.1

CELESTION
25be Very Sou/ of Rusic

L.OUD-SPEAKERS

;FOREMOST NAME IN SOUND REPRODUCTION
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h by co struc n and

place as the vital

receiver. Among them

th P M.2D the M u I lard 2 -volt super

deector, wh h can also be used as an L.F.

A plifier immediately prior to the output

I

-11111111111.

stage. Buy one to -day from your

dealer, Price 8/6.

ullard
THE  MASTER* VALVE

Advt. of the Mullard Wireless Service Co.. Ltd.. Mullard House. Charing Cross Road. London. W.C.2. Arlo:
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NEXT WEEK!
Every copy of next week's "P.W." will contain

Another GREAT GIFT BOOK

AN AID

to

Better

Reception

Practical

Help for

Every

Listener

Specially compiled by the Technical Staff of "P.W.,"
this valuable and unique book helps you to

GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR SET!
There is sure to be an enormous demand

so
Out Next
Thursday

ORDER NOW
POPULAR WIRELESS

Usual Price-
3d.
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CHECK this list of parts with the
Author's specifications, photographs and

diagrams on pages 290-1-2.

s. d.
1 Baseboard, 10" 'deep ... 1 61 Panel. 18" X 7" (drilled

to: specification)
1 Lew.Cos band-pass coil1 Utility 0005 - mid.

double gang variable
condenser . 1 21 igranic Vernier.. dial
for same ...

1 A.E.D. volume control.
500.000 ohins .1 Ready Radio -on-Off
switch

1 R.I. I'd. tiansfiq-meic
G.P. type, '7-1

1 Ready Radio
1 Ferranti output .chole

choke ..

1 T.C.C. 0003-mfd, fixed
condenser

1 Dubilier. 02-mfd. con-
denser (non -inductive) ...

1 T.C.C. -01-mid. con-
denser ...

2 T.C.C. con-
densers1 Graham-Farish-
meg. grid leak and holder

1 Varley 100,000 -ohm
spaghetti resistance

1 Ready Radio 25,000 -
ohm spaghetti resistance

1 Telsen 0005-mfd. re-
action condens:r

1 Bulgin fuse holder..
with fuses ... .

1 Bulgin two-way switch.
Type S.86 ... , 2

I Terminal strip. 18" X 2^ 2
11 Bening -Lee Indicating

terminals. Type B. ... 2 9
Glazite. wire. screws, etc.

4 G.B., 3 H.T. and 2 L.T.
plugs, and 2 spade ter-
minals ...

Author's Kit " A," Casts or

6 0
12 0

6

5 0

8 6

10
10 6

4 6
7 0

1 6

2 0
3 0

7 8

1 4

1 6

1 6

2 6

2 6

0
0

3 0

1 6

1

3 Osmns valves (as SDad-
fied) H.L.210, L.210,
P.215 ... .. 7 6

1 Mahogany cabinet, with
lift -up lid ... 17 6

Any parts supplied separately. It
value over 10)- sent carriage paid or
C.O.U. All post charges paid.
State your requirements in the coupon.
Immediate dispatch C.O.D. You a,
the postman. We pay all poit charges_SPECIAL C.O.D. LINES FORNEW B.P. THREE.1 Lewcos Band-pass Coil 12;-
1 Utility 0005Double Gang Variable

Condenser 2216
1 Igranic Slow Motion

EXPRESS KIT SERVICE

IS.V-
e IP4 e

ENO Olt 001100 t ftlISOtV

Alk l'IltVt's 1C''As

tet(wve
all doubt.

Containing

cliled
pilot

Send 6d. in stain=.
£

VOir 116.18v
" gadio

coM011euts "I'lr-.4Slje

in the list of patts you

Guide
of 1932 Radio.

this Vioudedul salegoald

against
disappointrnent.as cedel-t1;-0T

thltseit
in the Vaginal

Se, you

ace al) t° aulalcaA.e set as

originally
consttuetei

tbne 1:"It"T.

140
other

Of
pacts ales you

ItiTs
DETAILED PART LIST
FOR NEW B.P. THREE El NEW B.P. THREE

(ill  AlueshsocaslvKeist ".ct " _Ch M .1 1
Cabinet ark) nil I CIU. I

or 10;'5 down and 11 monthly payments of 10,'5

fii ) Author'so-xe't-.iil;s .
Cabinet iii

or 12/11 down and 11 monthly paynients of 12;'11

iIc-Apthor's Kitwith Valves and
Cabinet

i
n

or 14;6 down and 11 monthly payments of 14 6

PILOT RADIO KIT PRICE CHART
FOR OTHER FAVOURITE P.M. SETS

ITEM
NO., SET.

KIT "A," less
Valves and

Cabinet.

KIT "B," with
Valves less

Cabinet.

Kit "C," corn -
pletewithValves

and Cabinet.

52 . POP -VOX
FOUR

CASA or C.O.D.

E5
or C U.D.

6. 5
CASH or C.O.D.
E9 7 5

r 10/1118 down11and 3r 15;3 down and n. 1712 down and
(Author's Kit.) .11 monthly pay-

Lents of 10/11.
11 monthly pay-
merits of 15/3.

11 monthly pay -
meuts 17/2.

50 P.V. STAR CASH or C.0.9
E5 11 ' 11

CASH 'or C.O.D.
ET 10 11

at
CASH 0.11).

E8 - :18 5(Author's Kit) at. 1013 down and or13;10 down and or 1614 down and
11 monthly pay-
Inc, is of 10/3.

11 monthly pa,
ment a of 13'11).

11 monthly pay.
molts of

51 P.V. PLUS,
(Author's Kit)

0.0.9
E 8

or 81- down and

CASK co, 0.O.)
£6 6 8

or 11/7 down and

c1614.
CASH oi .O.D.
ET 6 8

or 13;5 down and
11 monthly pay- 11 monthly Day. 11 monthly pay-
ments of 8/.-. merits of 11/7. CASH of 13/5.

53 P.W.SU PER CASH or C.U.D.CASH-
£7 15- 6

or C.O.D
E10 14 6

CASH or C O.D.
Ell 14 6

QUADor 14/3 down and or 19/8 downand or 21/6 down and
11 monthly par. 11 monthly p ay- 11 monthly pay-

54 COMET 3
FOUNDATION

ments of 14/3,
CASH or C 0.D
£4 0 0

meats of 1918.
CASH or C.O.D.
E5 7 6 ,

menu of 21/6.
CASH or C.O.D.

E6 7 6
CIRCUIT or 7/4 down and or 9110 down and or 1118 down and

11 monthly pay- 11 monthly pay. ,1 monthly pay-
nen is of 7/4 ments of 9110 melds of 11,R

* Any parts supplied separately if value over 101-. Sent carriage paid
or C.O.D. All post charges paid.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. Head Office: 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.0.1. Clerkentvell 9406. 82, HIGH
HOLBORN, i.ONDON, W.C.1. Chancery 8266. MANCHESTER: 33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-
CUM-HARDY. 'Phone: Charlton -Cum -Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE, STAFFS: 7 ALBANY ROAD 'Phone: 6759o.

SPECIAL C.O.D. LINES
FOR "P.W." SETS

Fill in the Coupon. Pay the post-
man, we pay all post charges

Peto-Scott Side Control Swivel,
Jointed Brackets ..,,. Per Pair 3/6:

Peto-Scott Side 'Control Ebonite
Discs with rifur!ed edge

Per pair 3/-
Cyldon I -0005-m fd.) Extenser,

Type Ex2T5 37:6
Aluminimn Screen to specifica-

tion, 13. X 8' 2.9
Peto-Scott P.J. Coil (No. 2) 1 6
Peso -Scott P.J. Coil (No 31 2'-
Formo 10005-mfd..) Extensers.

The pair 29/-
2 0005 -mid, Cyldon --(Type

ExSv. Extenser Condensers.
Each

2 Peto-Scott Beatty Wound Coil
Quoits, tapped to specification

Tlr. Pair 4/3
POPULAR ACCESSORIES
ON OUR C.O.D. LIST.

B.T.H. Minor Gramophone Pick -
Up and Tone -Arm C.O.D. 27:6

Blue Spot Inductor Type
Speaker Unit and Chassis.

C.O.D. 39/6
Blue Spot Mains Disturbance

C.O.D. 10'6
WLTFA Sneaker Unit and Chassis.

No. 40. 0.0.11. 40:-
Telsen Speaker Unit. and ('hassle

11!--
Wearite "Popular Type" Frame
Aerial. C.O.D. 32'6

B.T.H. Synehro-Blue Gramo-
phone Motor. For A.C. Mains 39/6

 mumemmemommi
SEE OUR FULL PAGE
ANNOUNCEMENT 'IN
LAST WEEK'S ISSUE OF
" POPULAR WIRELESS"

 PAGE 198.
EXPRESS ORDER FORM
To PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
Please send me C.O.D.,/CASH/H.P.

for which I enclose
Cash; M.P. Deposit £
N ame

C. d.

Address

P.W. to to 31
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COMPLETELY
SCREENED COILS

The coils used in the
Cossor Empire Melody
Maker are completely
screened in metal "pots"
entirely eliminating direct
pick-up, thus further im-
proving selectivity.

SERIES AERIAL
CONDENSER

The variable Series Aerial
Condenser permits adjust-
ment of selectivity to give
the fine tuning necessary
to cut out powerful local
stations.

ALL.METAL BASEPLATE
Construction is simpler
than ever, due to the Metal
Baseplate, which is sup-
plied with every hole
drilled, thus automati-
cally positioning every
4. component.

dif %
Bie.

14*

4411,

-.ves
eelo seV

IF Cos 4*A,4-4 _ee or lib,
elfr e4 Ztv.% ***,

EXTERNAL WAVE.
CHANGE SWITCH

Wave Change Switching is
effected by operating the
switch at the end of the
cabinet-" in " for long-
" out " for Short,

COSSOR METALLISED
SCREENED GRID VALVE

Even better performance
is ensured by the use of a
Cossor Metalli;ed Screen-
ed Grid Valve with its
record low infer -electrode
capacity and its ability to
eliminate stray coupling
effect between anode and
nearby component&

eo e46.%04, "le 414Or 411.

° .60 -Po
14 z* +'(4,t-he N,, z440

0,,10,:44"

6°t e4,VC12'
1).te4441 4

ritain s Greatest
Radio Value

Dever before has such a powerful 3 -valve Screened Grid Receiver
been obtainable for so modest an outlay. The Cossor Empire
Melody Maker is the greatest value -for -money ever offered in
Wireless Receivers.
It has " All -Europe " range- Its selectivity is remarkable. It will
cut out the powerful transmissions of nearby stations and bring you
the programme you want to hear.
Yet in spite of its efficiency the Cossor Empire Melody Maker
is so simple that you can easily assemble it yourself-no Wireless
knowledge is necessary.
The Cossor Empire Melody Maker Model 234 for battery operation
is obtainable from your usual Radio Retailer. Get full details-
use the coupon.

Loss
EMPIRE

Melody M
Model 234

A. C. COSSOR LTD Highbury Grove,
London. N.5. Depots at Birmingham, Bristol.
Glasgow, Leeds. Liverpool Manchg,iter.-
Newcastle. Sheffield and Dublin.

Sold as a complete
Set of parts including
Valves and Cabinet
Complete Kit including handsome
oak Cabinet, three of the latest type
Cossor Valves, all the parts necess-
ary for assembling the -Receiver as
Illustrated and full-size -easy-to-fol-
low " Con-
structional
Chart.Price

or 15/- down and nine
monthly payments of 15j.

9086.
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WAR ON INFRINGERS
LINDBERGH'S RADIO
BATTERY NEWS
A ROMANTIC CAREER

Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOINDING, Associate I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors:
K. D. ROGERS), P. R. BIRD,

A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES
War on Infringers.

CERTAINLY the radio trade has no great
reason to complain of the support it
receives at home, with the results of

the show at Olympia available. And a
further cause of joy to the manufacturers
and all radio workers is to be found in the
decision of the big licensing Pool, consisting
of Marconi's, the Gramophone
Co., and Standard Telephones
and Cables, to refuse licences to
sellers of imported foreign -made
receivers.

The Big Three announce that
they are " going all out " -after
infringers of their patents, which
includes the sale of imported
broadcasting receivers.

Marconi's at the Faraday Exhibition.
IT is safe to say that the Mar -
1 coni Company's contribution

to the Faraday Exhibition
was one of the most, if not the
most, striking collection of his-
torical radio gear ever brought
together in one place. Besides
replicas of Marconi's earliest
apparatus used in 1895 at
Boulogne, the exhibit included
a complete collection of valves
ranging from two experimental
two -electrode valves made by
Dr. Fleming from 1904 to 1908,
to a great 100 -kw. valve as used
to -day.

One of the kites used by Mar-
coni in his first transatlantic
experiments was shown also.

Radio Society Note. -
" mu HEN the clubs are opened,

VV the secretaries sing "-
to parody a well-known

rhyme. The first carol, of the
season comes from Raynes Park,
S.W.1, 9, Westway, the official
domicile of Mr. A. L. Odell, hon.
sec. of the Bec Radio Society, which
resumed its meetings on Sept. 29th, at Bee
School, Beecheroft Road, Balham, S. W.17.

Two meetings weekly are held, on Tues-
days and Thursdays, at - 7.30 p.m., the -
Tuesday meeting being for advanced mem-
bers and the other for beginners. Prospec-
tive members please apply to the hOn. sec.

SET -BUILDING NOTE
THE SMACK WENT BACK

NEvirci. A PALPABLE HIT !
vv FRENCH NEST EGG

for particulars of enrolment and copies of
the syllabus;

Have You Heard Lindbergh ?
'T'HOSE short-wave hunters who can read

Morse-and all should have that
ability-will probably be interested

to know that the call -signal of Col. Charles

LEILA LIKES LISTENING!

This is Leila Hyams,
appears to forget all

Youth at the -Helm.
ANOTE of praise for 0. L. B. (Shepherd's

Bush), aged sixteen - and never
queued up for his grub during the

war. He has rebuilt his hook-up a la
" Titan " Two, using the Extenser and
incorporating interwave coupling and &xi -
coupling, which gives the set great sensi-

tivity and selectivity. His dia-
gram is a credit to him-and US !
Other readers have worked along
similar lines, and we suggest that
he and they would do well to
take a look at big brother
" Modern Wireless " for Septem-
ber, where they will find some-
thing to their advantage.

one of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's stars-and she
about her boy friend's set when her favourite tune

comes through.

Lindbergh's short-wave transmitter on his
aeroplane is K H C A L, and that it operates
on 53.41, 37.42, 35.5, and 22.66 metres.

The gallant colonel is not a " demon "
operator, and therefore if any of you
amateur Morse readers happen to pick up
his signals the speed of transmission will
not be too high to baffle you

The " Clear -Cut " Cene.
AN ingenious correspondent --

N. A. P., of Chatham-
rightly says it will interest

me to know to What practical use
suggestions made in " P.W." can
be put. Being mightily smitten
by the' look of the " Clear -Cut
Cone" (" PAY." 447). and the
" Sound Deflector " (" P.W."
468), he combined these two into
an open -backed cabinet, and
drove a Blue Spot unit from a
Detector and Pentode combina-
tion.

What kind of results did that
produce, ses you ? Well, N. A. P.
affirms, " Using the Clear -Cut
Cone' results are almost, if not
quite, equal to moving -coil work,
both for volume and quality."

Looks as ,though some of you
other fellows ought to go
NAP " on that idea, too !

" Omba Pende. "
THANKS to A. J. F. F., of

Singapore, I have before
me " OWN+, Pende," which

seems to mean " Short Waves,"
and is the organ of the Amateur Wireless
Society of Malaya (Singapore), Vol. 1,
No. 1, and good luck to our wee sister.
Anything " P.W." can do-delighted.

There are just a few minor printing
blemishes, and a slight " rawness " in the
" make-up " of some of the pages, but for

'Continued on next page.)
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"ARIEL'S" REVIEW OF RADIO TOPICS (continued)
a first number it is quite a notable- achieve-
ment, and quite honestly _I think it a
bright magazine worthy of .encourageinent.
Copies would be received by me with
pleasure-especially as I took the hall-porter
of " Raffles Hotel for an enforced ride
in a rickshaw in 1911. But rubber ain't
what -it was then, alas !

Lions Roar on Radio..
nUITE recently I was referring to 7 I, O's

gallant attempt to relay a real
roar." "And now comes the- rumour

that the Johannesburg.short-waver (on 49.4
- metres) has- -lean-
ings - towards a
broadcast of that
kind.

It should be an
interesting item on
the programme,
but I shOuld hate
to be the 'engineer
that has to go 'out
and tell the lion

that he is wanted on the " mike " !

Battery News.

As
you have probably discovered, there
is a deal more to learn about accumu-
lators than the glass bead and

distilled water racket. They could well
be a lifetime's study.

Nothing has so powerfully demonstrated
to me how elementary is my understanding
of this type of cell as the articles by the
Chief Engineer of the Chloride Electrical
Storage Co., published in that firm's
" Chloride Chronicle and Exide News,"
price twopence. The summer number
contains article No. 30, and I hope that
Exides will reprint the lot and sell them
at a nominal price, though they would be
worth half a guinea.

A Romantic Career.

YOUNG
David Sarnoff, the President of

the Radio Corporation of America,
who was recently in London, got his

first big chance in life because he didn't
mind the tempera-
ture being at zero
or below it ! When
they wanted a wire-
less operator on a
seal -fishing expedi-
tion to the Arctic he
volunteered for it,
and on his return
to civilisation they
compensated him

with a "cushy job" on the radio station at the
top of the Wanamaker Building in NewYork.

Here, one night, he picked up distress
signals from the sinking " Titanic," and he
stuck on duty for 72 hours until the full list
of survivors' names was safely received.
From that day David Sarnoff was a marked
man, and now he's right at the top of one
of America's biggest combines.

Note on Set -Building.
MR. ALF. MANN has made a, new

short-waye set which he considers
to be unbeatable and a short history

of the job may prol4de a few tips. First
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he read all " short-wave articles
for the pa.:st three. years, and then ,taking
Mr. P. W. Harris's, " Short-WaVe' Three
circuit as a basis laid out a set to, suit his
discriminating views.

Three layouts were scrapped before he
satisfied himself, and now he has a won-
derful receiver.

Note on Set -Building (Continued).

HE
put -a copper screen (earthed) between
the -detector and amplifier stages, and
got increased strength -arid stability;

then he did the same fOr the first and second
amplifiers, with. Ifirther improvement- but
slight feed -back-; then he discoupled the
H.T. positive, fitted. an aluminium "panel
behind the wooden. panel; aaid earthed the
moving vanes of the variable- condensers to
it, thereby getting 50 per cent more volume
and no hand capacity.
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SHORT WAVES.
= " I am told,there is a prospect of a colossal
= boom in wireless this winter," says Mr. G.
= Murdoch.
= There have already been some colossal booms
E.. in my wireless for the last twelve months.

" Pictorial Weekly."
*

FINE-FOR OTHERS.
= I am looking forward to the time when I
= shall awake at 7 a.m., turn on the wireless and
= -remain in bed I Then, listening to the
E broadcast exercises, I shall think luxuriously
= of the thousands of poor wretches all over the
E country who are at that moment strenuously
E knees -bending in the cold -bedrooms. And that
E- will be closely approximate to my idea of
= perfect content.

" Sunday Pictorial."
* *

Grannie (discussing the loudspeaker) : "It
= makes me so nervous when I think of all the
= different things struggling to get out."

" Punch."
* * *

= Mrs. Binks : " Very few people wear head-
= phones nowadays."
= Mrs. links: "Yes, and I think it's a shame.
= John's ears were just starting to look natural.
= and now he's looking as much like a donkey
= as ever."

* *

= Artists say the B.B.C. gives them.ridiculous
E fees for their broadcasts. Wireless fiends say
 the BB.C. gives them ridiculous broadcasts
 for their fees.
F.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

He put the screens in one at a time so
that if he found anything wrong he would
know at once which screen was responsible
and would not scrap all screening. -

The Smack Went Back.
IN case other readers may suffer from the
1 habit of 'shooting first and making

inquiries afterwards, I draw attention
to a letter from C. H. L. (Clevedon), who
says that the Editor deserves a smack on the
hand for publishing a picture of a micro-
phone being put into a hen -coop for the
broadcasting of the nightingales' utterances.

What does C. H. L. want the " mike " put
in ? A steak pudding ? The coop had been
kepi around long enough for the birds to get
accUStbnied to it ; had the " mike " been
planked down without concealment the
birds wouldhaVe been suspicious, and might
not  have obliged with their perfoimance.
The caption makes this clear, surely.

A Palpable Hit !
THEY say that if your poor old I_ ead is

unlucky enough to get in the way of a
nasty crack :frem a descending crew -

bar, your sensations, when returning to
consciousness, are

o.uanaVery mixed. [I a c o o
_ -

It's true, and I eoAo

know it, for a uo

shrewd blow has
just descended upon
my pate, and j'm
feeling very, Very
" mixed " indeed,
as I look at a letter
from Hemel Hemp-
stead.

" Regular Reader," I thank you. 'Twas
a hit-a palpable hit, and fortunately
nobody besides you noticedthat little slip.

The " Super -Coil " Three.
FROM a rectory near Sleaford in Lincoln-

shire, comes an interesting letter about
the " P.W." Super Coil - Three=a

letter which I dare not show to the
Technical HoundS. If I let them read all
the complimentary things said of that
design they would never get their hats on
again.

Apparently this enthusiastic constructor
added the Star Turn selector, coil and an
output filter, with the result, " it would be
impossible to better it."

But what is this ? Three or four pages
further on in the letter I find that he is
going to make it a radiogram as soon as the -
pick -up arrives ! And I ani open to bet
that before the season is out even that
super " Super Cell " will have a rival in
his affection !

That's the worst of this radio game-as'
soon as a man gets absolutely satisfied,
another circuit comes long and out come the -

pliers and the screwdriver again !.

The French Nest Egg.
ISN'T it queer that the French don't seem

to be able to evolve a really good
national broadcasting service ? The

other day their Minister of Posts and Tele-
graphs referred to
a scheme for eleven
big new stations,
but it was all very
vague and indefin-
ite.

Our cross -Chan-
nel friends can't
seem to find the
right man for radio
-they are still
looking in vain for a Monsieur Eckersley or
a Vicomte Reith. It. certainly isn't the
boodle that holds them back, for the French
P,O. is sitting on a £600,000 nest -egg
specially laid aside for radio. - -

ARIEL.
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ARE RADIO SETS
TOO SMALL ?

BY CAPT. P. P ECKERSITY

T HAVE just Toyed into a new flat. II must have some means of listening to
the programmes. In these days rents

are high and flats. are small. My wireless
set is about as easy to accommodate as a
grand piano 7 not because my set is as
bulky but because it fails hopelessly to
harmonise in appearance with anything
else.

The essential loudspeaker is an unlovely
thing. and no one would exactly rave about
the lines of a wireless set. But, as a
minimum, we have got to have a loud
speaker. Here again, quality of reproduc-
tion fights against aesthetic value. No one
can deny that, firstly, a loudspeaker must
be large, either as a whole diaphragm or
as a movement plus baffle, and secondly,'
it should be at head level and thirdly, it
must stand away from the wall because it
radiates backwards as much as frontwards:

Ludicrous Acoustics !
For some time we thought we might

have a corner cupboard, and thus accom-
modate the set on one of the shelves and
put the loudspeaker above it. But the
acoustics of the corner are ludicrous, and
one could never get real pleasure listening
to a loudspeaker speaking frontways at
one and backways into a corner, and thence
out again.

Let us tackle this problem a little more
fundamentally. Take first the question of
the radio -gram. This, I think, must be a
piece of furniture. What piece of furniture ?
Oak, mahogany, white wood, with or
without scroll work ?

It is impossible to decide, because differ-
ent tastes and different rooms demand
different finishes. Obviously, for certain
markets the manufacturer could build

. chassis and give his customer a choice of
body work.

The Tendency to Compress.
This is a possible solution to the problem

of building a radio -gram. If you must have
a big thing, make the best of it, and if it's
big make it, with the fewest adaptations,
able to fit the design of anyone's room.

There is still the question of the loud-
speaker. If you build this in between the
legs of the radio -gram you have to face
two problems, . box resonance behind the
speaker and the source of sound being low
down near the floor. I don't think there
is one solution to this-probleM.

One of the advantages of a keenly
analytical 'mind is that it can al-
ways see new aspects of old pro-
blems, and invest even the familiar
things with new, interest. Read
this article and you will certainly
enjoy Capt. Eckersley's analysis of

radio under home conditions.

One might have loudspeaker which
pulls out of the whole set and stands where
the user wills, or remains in the set, if it's
too much of a bother to move it, but then
gives slightly poorer quality.

There are other ideas which might be
worked out, but. bqsically I feel a radio-
gram must be a piece of furniture, and must
therefore make -a: virtue of necessity.

But the tendency with the ordinary
wireless set is to compress. Manufacturers
are making their tuning -circuits, mains

A "RADIO -APPOINTMENT "

This is Mr. P. J. Pybas, the -new Minister of
Transport, who received a radio message notifying
him of his new appointment when on the

" Mauretania " m Mid -Atlantic.

units; loudspeakers, etc., smaller and
smaller. It is interesting to discuss whether
they are right in so doing.

From an electrical perfOrmance point of
view they are wrong ; aesthetically they

have justification. If you can't make a
wireless set harmonise with other furniture,
why, then, make it as small as possible.

But from an electrical point of view, you
are intensifying circuit component design

_enormously. The effectiveness of a tuning
coil, to assume a proper measure of selec-
tivity, is in proportion to its bulk.

True a lot of small coils in cascade are as
good, or even better than, one big coil, if
you are talking of sheer selectivity, but each
coil must be screened, there must be both
a long -and short-wave coil in each compart-
ment and so on. '

Why Not Separate Them ?
Then cutting down the power supply

bulk means transformers which are on the
verge of a factor of safety, means starving
the valves of the power they deserve,
means more mains hum than would other-
wise be necessary. Every time a little more
trouble is taken to assure good perform-
ance, it seems as if more space is required.

I wonder if it would not be a good idea
always to separate mains unit and set ?
Thus the mains unit could be designed,
surely, to go in a cupboard, under the stairs,
in the cellar, anywhere out of sight.

Even if one used batteries, the same idea
applies. Then you wire to a plug into which
you plug the (smaller) set or the same -
sized set with better performance.

But still this loudspeaker problem haunts
us. LIf you take a little 10 -in. cone moving -
iron loudspeaker without a baffle, you are
surely bound to lose bass ? Typical loud-
speakers are mounted in boxes, and doesn't
one know it ! But what else can one do ?

A Big Problem.
I once saw a loudspeaker which was really

of the horn type, but the horn was covered
up in an ingenious way and the whole instru-
ment was effectively fiat. I feel suctisa type
would stand unobtrusively against a wall
when out of use, and could be simply
swivelled round in use.

Unquestionably it's a big problem, and
one that must have a determining effect
on circuit design.

There is, of course, finally the idea of a
remotely controlled set when one dials foo
programmes. When, and if such an idea
is worked out commercially, it will largely
help to solve the problem, but we still
shall require a loudspeaker.
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.
.

PROSPECTS FOR ROME. +
B.B.C. SPORTS-MORE MONEY
PROM RADIO?-B.B.C. IN THE
EMERGENCYPROGRAMME

.` HIGH LIGHTS." "

HE meeting in Borne next week of theT
- International Broad.caSting Union -

will receive the report of the Technical
Committee which -deliberated at Brussels last
month. It Will -be recalled that at the latter
place Neel Ashbridge, ,Chief Engineer
of the B.B.C., put up a stout fight for agree-
ment on the necessity of immediate changes
in distribution of channels. ' --

But he was outvoted. Another blow to
British aspirations was the unprecedented
conjuncture of Germans and French to
defeat the proposal for a meeting of
" Administrations," that is, Post Offices,
this autumn.

So now the only hope lies in the possi-
bility of some " gentlemen's agreement "
emerging at Rome. _And I believe this is
slender. If the British case is again blocked
it may mean the end of the Union, because
the patience of the B.B.C. is taxed to about
the limit, and its withdrawal would, of
course, end the Union.

Then there would be straight inter-
national competition, with the best channels
to the strongest in the sense of power at the

66 IsW."
ALWAYS
LEADS

Our claim to the largest cir-
culation of any wireless paper
is once again justified by the
net sales certificate which we
have received from Messrs.
Price, Waterhouse & Co.

It shows that even over the
six months ending in mid-
summer " P.W.'s "
AVERAGE NET SALE WAS

129,806
==

copies per issue !
E-.7.

POPULAR WIRELESS E- -
= is the paper that made

WIRELESS . POPULAR -f
- =
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aerials. This is what I have been expecting
for years. We should have a proper struggle
for the air channels ; and then see where the
present obstructionists get off.

B.B.C. Sports.
I hear the economy campaign is threaten-

ing the B.B.C. staff sports. Some time ago
a commodious sports ground was bought
somewhere down Stuhiton way. It was
fully equipped, but has been only partially
used because of the difficulty of the staff in

finding time. Now all this will be curtailed,
-if the ground is nat actually disposed'ef.

More Money from Raclin ?
Still smarting- from" the defeat of their

attempt to get the extra half -million
instead of the £200,000 a year agree -
from the B.B.C., thc Whitehall pundits are
planning  another attack next year, this
time basing their demands on the possi-
bility of the sale of time on the air.

There is also the suggestion that the
B.B.C. does not take the full advantage of
its publishina° rig'its From these two
sources the Treasury believe that the
B.B.C. should be able Ultimately to 'pay
far an attenuated but adequate broadcast-
ing service and at the same time provide
at least two and a half million pounds a
year to public funds.

I gather Savoy Hill is a]ive to the danger
and is taking the necessary counter -action.

THEIR LEADER LISTENS!

Anton ant his orchestra, at a Streatham cinema, recently gave selections
from operas aided by a big amplifier.. lie is shown here wearing the head-

phones to synchronise the orchestra with the record being played.

B.B.C. in the Eniergency.,i--
I do not think the B.B.C. is doing itself

justice in the present emergency. There is -a
lot of economics and a good,deal of admoni-
tion to rigid economy. Also there is the new
religious mid -week service. So far so geed.

But why not let us have every day a
simple and comprehensive explanation of
exactly what is happening ? The community
at large (that is, the listening, public) is in a

_state  of bewilderment at the- reasons for
rapidly changing situations. - '

,There is real need for simple non-
technical and non -tendencious eiplanations.
.Why not have ten minutes-riightly after the
second general news bulletin ?

Programme " High Lights."
Some weeks ago I gave the first intima-

tion, that Mr. Edgar Wallace, who you will
remember was then very much in the news
through one of those " million dollar

Minute" kind of offers
to write film scenarios
for Hollywood, would
give a series of broad-.
casts called "Stories
for Broadcasting."

The name of the
series has now been
Changed to " The
World of Crime,"
Mr. .WallaCe having
decided to substitute
personal recollec-
tions for sensational
fiction-which - is a
much more attractive
title, and will convey
a better idea of what.
our world-famous
writer is, going to
talk about when he
gives the first talk
during the 'National
programme on Satur,
day, October 10th:
Continued on page 317.

FOR THE LISTENER
This week our popular contributor tells of an odd experience that befell him

when returning from his holiday abroad.
4* -4- -4- 4.74-4-4 4.-1 *

THIS must be the oddest experience I.
have ever had in all my life. I am
writing this somewhere in France.

Exactly, where, I don't know.
Among the Jura Mountains, I think ;

but geography was always a weak point
with me. We crossed the Swiss frontier
about a couple of hours distant from_ the
spot where we now are-where we have
been all the night ! I am on the road home ;
but the amusing thing is that I am stuck
on the road !

We were behind our schedule time at
the frontier ; and instead of stopping at
dusk according to our rule, we decided to
press on. We may have missed.. our way in
the dark.. We got into some wild country.

And. about nine o'clock last night, in an
apparently uninhabited world, something
ceased to function in the bowels of the car,
and it came to -rest. It is still resting.

I am not much good at mending a car

even in daylight. In the dark I am no
good at all. Who is ? I examined what I
could see with a torchlight ; but I knew it
was hopeless from the first. We were in
for a night of it.

We had passed through a village about
ten miles back ;-- but it was no use walking
back ; everybody would be in bed by that
time ; and the place probably hadn't a
mechanic in it, anyhow. We were destined
to spend a night on the roadside. It was
cheap lodging.

The Break -Down.
We had our wireless, and we had something

to eat. We had bought a German sausage
in Switzerland ; a thing about a foot long
and as thick as your wrist. We reckoned
we could lunch off that until we got to
Calais !

And we had one of those long twists of
(Continued on page 320.)
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IT was eight years ago that the first
Manchester Radio -Exhibition was
organised by the Manchester Evening

Chronicle. And, although it proved a
great success, it can hardly be said' that,
compared with current shows at Olympia,
it was then much more than merely a
Fovincial display.

But, guided by the able hands of its
original enthusiastic sponsors, ,it- has in-
creased in size and importance year by
year until now at last it has, deservedly
earned the description of " National." -

Henceforth is
to be known as the Northern National
Radio Exhibition, and is to have the full
backing of the- Radio Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation. And it is particularly fitting that
this should be so, in view of the fact that
the Manchester broadcasting station has
also this year emerged from the local status
and become the North National.

Figures and Facts.
This has given radio in. the North an

immense fillip; and both the radio trade
and the licence figures for this area have
expanded very considerably. Quite often
it has happened during the past months that
the sales of various makes of sets arid com-
ponents have actually been greater in the
North than in the South of England (in
which the London district is included).

A case in point concerns one of our
" P.W." coil designs. One of the most

. successful suppliers of these records that his
total sale throughout the whole of the
country is somewhere in the neighbourhood
of fifty thousand. And yet a Manchester
concern whose goods circulate almost
exclusively in the North -states that they
have exceeded that figure !

Bigger Than Ever.
From such evidence as this and many

other facts known to us, it seems quite a
foregone conclusion that the Northern
National Radio Exhibition will prove a
tremendous success. - .

It is considerably larger than last year's
show, but whatever space is available we
are sure it will be taxed to the. utmost by
the number of visitors descending upon it
from all parts.

The exhibition opened at three o'clock on

* .1.-.1.--P-1. .4.--.10--et*. -4. -.11.--0- *
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This year the Manchester Show
becomes, for the- first time, the
Northern National Radio Exhibition '

and has the full backing of the 4
R.M.A. It opened on Oct. 7th and
will remain c pan during next week.

Wednesday -the 7th of October. The pre-
cledings in connection with the opening
were arranged to form the subject of ,a
broadcast from the North Reaional station.

At the City Rail.
We have made very special arran-4ements_

to include a critique of thC exhibits in' our

A FINE SHOW PIECE

An " outsize " in valves compared with one of
ordinary dimensions. Giant components and
accessories always make attractive exhibits at

Radio Shows.

next issue, and a memLer of our technical
staff is visiting Manchester fcr this purpose.

As before, the show is being held at the
City Hall in Deansgate. This is not a
particularly cheerful- part of the City, but
is within easy reach of the sta4.imis. Indeed,
there is an excellent service of trams which
enables you to get there with a minimum
of trouble.

And whatever the external conditions. the
interior of the hall will be one of the most
brilliant places in the country. Both the
organisers and the firms exhibiting are
making a strenuous
show the brightest and best yet-.

It isn't Olympia in miniature-it is
Olympia itself transported and perhaps. in
various respects, even improved. And
another big section of -the population is

- having the opportunity. to see_ for itself
how the British Radio Trade has grown in
dimensions and advanced in technique.

You Ought to Go.

The Manchester show always has had a
vitality and an underlying enthusiasm that
is so often sadly lacking in exhibitions.
You obtain a keen sense of the people
behind the things _arrayed. Exhibitions
are frequently mere displays of goods, and
as such tend to become unutterably boring.

Radio exhibitions in general are in the
nature of exceptions, to this, and we are
certain visitors to the Northern Nationaf
will thoroughly enjoy their experience and
find that they can go and 'go again without
losing -interest.

The exhibition will remain open daily
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. until October 17th,
and the price of admission is Is. 6d. including
tax.. Arrangements have been made with
the railway companies for reducing railway
fares.

Intending visitors are invited to write to
Provincial Exhibitions, Ltd., The City Hall,
Deansgate, Manchester, enclosing stamped,
addressed envelopes, for railway vouchers.

These vouchers entitle their holders to
travel the return journey up to 60 miles
from Manchester for the cost of a single fare.

A number of competitions have been
arranged in connection with the Northern
National Radio Exhibition, and the exhi-
bits concerned are being prominently dis-
played. These will prove a popular feature.
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ARE PORTABLES STILL
PQPULAR?

A correspondent who lives in the country went to the Radio Show as a pro-
+ spective purchaser of a portable set, and in this informative article tells

you of the impressions he gained concerning the models exhibited.

EXHIBITOR, what of the portable "
Thus my mental frame of mind as
the express bore me at over 60

miles an hour towards that Mecca of all
good enthusiasts-the " Show.'-' -

A Long Journey.
I was travelling the hundred -odd miles

or so from my country home to see the goods
in person before buying a portable receiver.
And when I say " portable " I mean
portable ! Namely, one of passable weight
and housed in neat suit -case style so that
when I hiked down the street with it
everyone's eyes would not goggle at my" luggage."-

I was prepared really to enjoy myself ;
metaphorically to wallow for a space in
portables. True, there had not been much
about such apparatus in the papers, in the
adverts, or even in the technical journals
but, after last year-well, surely there must
be a plentiful crop !

But I was mistaken. Indeed, I will go
further-I was diSappointed. Out of the
250 or so exhibitors there were only around
about 50 makes of portables to be found !

There was stacks and stacks of all -mains
sets and apparatus on show, but, as a pro-
spective purchaser, these had no interest
for me, for the metal masts for mains are
still years from our out -Of -the -way dwelling.
But yet I was very interested in all this all
mains fare.

From it I learned the truth-I learnt
why my pet item was so lacking. It had
nothing to do with the increased pOpularit
of hiking, nor yet with the high cost of
running a motor -car. No, not at all ; but
let me tell you what conclusion I came to.

Portables have never been used very
extensively for the purpose for which they
were originally introduced, namely, to pro
vide entertainment on picnics and other
outings in the open. Rather, their popu-
larity has been due mostly to their con-
venience as receivers that can be taken from
room to room quite easily, and which can
be put out of the way when not in use.

For Indoor Use.
It was through this particular advantage

that transportables came along. A trans-
portable was at first simply a more elabo-
rate sort of portable but finished in a more
elegant manner.

- With the advent of all -mains design the
transportable jumped into prominence. And
since the majority of all -mains receivers can
be moved about as easily as -portables, they
have more or less ousted the latter as indoor
receivers.

Another thing that has contributed to the
popularity of the portable, but in a lesser
degree, is that they enable radio to be taken
to a house where a set is non-existent. But
this aspect of their usefulness is fast dying
out as radio becomes more and more uni-
versal, for before so very long there will be
but few houses without a radio of some sort.

With this reasoning I decided that it was
only natural to find fewer portables at the
show this year, and set myself to see whether
portable sets had progressed in quality if
not in quantity. I found that they had
without a doubt, and here are a few of the
items that were of particular interest.

First of all, like the remainder of the sets,
the prices were down quite considerably.
But the size in nu5St cases did not seem
to be cut down at all, although this is largely
made up for by the improvement in quality

that only one tuning condenser has to be
used.

But the modern portables are just as easy
to operate, for only in one or two are there
more than one tuning control. This effect
is, of course, largely obtained by ganging.

One set has the controls so arranged that
the two circuits in it can be either tuned
separately, or at the same time with one
knob. Another interesting item is the pro-
vision of direct calibration of the tuning of a
receiver in wave -lengths with the more
important stations mentioned by name.

Super -Het. Sets.
In the super -het. circuits the new double -

grid combined oscillator and first detector
valves are naturally largely used. Another
item which shows that portables are well
up to -date is the absence of a G.B. battery
in one of them, grid -bias being obtained
automatically.

So far as the general design is concerned,
the sets follow more or, less recognised lines.
The loudspeaker is in the lid, and the

`THESE " GUARDS " AREN'T ON PARADE !

An "unofficial demonstration " of the wireless

that has taken place over the older type of
portable.

There was one portable that struck me
as a good effort, however, in keeping down
the size. It was 121, in. x 11 in. x Sin., and
employed a super -heterodyne circuit.

As a matter of fact, super -het. circuits are
very much to the fore in portables this year.
One firm is showing a six -valve super -het.

The majority of the sets that are not
supers. employ a four-va-ive arrangement,
which consists of an S.G. H.F. valve fol-
lowed by a detector and then two L.F.
stages. In only a few cases are pentode
valves utilised, and this may be the reason
that current consumptions are kept within
quite reasonable limits.

An Old Pattern.
The old type of five -valve circuit with two

aperiodic, three -electrode H.F. valves is
not very much in prominence, although there
are still a few; makes employing this arrange-
ment. Its chief advantage lies in the fact

van used by the Guards during recent manoeuvres.

remainder of the case is roughly separated
into three divisions, one for the set proper
with the controls, one for the valves, and
the third for the batteries.

Items of Interest.
Also, both long and medium waves are

available. The usual arrangement is to have
a three position switch, the centre position
being off.

Two items of particular interest are the
presence of a moving -coil speaker in at least
one of the portables, and a specially hinged
lid in another. In tie latter case the hinge
is so arranged that when open the lid of the
case can be rotated independently of the
rest of the case, so that orientation of the
frame is possible without a turntable or
without swinging the set round.

Yes, I think, on the whole, the user of
a portable has not been forgotten. My visit
was not in vain, and the only difficulty I
met was on the -way home in the train, trying
to make up my mind which set I liked best.
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WHEN reading the ' account of the
operation. of a particular type of
receiving circuit, you sometimes

come across the term "shock.excitation,"
and perhaps you may not be quite clear
what it means. It sounds rather-, .a
mysterious term, but as a matter of fact
it is really very simple and can ,be explained
quite easily.

Atmospherics and Noise.
Perhaps I . should say first Of all that

generally when we come across this term
Shock excitation" with reference to a

radio circuit it is in connection with the
effect" of atmosphfrieS"upon the circuit.

Most atmospherics are due to lightning
flashes or similar electric discharaes which
radiate out into the ether a torrent of
irregular ethe.r waves. I call, them
" irregular " to distinguish themirom the
" regular " waves which-aro sent out by an
ordinary oscillating valVe circuit.

Perhaps this distinction can
be made clearer by cemparing,
radio waves and sound waves.
If we look at the matter in this
way. the atmospherics may be
compared -to noise and the regular
radio waves. may be compared to
musical somas.

If you strike n noyi-resonanf,
object, such as a battered tin
canister, you produce simply
a noise, whereas when you strike
a resonant object, such as one
of the strings of a pianoforte,
you produce musical sound.

Unrelated Waves.
Whilst making this distinction

between noise and musical
sound, I should perhaps add
that the distinction is one of
degree rather than of.kind. The
noise produced by striking the tin
canister consists of definite
wave -lengths, but there are so
many different wave -lengths, and
each one persists for so short a
time, that you get  in the result a con-
glomeration of unrelated sound -wave and

" this is what we call " noise."
A definite musical sound, on the other

hand, comprises one wave -length. (the
fundamental) with or without a number of
other wave -lengths (the harmonics), and

SOME

T CK
TATION?

Dr 1111.T. Roberts.
I past. 11? -

* -4- -4.-47-10--4.-

iHere is a. concise and -eminently
readable explanation of a pheno-
menon that is often referred to butt

1
is seldom clearly- defined.

*

the- point here is that these different wave-
lengths bear a definite relationship to one
another instead of being entirely unrelated
as in the case of a noise.

When you strike a key of the pianoforte
the hammer hits the string and ".shock
excites " it; the string, however, being left
in a state of vibration in its own natural
frequency. The string may be set into
vibration, as you know, in another entirely
different way, that is, by resonance with
another vibrating body having the same
frequency.

Vibration Due to Resonance.
For example, if you depress the loud or

sustaining pedal of a piano (so as to remove

LONG SETS FOR THE SHORT WAVES

This is a view of one corner of the short-wave reception room at Geltow,
which is Germany's wonderful radio receiving station.

the dampers from the strings) and then
sound a tuning fork, close by the instrument,
you will find that at least -one string of the
piano will pick up the,,,note. of the tuning
fork.

This string, of the piano must be one which
has the same or - practically the 'same

natural frequency as the tuning fork, and it
is set into vibration b r the continued and
synchronous atmospheric impulses from the
tuning fork, the effect being known as
" resonance."

If the string is struck and the duration of
the impulse is short compared to the time of
a complete vibration of the string, then the
striking object will have retired or receded
before the string returns to the mean
position from which it has been displaced,
and consequently the string will be left

- vibrating instead of being damped by the
striking object.

All Manner of Wave -lengths.
Now to return to the question of shack

excitation of a radio circuit. A lightning
flash or other source of atmospherics sends
out radio waves on all manner . of wave-
lengths.

When these wave -lengths strike a
receiving aerial, one or other of them may
set the receiving circuit into vibration
by a kind of resonance, whilst those which

are of higher frequency, than
 the natural frequency of the

circuit in question act- in
the same way as the striker on the
pianoforte string, and so " shock
excite "-the circuit.

You will see from the fore-
going that in the case of a circuit'
which has a low natural frequency
(e.g. one tuned for long wave-
lengths) since its natural period
of vibration is longer it will be
more likely to be shock excited
than one where the natural period
of frequency is extremely short.

Record Surface -Noise.
It may be of interest to

mention that there are reasons
for believing that the surface
noise from a gramophone record
consists of small shock -
excitations, and on this basis
methods have been devised
(using electrical reproduction)
whereby the noise can be
separated out from the regular
acoustic frequencies, the noise

of shock excitations being then suppressed
by suitable filter circuits, whilst the regular
desired frequencies are retained.

It is due to the large variety of wave-
lengths in atmospherics that make it im-
possible to avoid them no matter to what
wave -length the set is tuned.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested an
ound-

SOME GOLTONE ITEMS.
In a range of Goltone components that

recently reached us were three Midget
fixed condensers, three Midget typo con-
densers, and several two -point and three-
point switches.

The three-point switch seems to me to be
a very, sound design. Its action -is brisk,
by which I mean it goes on and off with a
nice click, leaving no doubt whatever as
to its position, there being no " half -way "
position possible.

It is provided with a panel disc, carrying
the words Push for Long Waves, Pull
for Short," a feature which constructors
will no doubt appreciate.

The Goltone compression type condeiaser
is skilfully arranged either for baseboard
of panel mounting, and is a good piece of
work. The " Goltone" Midget condenser
also exhibits sound commonsense in its
design, in that it has its value very plainly
marked at the top.

EXCELLENT COMPONENTS

We can recommend the use of these " Goltone
components in " P. W." sets.

NEW' " LOTUS " COMPONENT.
I have remarked before that I tend to

find the best examples of modern radio
engineering in variable condenser con-
struction and that this branch of the radio
industry seems to be largely the preserves
of the best craftsmen of the day.'

Well, I have no need yet to modify these
views of mine ; indeed, there is growing
evidence in their favour.

Take, for example, the new " Lotus "
variable condensers, these surely, prove my
point admirably.

Lotus Radio, Ltd., always did produce
beautiful gear of this nature, but their latest

efforts are even better than
before.

I have in front of me as I
write a " Lotus " Two -Gang,
and, honestly, there is not 'a
point in it that I could criticise
if -I were in my moat carping
mood.

Its construction is first-.
class in every respect and it is

amdoubtedly one of the best components of
any kind that has come my way.

A "LOTUS" GANG

An extremely useful device particularly for
band -pass -sets.

It comprises two totally screened .0005-
mfd. sections, matched with almost un-
natural precision. -

I'particularly like the accessibly placed
trimming adjustments. These, which are
liberal and completely dependable in their
actions, have their slotted knobs protruding
through the top of the metal casing, so
that it is the easiest possible task to adjust
them when the component -is built into a
set.

The price of the Lotus Two -Gang is 20/-,
and for 5/- extra it is supplied with a fine
disc drive. A drum drive is also 'available
at an additional cost of 7/6.

These prices reveal the good value for
money that is obtainable in radio these
days.

The "Lotus'.'Two-Gang has several im-
portant uses in present-day radio receivers,
as is being revealed in " P.W.'s " set designs.

READY RADIO " INSTAMAT " MAJOR.
This is an output transformer for accu-

rately matching moving -coil loudspeakeis
to set outputs of unknown quantities-
and qualities. As many -readers will know,
it is vital that the last valve of a set should
be matched with the loud speaker. There is
only one ratio of inapedances that gives
optimium volume plus greatest fidelity.

In the majority of cases the amateur is
unable to determine the values in question
with any degree of accuracy even with the

aid of the published characteristics of
valves and speaker.

But a perfect result is assured if means are
provided for an immediate adaptation of
the conditions. This is possible with the
new Ready Radio component, for switches
are -fitted to it so that you can change from

,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t

PLEASE NOTE.
Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of any kind
E.- for review purposes. All examinations
:E. and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
 Technical Department, with the strictest
1.= of impartiality, under the personal super-

vision of the Technical Editor.
We should like to point out that we

= prefer to receive production samples
 picked from stock, and that we cannot
.1=2. in any circumstances undertake to
 return them, as it is our practice thor-
E oughly to dissect much of the gear in
 the course of our investigations !

And readers should note that the
 subsequent reports appearing on this
 page are intended as guides to buyers,
= and are, therefore, framed up in. a readily
= readable manner free from technicalities

unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

one ratio to another, noting the aural
effects as you do so, with only the lapse of
fractions of seconds between.

" Instamat " Major is an excellent pro-
duction and it has few practical limitations
in use., It is able to handle up to 150
milliamperes of D.C. current through its
primary without serious saturation trouble-
a far greater current than is met with even
in the most ambitious of ordinary receiving
sets. Further, it has an extremely low
primary resistance-so low, in fact, that
there is negligible voltage drop even when
paralleled power -valves are employed.

As far as I know, there is no other com-
ponent like it on the market, and its
production is a very creditable feat on the
part of Messrs. Ready Radio, and one for
which they will undoubtedly earn the thanks
of many moving -coil enthusiasts.

The price of this four pounds of scientific
radio engineering is 35s.

IMPROVING MOVING COILS

You can exactly and quickly match your moving-
coil speaker with any set output by means of this

new Ready Radio product.
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THE screen is a very simple affair in this
" Pop -Vox " Four set. It 'consists of
a piece of ordinary wood, any kind

will ,do, covered with either thin copper
sheeting or with tin foil. But the covering
must be complete and on bah sides. . If a
number of separate sheets are used, then
these must overlap quite a bit and come
into clean, close contact. No glue or other
such adhesive should be used between
overlapping sheets. The necessary contact
to the screening material can be made by
soldering if desired, but if not a wire,
should- lae- screwed down over a tag of the
foil, as shOwn in the wiring diagram.

The hole through which the S.G. valve
passes must -not be any larger
than is required for the valve easily
to pass through it. The valve holder
is fixed onto a -piece of wood in
order to raise it and make the
ennipenent more accessible.

About the -Coils.
The full specifications of the coils

employed are given on the next page
so that you can make them yourself
if you so desire. By the way, even if
you don't wind the P.J.'s we certainly
recommend you to wind your own
Coil Quoits. This is an extremely
simple task, and you will get just
as good results with your own home-
made versions as could be obtained
With any factory construction.

The mounting of the components
should present no difficulties. The
screen can be fixed by screws pas-
sing up from under the baseboard
and this article, the screen I mean,
acts as a fine panel bracket if a
couple of screws are ,driven into it
from the front of the, panel. Some
makes of coil Quoits have mounting
feet moulded on to them, although
there., are othe'rs, that are supplied
with separate fixing pieces, but in
either instance the fixing of these
little articles, is quite straightfor-
ward. There is no technical
objection to the .wiring -up of the
Coil QuOits before they are -finally
screwed into place.

Mounting the P.J.'s.
Those P.J. coils not equipped With

mounting brackets -may be screwed
to the baseboard by small screws
passing through the ends of the

* 0 0 0 000000 000 0

i

By G.V. DOWDING,
Associate I.E.E.

Further constructional notes and
/the operating details are given

9
this week.

* 0 +0- -0-0 -07-0. -0-0- 0-0 0--0- -000- *

It pays to make the wiring neat and
orderly, for tidy wiring is easy to check up
and generally means grea:er efficiency.
In the H.F. Section.

As was indicated on the wiring diagram,
a part of the baseboard has to be covered
with metal foil. We ought to have men -

PLACING THE G.B.

The grid -bias battery stands in the clip that can be seen right in the
foreground of this photograph.

tioned this before, bemuse it is obviously
necessary to do that tart of the job prior
to the screwing down of the components.
You should use copper or tin foil and
ensure that,- (1), this baseboard fail makes
good contact with the foil on the vertical
screen and, (2), that none of the leads or
component terminals accidentally short-
circuit through it.

Pay particular attention to the ceii
nections of the coils-a slip in these is not -
hard to make ! Commercial P.J.'s have
coloured leads to denote their various
winding ends, as described on the next
page, and it is a good plan, if you wind
your own P.J.'s, to cut little labels from

stiff paper, write the appropriate
colours on these and fix them to
the coil leads.
Spaghetti Resistances.

During the wiring you .will
c,ppreciate the advantages of the
Spaghetti resistances, for those act
as their own connecting leads !
But don't pull on these Spags,"
for in a few makes the metal end
pieces are not very robustly fixed.

There is sufficient space at the
one end of the baseboard for the
large grid -bias battery, and this can
be kept in position by a grid -bias
battery clip for baseboards. Such
an item costs only. a few pence.

Place the battery in position
before you cut and fix the grid -bias
),;ads. These leads should be of
flexible wire-single strand stuff is
apt to break with apparently little
provocation !

Grid Bias for the S.G.
The H.T. current to . the S.G.

valve is somewhat reduced by
the provision of a one -cell grid -bias
battery. Don't try to do without
this little battery. That would be
a very false economy indeed, for it
will save its few pence of initial
cost time and time again. The
Siemens make has a small flap
enabling it -quickly to be, screwed
securely to the baseboard.

But you must not regard this
little battery as a component having
an indefinite. life. It might last a
whole year, but at length it is bound
to run down. A periodic test, say
once every two or three months, is

(Continued on next page.)
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MORE ABOUT THE +

+

" POP -VOX " FOUR
(Continued from previous page.)

advisable. Remember it acts like a tap and
regulates your H.T. to some moderate
extent.

Mains Unit Can Be Used.
The " Pop -Vox " Four, like all, other

" P.'W." sets, has been so designed that
it will work perfectly with any good make

COIL DETAILS.
P.J.2.-Former 2 in. diam., 2 in. long.

Medium -wave aerial unit,
Wire 30 D.S.C.

AERIAL WINDING, 9 turns, tapped at
4 and 6. Beginning " A " (red flex) ;
end " X " (blue flex). Space in.
between aerial and grid.

GRID WINDING, 64 turns. Beginning
marked " G " (white flex) ; end
marked " Y " (black flex).

P.J.3.-Former 2 in. diam., 3 in. long.
Intervalve medium -wave unit.
Wire 30 D.S.C.

PRIMARY, 30 turns, tapped at 10 and
20 from beginning marked "A" (red
flex) ; end marked " X "-,(blue flex).
Space between pri. and grid windings
I in.

GRID, 64 turns. Beginning marked
" G " (white flex) ; end marked " Y "
(black flex). Space between grid and
reae, windings in.

REACTION, 34 turns. Beginning
marked " Z " (green flex) ; end
marked " R " (yellow flex).

1st LONG -WAVE UNIT.-Coil Quoit,
30 D.S.C. Wire, 150 turns tapped at 30
and 60 turns away from the " E " end.

2nd LONG -WAVE UNIT.-Coil Quoit,
30 D.S.C. Wire.

REACTION. -60 turns. End joined to
" E " of Grid Winding.

GRID WINDING.. -150 turns tapped at
60 from " E."

Winding of ALL coils in SAME direction.

b

of H.T. mains unit. But if you can and do
intend employing _one of .these attractive
accessories, make sure you purchase a model
capable of supplying enough current, and a
bit to spare, for the particular valves you
buy.

Don't be tempted to purchase cheap
foreign valves of doubtful origin and merit.
Truly, to buy British is the soundest coin-
mon sense in this regard, although I must
hastily add.". there are one or ;two fereign
brands carrying Well-knoWn name's whickare

t e satisfactory
from 'every point of
view. You will be
completely safe-
guarded if you
refer to the makes
given in our acces-
sort' list, for all thesev.
have, been fully test-
ed P -Lour Rcseat eh -
Dept. -'

Also, take note of
the types recom-
mended.
Final Adjustments.

An H.T. battery;
' higher capacity
type than the
ordinary " normal "
is advised.

When the set is
hooked up for its
first aerial test it
will be necessary to
adjust the compres-
sion condenser that
is -fixed- on the "basethard. But once set
this component reed never be touched
again. It fUnctions only on'. the long
waves, and you should slowly turn its
little knob 'first the.
one way and then
the other until you
have just the select- _

ivity you desire.
- Also, -you will need
initially to ,find
the best tapping
points on the coils.

And the tappings
or(the aerial or first

PERFECTLY ADEQUATE SCREENING

Note how the S.G. valve fits through the screen and how the connection is'
made to its anode terminal by a short flexible lead.
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Q -c it constitute' the Isecon 1
long -wave selectivi -Y adjustment.

The P.D. Coil Tappings,
Tho P,J. coil tappings have little or no

effect on the long waves, for it is one of
the advantages of this receiver design that
the two sets of inductances in each case
operate more 'or less independently in
this respect.

The, Tappings on the P.J. coils need to

ADJUSTING FOR BEST SELECTIVITY

Yon vary the clips between the tapping points until you have lust the
degree of selectivity necessary for your local conditions.

be adjusted while you are tuned to an
ordinary wave station.

- Once these adjustments are made you
can leave them permanently " set."

THE COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES WE RECOMMEND
1 Panel, 21 in. x 7 in. (Permcol,

' -Ooltone, Lissen, Peto-Scott).
1 Cabinet for above with baseboard

10 in, deep (Cameo, Osborn,
Pickett, Gilbert).

2 -0005-mid. Extensers (Wavemaster
Cyldon, Formo),

1 .0001, .00012 or .00015-mfd.
differential reaction condenser
(Igranic, Lntus, Ready Radio,
J.B., Lissen, Formo, Wave -
master, Graham-Farish, Telsen,
Cyldon).

1 Triple -pole change -over switch
(Wearite).

2 2-mfd. condensers (H e 1 s b y,
T.C.C., Dubilier, Igranic, Ferranti,
Mullard, Lissen, Telsen).

1 1-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen,ete.).
1 .001-mfd. maximum compression

condenser (Formo, Lewcos, R.I.,
Sovereign,Telsen, Graham-Farish).

2 .01-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen,
T.C.C., Mallard, Dubilier, Ediswan,
Ferranti, Igranic, Graham-Yarist)
001-mfd fixed condenser
(Telsen, etc.).

1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser
(Ferranti, etc.).

1 Horizontal valve holder (Junit
W.B., Bulgin, Parex).

3 Ordinary valve holders (Ben-
jamin, Telsen, Igranic, Lotas,
Lissen, Clix, Bulgin, Formo,
Wearite, Graham-Farish, Dario).

1 2-meg. grid leak and holder
(Ferranti, Telsen, E d i s w a n,
Ready Radio, Igranic, Graham-
Farish, Watmel).

1 1-meg. grid leak and holder
(Ferranti, etc.). -

1 L.F. transformer (Telsen
Igranie, Lissen, Varley,
Ferranti, Lotus, Lewcos).

1 Output choke (R.I., Graham-
Farish or as above)

1 75,000 -ohm Spaghetti resistance
(Lewcos, Ready Radio, Bulgin,
Graham-Farish, Varley, Telsen).

1 25,000 -ohm Spaghetti resistants:
(Bulgin, etc.).

1600 -ohm Spaghetti- resistance
(Tunewell, etc.).

1 10,000 -ohm Spaghetti resistance
(Varley, etc.).

1 ME choke (Peto-Scott, Lewcos,
Telsen, R.I., Ready Radio, Parex,
Lotus, Graham-Farish, Wearite.)

1 Fuse and holder (Bulgin, Ready -
Radio).

1 P.J.2 coil (Ready Radio, R.I.,
Wearite, Goltone, Melbourne,
Parex, Peto-Scott, Formo, Fer-
ranti, Lewcos).

1 P.1.3 coil (Peto-Scott.etc.). ;

2 Coil quoits (Wearite, Peto-Scott,
Melbourne, Parex, Reddy Radio,
A.E.D.).

4 oz. of No. 30 D.S.C. wire.
1 Terminal strip, 14 in. x 2 in.
1 Terminal strip, 4 in. x 2 in.
11 Terminals (Igranic, Belling &

Lee, Eelex,
3 Crocodile clips,- wire, flex,

screws, G.B. battery 'clip, copper
foil, etc_

LOUD SPEAKER.-Amplion,
Celestion, B.T.-H., Blue Spot,
Undy, W.B., Graham-Farish.

VALVES. -2, 4, or 6 -volt. 1
S.G., 1 H.L., 1 L.F., 1 power
or super power (Six -Sixty,
Mazda, Eta, Osram, Cossor,
Fotos, Lissen, Tungsram, Dario).

BATTERIES. -120 to 1)0-v_ It
super -capacity H.T. Grid bias
for H.F. valve, 9 or 1 -5 -volt.
Grid bias for L.F. valves to suit
types used. (Drydex, Pertrix,
Ever Ready, G.E.C., Lissen).

ACCUMULATOR. -2, 4 or 6-
volt to suit valets. (Exide,
Ediswan, Lissen, Pertrix).

MAINS UNITS, State type of
mains, voltage and details of
set when ordering: (Regentone,
Ekco, Tannoy, ,Atlas, Heay-
berd, Lotus).

a
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REMARKABLE WIRELESS

EXPERIENCE

IN MANCHESTER
Local experts perplexed

Mr. T. A. Kennedy's own story of Battery Record

Everybody who -ewns a wireless set will be interested in the following
letter received from Mr. T. A. Kennedy, of Willington, Manchester; whose
experience surprised and puzzled even local experts.

" Dear Sirs :
As I write I am listening to the Wireless on a McMichael Screened 3 -valve
Pentode employing two EVER READY super -capacity batteries, which
yesterday completed their 56th week (14 months) continuous use. Surely
this is a very exceptional'- ength of time for any battery to. last ?

I wrote you on their completion of 8 - 9 months never expecting a further
5 months' use. Local dealers here are perplexed and say I am mistaken but
I know positively that the batteries were put into commission on lune 5th,
1930."

THE EVER READY
CO. (GT. BRITAIN)
LTD., HERCULES PLACE,
HOLLOWAY, LONDON, 14.7.

(This letter may be inspected at the office of the Company.)

When a set is adequately powered, and only then, it is economically
powered ! That is the secret of Mr. Kennedy's success. There
is an EVER READY Battery made to fit every type of set, portables
included ; and Mr. Kennedy chose the,EVER READY battery made
for his. Result : 14 months of trouble -free wireless for two guineas !
Why not fit your set with the battery made by an exclusive process
and guaranteed to give satisfaction joy the firm that has been making
reliable batteries for over 29 years ? Write to the address below for
a free list of popular wireless sets and the EVER READY Battery
specially recommended for each of them.

THE BATTERY
THAT LASTS A
LONG TIME
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MATCHED COILS
ENSURE PERFECT
GANGING 

NEW H.F. INTERVALVE COIL.
(Dual range.) Without switch, for use with
the " Square Peak " Coil type BP7. Com-
pletely screened. Its inductance inside
the screen is exactly matched to that
of the " Square Peak " Coil to ensure
perfect ganging.

List No. BP8. Price 8/6
(Also supplied with wave -change switch.
Model No, BP6. Same price.)

(REG° TRADE MR121-0

NEW EXTENSER MODELS
of the famous "Square Peak" Coil .. Approved
by " P.W." Set Designers . . Already specified
and used in the Modern Wireless " and
" 'Wireless Constructor " Exhibition Sets-
the " Super Quad" and the " Exhibition Four."
This new Model BP7 is fitted with terminals
in place of wave -change switch, enabling the
coil to be used with Extensers or any type of
remote switch control. Identical in all other
respects with the original model BP5, of which
users write I-
" I have fitted one in my receiver and the results
are amazing. The sharpness of tuning is uncanny."

(Midlands)
"For selectivity I have seen or heard nothing to equal
the Square Peak' Coil, and although I have built
dozens of receivers I have never obtained such won-
derful tone." (F.A .G.)

READY NOW

neg. Design.
Pat. Pending.

1St-
The Varley "Square Peak" band-pass
aerial Coil (dual -rang) Model BP7 gives
a constant square -toped peak and separa-
tion of substantially 9 kilocycles over the
whole of both wave -bands, (Model BP5
complete with ware -change switch, seine

154UiliE PERK"COIL

STANDS 82/83, MANCHESTER

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Holborn 5303. ';
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THOUGH the recent National Radio
Exhibition at Olympia Provided no
surprises in the way of revolutionary

set designs, it gave a very clear indication,
of the vigour of the radio trade, and the
valve manufacturers in particular.

There were numerous new designs of both
battery and mains valves which attracted
widespread attention from visitors, and
though nothing startling appeared, never-
theless there were many very, valuable
additions to the valve ranges. - - -

An example of these is the new Mazda Pen
220, which has been brought out specially
for use in small battery -operated sets, where
anode consumption is a vital factor.

Ideal for Portable Sets.
Probably the biggest problem which

confronts the designer of the portable
battery receiver is that of anode current
consumption. Realising this, the Mazda
engineers set out to produce a power valve
which gave an unusually large power
output with Only 100 volts, H.T., and, with
a very low anode current consumption.
The result is the Mazda Pen 220, which -
incorporates new methods of construction
and new features of design which have never
before been employed in the pentode valve.

The results are remarkable
'

for the same
anode consumption as with, an ordinary
power valve, the output is two and a half
to three times as great. Thus one can get
with an anode consumption of five milli -
amps, and 120 volts H.T., a power output
sufficient to work a moving -coil speaker in
an ordinary room. As a matter of fact, A
signal'Voltage of only three volts is required
to provide the maximum power output
with this remarkable little valve.

More New S.G. Valves.
Another new two-volter in the same range

is the Pen. 220A, which has a consumption
of ten to twelve milliamps at 100 to 120
volts and with a corresponding larger outpUt.

A new nietallised detector valve has also
been brought out by the same firm specially
designed for use with the pentode, and
known as the There are also tWo-
neW two:volt screened -grid valves, the
S.215A and S.215B, which, with the old
valves with which we are so familiar,
provide an impedance range from some
350,000 to 800,000 ohms. But good as these
valves are, it is undoubtedly the pentode
which will create the most interest during
the coming season.

TT RY
VALVES

A brief outline of the many new
battery valves that ha'Ye made their
appearance on the market during

the past .few months.
By K. D. ROGERS

Mullards also have prepared an intensive
campaign, and their new range of valves
ha's a very wide scope. Among the
battery,heated type newcomers, the two -
volt range shows a steady increase in
efficiency and in many cases a decrease
in battery consumption.

A Special Detector.
The two -volt S.G. valve, fOr instance

(the P.1I.12), has been improved; the
impedance having been' put down to
180,000 Ohms with. Et mutual `conductance
now of 1.1, as against .9, before. The
P.M.1 ILL. is a general-purpose valve which
was introduced a Month or so ago and has
an impedance of _18,500 ohms and an
amplification factbr of .28, -while a newly -de-
signed -detector, P.M.2,DX, has been placed
on the market With improved characteristics
and a filament consumption:of 1 of an amp.

Two -volt power valves which " P.W. '
readers will find very useful are the Mullard

and will make a tremendous difference to
two -volt valve set owners. .

Now let us come to the Osram releases ;
here we find quite it number of two -volt
valves which have been introduced during
the last year or wbich made their first
appearance at the Exhibition. First
amongst these is the S.22, which readers of
" P.W." will notice has often been used
in our recently -designed sets, and with
extremely good results.

With or Without Grid Bias.
It is a two -volt S.G. valve having an

unusually steep elope, the actual figure
being 1.75 milliarnp per volt. The imped-
ance is 200,000 ohms and the amplification
factor 350, and the valve is designed to
operate, if deSired, with no negative grid
bias. though it usually is better to apply
1..5 volts.

The average anode current at 120 to 150
volts with a bias of 1.5, which is the usual

DO YOU USE ANY OF THESE ?

A group of two-yolters that are earning widespread popularity. They are from the Lisseil, Cosso.,
and Osram factories.

P.M.2A, which has an impedance of 3,600
ohms and an amplification factor of 12.5,
and the P.M.202, which has an impedance of
only 2,000 ohms and an amplification factor
of 7, bringing the slope to 3.5 thilliamps per
volt.

The P.M.252, an old favourite, has been
redesigned, and now appears with an
impedance --of 1,900 ohms and- an amplifica-
tion, factor of 7, giving a mutual conduct-
ance of 3.7 ; these are remarkable figures

figure to employ for this- valve for best
results,- is F5, while the screening current
is about 1.6. With no bias at all the makers'
figures show _the anode current increases to
4 milliamps so -it -is obviously, a great
economy to use bias with this valve:

Another new screened -grid valve is the
'S.21, having a mutual conductance of 1.1,
with the seine impedance as the 8.22. It
has been placed on the market specially for

(Continued on next page.)
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(Coo.tii,iced from precious page.)

*
use where two or more- S.G, stages are
employed, and it is claimed .that with the
use of this valve cross modulation ea -a he
very largely avoided...

The -H.2, a high . magnification detector
that made its appearance not very long ago;
and has an irnpedanceof 35,000 ohms and an
amplification factor of 35, is a useful valve -

while the H.L.2, with its impedance of
18,000 ohms and its amplification factor of
27, is an even more useful. detector than the
H.2.

Two &anomieif power. Valvea.
Going- On towards the power and sttlier-

power types, we come to the L,P.2, which
has been out for some time but is neverthe-
less worthy- of. mention- here. It has an
impedance of 3,900 ohms and a mutual
conductance of 3.85, while the P.2-its
larger brother, so to speak-has a mutual
conductance of 3-5 and an impedance of
2,150 ohms. This -latter is an extremely
useful loudspeaker valve, and at 125 volts
anode potential the a v ciage anode current

SENSITIVE AND SURE AMP

though as such it is rather heavy on anode
current'. For instaile;.vidsth anode volts' -'-of
15 to *i and the inner grid voltss-at 20,4,nd
the recommended bias of -A or -41 volts,
the inner grid current comes to something
like 11 milliarna, while the leverage e
current is only 1.2 to, 2 milliamps.

Among the Cossor battery valVes which
have made their appearance during the last
few weeks, the usetallised_ detectors are .
-particularly interesting, and these in con-
junction with the already popular metal-.
ised S.G's.. are very useful.

The New "Double-Grider."
Tire -large range of Six -Sixty valves has

been made still by the addition Of
several interesting neWeothers, among Which
some fine output valves will be of special
interest to POPULAR WIRELESS readers.

The double -grid vtive, of course, figures
in the S.S. list, as does a new special detector
with improved characteristics.

I have recently had in for test a batch of
Tungsram valves, whose barium filaments
are famous .throughout the Continent and
are rapidly gaining fiwour in this country.
Among these there- is the new screened grid
valve, which has particularly interesting
characteristics, the impedance being 430,000
ohms. while the magnification factor is
300. Most of the new .valves in this
snake have been- introduced in the mains

section, and there is
nothing ,.very much to
any about the two-
volters; though perhaps
a . few details of the
main two -volt valves
will be of interest as,
though low in price,
these valves are very
efficient.

For iketection..
The best detector is

-undoubtedly the
P.D.220: In the twi
volt class. This is fol-
lowed very closely by
the L.210. This latter
valve also makes an
excellent two:volt L.F.
valve, while in the four -
volt L.F. series the
recommended type is
the G.409. Of the power

LIFIERS

This photograph shows a group of Tungsram valves,
new Tungsram S.G. amplifier.

varies between 10 and 14 milliamps as the
grid bias is varied between 9 and 101 volts,
the limits advised by the makers.

Another Useful Pentode.
Then, again, I must notoforget the PT.2.

a pentode valve having a particularly low
anode current, the latter being only 7 milli -
amps at 120 volts. This valve has been
designed for sets eniplbying only one stage
of L.F." amplification, for it is extremely
sensitive to wean signals and has, of course,
a rather restricted grid swing.

The D.G.2 (double -grid valve) really ought
to be placed in a class by itself, for it has
been designed and brought out by many
manufaetiirers, including Osram, Marconi,
Mullard, Cossors, Six -Sixty, Tungsram, etc.,
especially to act as the frequency changer
in super -heterodyne circuits. Readers will
remember the fanious " P W. " Super
Quad " uses a double -grid valve as a mixer
valve, with particularly fine results.

It can be used as an amplifier; however,

valves the P.215 and
the P.220 are available,

while in. the super -power class. the S.P.230
is a remarkably. good valve for two volts
working, and the P.414 in the four is to
be recommended.

There is also a new valve (P.460) on a par
with the famous P.X.4, giving an undis-
torted output of over two watts. It takes
.6 amp., and while it can be used with a four -

volt accumulator it is more especially de-
signed for use as a:directly-heated A.C. valve.
There are several interesting specimens in
the six -volt range of, the Tungsram type,
though there are no H.F. types in this class:

Additions to Other Ranges.
Dario valves are also going ahead, and

several new ones have made -their appear.
ance, notably some very steep -slope valves
that give excellent results.

Three more Eta battery valves have been
added to the well-known range,- two being
of the H.L. detector type and the other a

..super -power.
- The first two are the B.Y.1210 and

including the
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B.Y.2020, with amplification factors of
12 and 20 respectiyely, and impedanees of
10,000 ohms and 20,009 4lns.-

The third valve is the B. X.604, having an
amplification factor of 6 and an impedance
of 4,000 ohms. Sold at 8/-, It makes a very
attractive super -power, especially as it takes
quite a reasonable anode current.

*
CAPT. ECKERSLEY

EXPLAINS
1 Some further light on an answer

given in his Query Corner.'*---
To the Editor "PoruLmt WHIELESS."

bear Sir,-I have been guilty of mis-
leading B.R. of Chelmsford on the question
of the connection to be adopted when using
D.C. mains for high-tension supply of
wireless sets.

B.R. asked me was it safe to connect
his filaments to earth if the negative of
'supply was earthed ?' I replied : "Yes it
was safe provided the negative remained
earthed." . s

So far I was perfectly right and I
was .at pains to point out that if the
supply company started to unearth the
negative and earth either of the other con-
ductors, leaving the neutral in the air,
then short circuits would occur.- Where I
.misled your correspondent. was in making
him think that the supply companies having
once earthed the negative would never
earth the others.

Possibility of Alterations: -

Apparently, however, it is the custom of
supply companies to _do just this thing,
and of course in _doing this' anyone with
a wireless set and without a condenser in
the earth lead is liable to short-circuit the
mains.

Secondly, the I.E.E. lays &Own regula-
tions to say that whatever conductor is
 earthed:.there must be a condenser in the
earth lead. I answered a specific question,
however, of B.R. of -Chelmsford, and
answered it really accurately, but I am afraid
so accurately that in the. upshot it was mis-
leading.

It would, I think, be advisable, in the
general interest, to give this letter promi-
nence, in order that all those who are
intending to use D.C. mains should be
aware that it is against the law to use the
mains for high-tension unless the filaments
'of the set are connected to earth through a
condenser which, of course, must be built
to withstand the maximum pressure
between any one conductor and -earth.
250 volts would surely be sufficient. .

"Thanks "--To Two Readers.
I must apologise to B.R. of Chelmsford,

and to others who may have been mis-
led, although I must point out that my
answer was, substantially accurate.

May I also take this opportunity of
thanking two gentlemen who have written
to me pointing out the misconceptions that
might arise by a too literal interpretation
of my answer, namely Mr. H. J. Henwood
of Ilford and Mr.- E. H. Skinner of
Beckenham.

Yours faithfully,
P. P. ECkersley.
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A Valveless Amplifier!
--well-knotvn inventor's brilliant achievement
The " Microbox " is one of the latest inventions of Mr. S. G.
Brown, F.R.S., inventor of the very first loudspeaker, and a
host of other devices, including the already famous Battery
Superseder, which he introduced at this year's Radio Show.
The " Microbox " is no bigger than the ordinary, pick-up,
yet it is a self-contained amplifier producing all the vqlume
and rich tone of an expensive multi -valve reproducer. All
you have to do is to change your present gramophone tone -
arm and sound -box for the " Microbox " and connect it up
to your loudspeaker. The little power required (10 volts
at amp.) can easily be supplied by a small accuniulator.
The only other component required-a transformer-is
supplied with the " Microbox." The price of the two
complete is 3 gns.

Is yours apopularquit'?
-if so, here's something to interest you!
Excellent idea-the Kit. But not quite perfect unless you get
a speaker worthy of the set, and a hiding place for your batteries.
Well, you can get both in an S. G. Brown Kit -Cabinet Speaker.
These S. G. Brown KIT -CABINET SPEAKERS are definitely
built to save you time and trouble-and money. Scarcely worth
while to make your own when you can walk away with one of
ours having spent so little.
They are priced from only 39/6. (See photograph and full
description on right.)

Is your set 'muffled'
your loudspeaker ?

-ten to one you'll answer 'No '-but.are you sure ?
Improvements in loudspeaker design have recently been so rapid
that speakers which were the last word three years 'ago sound
amazingly inefficient when heard beside such speakers -as the new
S. G. Brown permanent magnet moving coil (which costs only
£4/7/6). Nine people out of every ten " muffle" perfectly good
sets with old-fashioned speakers-and don't realise it. Are you
quite sure you are -not one of thein. ? Go to your dealer and
hear the new S. G. Brown Speakers for yourself. You'll knoW
then whether you are doing your set justice, or not.

Send fo 19 Mortimer Street, W.1, for free leaflet describing the

FAITHFUL MODELS MADE BY

FAITHFUL RADIO

The MICROBox combines
pick-up and amplifier on
the microphone principle.

Price (with transformer) 3 Gns.
(or 9 payments of 8/6).
Main5 urrt. AC. 011510. to E3/3/9

KIT -CABINETS.
MODEL L Eor Mullard 1932 3 -valve
Kit or Radio for the Million V.3
Kit- (incorporates S. G. Brown
SOLO Speaker). Price- 41/6
(or 6 monthly payments of
10/:).
MODEL 2. Stand -on KIT -CAB. for
1932.Melody Maker, Osram 1932
Music Magnet, etc. Price (With
Brown SOLO Speaker), 39/6 ---(or
6 monthly payments of 8/-.)

S. G. BROWN 'PERMANENT MAGNET MOV-
ING COIL. UNIT Costs E4/7/6. Complete
with handsome cabinet E4/ 1 9/6
shown it costs
(or 8 monthly payments of 13/6).
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SATISFACTION

GUARANTEE
Satisfaction, is guaranteed if you
fit " Wearite- components. They

- are scientifically constructed with
the finest workmanship and
materials. You cannot do better.

"WEARITE"
SUPER -HET. COILS

Three of the original " Wearite " Super -Het.
Coils (British Patent No. 349403) are used in
the " Super -Quad." One Oscillation Unit,, type
02. One Band Filter Unit with pigtail, type
0.T.2 Band Filter Unit, type
The original coils are made in London and sup-
plied only by Wright & Weaire, Ltd. 376Price, per set of three

"WEARITE"
H.F. CHOKE

A first-class component with a
very fine performance. It
covers efficiently the remark-
able range from so to 2,000
metres without any marked
resonances. Self -capacity very
low.

Type-H.F.0.- 6'6

II'rite for
FREE list.

M PON E N7I'S

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD., 740, High Road,
I ottenham, Nit 17. 'Phone : Tottenham 3847/8/9.

LANCHESTER -SENIOR'

ONCI;EII-A

-Winchester-

NEW 1932 MODELS.
HIGHER SENSITIVITY.

SPEECH PERFECT.
FULL MUSICAL RESPONSE.

Rex'ne Covered Cabinet.

LANCH ESTER'S

PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS
You cannot afford to be without
our new 193: CATALOGUE,
beautifully illustrated and contain-
ing full particulars and prices of
our Season's products now avail-
able.
It contains in addition a mine of
useful information, and is

FREE & POST FREE
Lanchester speakers are sold direct
to public only on 54 DAYS' FREE
TRIAL against cash with order .or
C.O.D. Their compact dimensions
readily permit their incorporation
in Portable Receivers, and the
facia board simplifies attachmCnt.

PRICES:
SPEAKERS from it -10-0 to 53-3-0
Complete in
CABINET from 12-10-0 to 54-15-0
Output Transformer required :

extra. See Catalogue.

Solid Mahogany Cabinet.

LABORATORIES

ALL
RADIO -GRAMOPHONE

SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED

applications
for
Advertising
Space in

`POPULAR
WIRELESS'

' MODERN

WIRELESS'
and

" WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR'

must be made
to the Sole
Advertising

Agents,

JOHN H. LILE,
Ltd., 4, Ludgate

Circus, London

E.C.4.
: City 7261.

CABINET
for the

OSRAM " 7 OU1-1
(New Music Magnet)

and any set which has side controls.

THE " OSBORN MAGNET"
Specially c o n -structed RadioGramophone
Cabinet for the
°arm Four (New
Music Magnet)
and any set which

has side controls.
3' 6" high. 1'
10P wide. 1' Eit"

deep. The baffle
behind the speaker
20" x 17". There
is storage for 10c
records and a
door on either
side of cabinet as
illustrated, offer-
ing easy access
to controls, also
door at back.

PRICES,
Assembled Ready
to PoliSh. Oak,£4 0 0.
Assembled a n
Polished. Oak,
£5 0 0.
Assembled Ready
to Polish. Ma 
hogany, 0 0.
Assembled a n
Polished. Ma-
hogany, £6 0 0
Assembled Ready
to Polish. Wal-
nut, £6 0 0
ASsembled a n d
Polished. Wal-
nut. £7 0 0.
All Models Car-
riage Paid.
Send 3d. in stamps for 56 -page

illustrated catalogue

CHAS. A. OSBORN
Dept. P.W.

The Regent Works, Arling-ton St., London, N.1. Tele-
phone : Clerkenwell 5095. Andat 21. Essex Rd.. Islington,
N.W.1. (1 min. from the Agin -
cultural Rail). Telephone:
Clerkenwall 5634.

N IANsy
/V ki4zR°"e

ii)4.1'n
LiEidiottha.1

0.110,
0_44_444,
of ,
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THE NEW

complete ArIwo gavg
W 306/2 is
will? dial.

Again " Popular Wireless" designers have specified
Utility' Condensers, this time for the B.P. Three.

For this fine 3 -valve set the choice is Utility W 306/2,
our very latest fully -screened condenser complete
with trimmers.
This new condenser is so accurately made and adjusted
that it is balanced within one half of one per cent.
Never before has a British -made condenser with such
a high efficiency ratio been available to the amateur,
and he is now assured of the accurate hair-splitting
tuning which is imperative if he wishes to get the
utmost from his circuit.
Remember then to insist on the new Utility complete
with Disc Dial, the dial specially made for it.
* Send a Cost -card for the new "Utility" Catalogue.

WILKINS dx WRIGHT LTD.
UTILITY WORKS, HOLYHEAD RD., BIRMINGHAM
AGENTS-London: E. R.r.illorton, Ltd., 22, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C.1;
Scottish: E. B. Hammond, 113, Vincent Street, Glasgow; Lancashire and Cheshire:
J. R. Lister, 93, Old Road, Blackleg, Manchester; Westmorland, Cumberland, Durham,
Northumberland, Yorkshire and Derbyshire : H. C. Rawson, Ltd., 100, London Road,
Sheffield South Western : Mr. Lawrence Fraser, Chelsea House, Lansdown Road, Bath.

The following represents the complete
range of these wonderful condensers.

SEMI -SCREENED
W 305/2, 2 gang 17%
W 305/3, 3 gang ... 22'6
W 305/4, 4 gang .- ..

Disc Dial 2/6 extra
TOTALLY SCREENED

W 306/2, as illustrated 22,6
W 306/3, 3 gang .. 21%
W 306/4, 4 gang . 42,6

Disc Dial 2/6 extra
Always insist on Utility Condensers and Switches the
finest in the World. Write for the new Catalogue

showing the complete range.
Belmont
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RECORD BUSINESS AT OLYMPIA
Huge orders for Sets and Components were placed at the National Radio

Exhibition, all previous records being broken.

* 4 -6 -6-6 4- .... 0 4 4- 4. .0 -6-  ..... 6-6-41 --*

BUSINESS at the Radio Exhibition at
Olympia this year broke all records.
If only other industries could do as

well as the radio industry ! Let's hope they
will ! Radio manufacturers have certainly
every reason to be well pleased with.
themselves, for it is estimated that .there
will be an increase of at least, ten million
pounds in business done over last
year.

One Million Sets
Orders have been placed for one million

wueless sets valued at £10,000,000, as
against 649,100 sets last year, when the
value was £7,000,000.

Huge orders for valves have also been
taken. The figure this year is 8,000;000, to
a value of £3,500,000, compared with
5,321,800 valves valued at' £2,600,000 last
year.

Batteries also have been in very heavy
demand. Orders for ten million, representing
£4,000,000, have been taken, an increase of
one and a half million batteries, and £600,000
over last year's figures.

It is estimated that at least £10,000,000
has been spent on components, and an
extra £1,000,000 on additional apparatus,
such as Home talkies.

" The results of our Show at Olympia are
very encouraging," declared one prominent
manufacturer to me after the Exhibition
had closed. " It means that thousands of
workers throughout the country are going
to reap a rich harvest during the coming
year.

Passed All Expectations.
" This Exhibition has certainly done the

whole trade an enormous amount of good."
" It has been the most successfill radio

show ever -held in this country," Mr. P. M.
Ellis, chairman of the Radio Manufacturers'
Association, told me.

" At my own stand we took record orders,
one being for 3,000 all -electric 4 -valve
and 3 -valve sets and another for 2,500.

THE VALVES THEY

The number of sets and accessories sold has
exceeded all expectations."

Here are a few reports I gathered from
some of the leading.exhibitors.

Columbia: Thirty per cent up on last
year; 200 sets sold in a day.

Igranic : Fifty per cent better.
Marconiphone : If sales continue at the

same rate until the end of the show we shall
have done three times as much business as
we did last year.

Exide : We are looking forward to the
season with unquenchable optimism.

Cossor : Sales are far ahead of last year.
A fleet of 300 motor -lorries left Olympia

at midnight on the closing night of the
Exhibition conveying the Exhibition in its
entirety to the City Hall, Manchester.

A "Boom " Year.
Every record has been broken at Olympia

this year. The attendance has been 50,000
in advance of last year, and the average
increase of business done is 50 per cent
more than last year.

It would certainly seem that this will be
a boom year for radio. The interesting
thing is that year by year the demand for
radio sets increases, and year by year
technical progrces is made.

Competition comes chiefly from the
United States. The British public has been
attracted by offers of 7- and 9 -valve
sets at prices which apply to smaller sets
made in this country, and inexperienced
people wise like a lot for their money have
not troubled to enquire into the efficiency
of the apparatus, which is the only test
worth applying. It is stated in the trade that
illegitimate competition from outside has
been pursued also by pirating British
patents. Patents- are hold -by leading British
firms covering practically the whole range
of components. These patents have been
pooled, and an important step has lately
been taken for defending them against
foreign exploitation, licences being limited
to the British trade.

USE IN GERMANY

The five bigger valves are the types used in the German broadcasting stations, while the four smaller
ones are representative of those used in German receiving sets.

In connection with the new broadcast
symposium, " The Changing World," which
is scheduled for the winter and spring
sessions, the B.B.C. has sent me five
pamphlets, each dealing with one of the
phases of life to be discussed.

B.B.C. Pamphlets.
The first of these, " Industry and Trade,"

is by ProfessorHenry Clay, formerly Professor
of Social Economics at Manchester Univer-
sity, and is introductory to and explanatory
of twenty-four talks on the subjects " How
Wealth has Increased," " Why does Poverty
Continue ? " " How has Private Enterprise
Adapted Itself ? " and " How has the State
met the Change ? "

The pamphlet is comprehensive in scope,
and is well illustrated by pictures of in-
dustry, and by graphs and statistical tables.

OUR NEW P.M.G.

Major Ormsby Gore, the new Postmaster -General.

As an introduction to the twelve talks he
is to deliver on " The New Spirit in Litera-
ture;" Mr. Harold Nicolson has written an
essay which is well worth the attention of
the listener.

Professor H. Levy has written an_ essay,
" Science in Perspective," which introduces
twenty-four talks on this subject by
Professor Julian Huxley, Dr. John Baker,
Mr. Hilaire Bence, Professor J. B. S. Hal-
dane, Sir Oliver Lodge, and several other
scientists. The pamphlets cover a good deal
of ground, and the problems to be discussed
are very clearly set out.

On Political Problems.
Another pamphlet is devoted to the

political problems to be discussed by various
speakers under the heading of " The Modern
State," The explanatory pamphlet is by
Mr. John A. Hobson.

Professor John Macmurray has written
an essay on " Education and Leisure," as
introductory to the twenty-four talks by
Professor Macmurray, Professor J. Dover
Wilson, Sir Percy Nunn, and Professor P.
Delisle Burns.

All told, these pamphlets are well worth
acquiring, and I advise readers to lose no
time in writing to Savoy Hill for the
complete -series.
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f xide Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches at

7.30 A

8.o

IRADIO TTMES

a better

LIMING

.C.B., F.R.S.,
nistry of Agri

DAL OF GRAMOPHO

By CHRISTOPHER STO

ECHOES OF OPERETT

A Second Helpin
of

r P
London, Manchester,

RAMME
REVUE CHORUS

end ORCHESTRA

Conducted by
TAFFE

iony
,:ert

LE (Sopral

ORCHES1

loam! by

N CLIFFOR

0, I in C Pi
itegp3;.
Allegro

E ana Orchei

r (Tell me n
1)

A

y (Octet) ft

run,tents
 

Negro moderato;
with Variations ;
two Trios ; Finale ; a

NOEL Emma

Makers of the world

famous ExiN offer

greatest dry battery

value
Obtainable. everywhere from all good dealers in

f
sizes and types to suit every wireless set. Also
or torches, pocket lamps, cycle lamps and bells.

Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast.
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J.B. DREADNOUGHT
(0005)

2 -gang, 20)-; 3 -gang, 29)6.

TYPE RIC SCREENED 2 -GANG(0005) for V3 Nit Set, corn-
plete_as illustrated, 22'-.

TYPE U.20 for " Square Peak "
Coils, 241..
TYPE U.30 (3 -gang), 3416.

J.B. CHASSIMOUNT, 2, 3, 4, 5or 6 stage. Prices from 151 --

HEW
PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS;
J.B. leave nothing to chance.

Laboratory research is followed

by exhaustive testing. The J.B.

standard of achievement is high,

and no J.B. Condenser or Dial

is ever introduced until it satis-

fies this exacting standard. Add

excellence of materials and

workmanship, and you will see

why, since the earliest days of

broadcasting, home constructors

and manufacturers have used

J.B. consistently and in increas-

ing numbers.

See these J.B. Precision Instru-

ments at your dealers, or write
which

for the new J.B. catalogue,
gives full particulars.

POPULAR. Slow Motion (35.1)\ as illustrated, 8/6.Plain type, 6)-. 4" dial. 1/6extra.
_

'N\\

BASEBOARD TRIMMING
CONDENSER. Ebonite Base.Mica insulation. 00005 and
0001. 1/- each.

1 GANG COUPLING DEVICE.
Gangs two condensers whileinsulating rotors. 9d.

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.
. Telephone : Hop 1837.
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The Future If
Broadcastin§ inBritain

TT would have been strange if, in the new
1 financial situation, the B.B.C. had

remained unaffected. After balanc-
ing the Budget the present Government
was at its wits' end for money, and here
was a nest -egg in the listeners' licences
that even the present Chancellor -of the
Exchequer could not overlook.

Mr. Snowden made a hard fight to retain
the £17,000 a year for Grand Opera subsidy,
and succeeded ; but he has had to raid the
listening public for general revenue.

The May Committee on Economy, going
right outside its terms of reference, made
some suggestions for raising money in this
way. Their crude proposal was that the
B.B.C. should hand over £400,000 of capital
at once.

The Post-Offlee "Rake Off."
This was rather too " steep," however,

and I am glad it was successfully resisted
by the Corporation. The financial bargain
struck is that the B.B.C. hands over an
additional £50,000 of its revenue this year,
and will be mulcted of another £150,000
next year.

It must be remembered that this is on
top of the very heavy tribute already paid to
the Exchequer for a number of years. This
year the amount received by the Exchequer
from broadcasting will be £646,166 out
of a total licence revenue of £2,050,000.

Next year the Treasury will net £775,000
out of an estimated revenue from listeners
of £2,250,000. But this is only an estimate,
and if the extra impost means a falling off
in the programmes, to which possibility I
shall return presently, some listeners may
give up paying their licences and the
anticipated amount may not be realised.
In addition, the Post Office takes the ridi-
culously large commission of ten per cent
for the cost of collection.

Cuts in Staff Salaries.
In any case the Treasury will take

£1,000,000 from the B.B.C. next year. 'In
his statement in the House of Commons
the Chancellor of the Exchequer said it was
hoped. there, would be no falling off in the
quality of the programmes, but that sacri-
fices were -to be made by the staff of the
B.B.C. There are apparently to be dis-
missals, cutting down salaries and so on.

Everyone will sympathise with the un-
fortunate members of the staff, especially

BY- LT.CommANDER THE. HON:J.KKENWORTHYRIVIIR

The problem facing the B.B.C. is very
much the same problem that faces the
householder-how best to make both ends
meet ! And here are some very practical
if somewhat surprising suggestions by a

recognised authority.

as there is bound to be a slight rise in the
cost of living owing to the country coming
off the gold standard ; and no doubt many
of the periens concerned will be hard hit.

One of the economies that might well be
made would be to drop the special B.B.C.
orchestra. Sir II, 'Tinton Harty and other
prominent musicians have criticised the
maintenance of a permanent orchestra and
consider that the money would be better
spent by engaging first-rate artists, bands,
etc., and paying them adequate fees.

Now the B.B.C. has undoubtedly shown
a patriotic attitude in making a voluntary
offer to the Treasury, and this has been
accepted. But the, new situation raises the
whole question of the future of broadcasting
in Great Britain.

This rapidly developing service needs
considerable and continuing capital ex-
penditure if it is to keep up to date and take
advantage of modern inventions and dis-
coveries. We cannot afford to lag behind
other countries in technical efficiency here ;

THE AUTHOR

Lt. -Comdr, The Hon. J. M. Kenworthy, M.P.,
has always been specially interested in radio,
and the wider policies that govern its development.

and neither would this be fair to the lis-
tening public.

We should, therefore, seriously consider
whether there should not be some modifi-
cation of the original policy of treating the
B.B.C. as a purely public Corporation and
of denying them all sources of revenue
except the proceeds of wireless licences.

The American System.
In other words, cannot we strike a happy

mean between the present system, which
will be shaken by the new financial con-
ditions imposed,- and the American system
where there is no revenue from licences but
a very handsome income made by the broad-
casting companies in the United States by
entirely different methods ? In other words,
why_ not " sell the air," or a part of it, and
combine the two systems.

Now a word as to the American system.
Broadcasting in the U.S.A. relies on three
sources of revenue. The ether is leased to
advertisers. As few people will listen to
straight advertising by itself on the wire-
less, the great firms -using this medium
must provide first-class entertainment to
which people will listen, and a short talk
is interposed.

This talk is straight advertising publicity.
Then the advertisers must use the Radio

Corporations as their agents for engaging
artists, bands, etc., and they pay a cone
miesion for their service ; and thirdly, the
artists themselves pay a commission on
their fees to the Raclio Corporations.

We must, of course, make allowances for
different national outlooks. The Ameri-
cans will stand more straightforward adver-
tising than the British people. But it is
easy to exaggerate this difference.

Artistic Advertising.
No,one in this country objects to adver-

tising that is artistic and pleasing, indeed
rather the other way about. For example,
really beautiful posters have been appearing
on our hoardings lately.

Many people realise that they brighten
the drab streets of our industrial cities. I
I would draw attention also to the adver-
tisements and posters of the Empire Mar-
keting Board.

These are straight advertising of Empire
goods ; but many of them are beautiful,
others are instructive, anal have never heard
any objection taken to them by anyone.

Again, advertising in some of our high-
class weekly illustrated papers has reached
a very high plane of artistic wit.

In the' United States the most famous of
(Continued on next page.)
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* ....*
THE FUTURE OF BROAD-
CASTING IN ENGLAND.

(Continued from previous page.)

* -4------------------..--4-*
the radio orchestras is the " Lucky Strike "
Band. This is to advertise an immensely
popular brand of cigarettes, and the manu-
facturers have engaged what is undoubtedly
the finest dance band in the world.

Source of Great Revenue.
The B.B.C. could not possibly pay for

such a band without additional aid. The
American public, and indeed anyone else
within radio distance of it, cannot help
listening ; and then there is a few minutes
talk about the cigarettes.

Now why in this country should not a
very great source of
revenue be tapped by
letting out the ether
for a part of the time
to great commercial
houses on the Ameri-
can system ? In their
own interests the
advertisers would not
annoy the listening
public by too much
advertising boost, and
they would be bound,
also in their own in-
terests, to keep the
quality of the pro-
grammes very high
indeed.

The Midland Re-
gional station might,
well be used for this
purpose. And it is
not only a question of
the provision of
really first-class
orchestras and dance
bands ; but also of
the obtaining of the
services of great
artists who, as things
are, would demand
fees, and quite natur-
ally so, outside the
capabilities of the
B.B.C., under the new
financial condition,
to pay.

The great singers,
Galli-Curti and Chalia-
pin.e; the violinists of the rank of Kubelik
and Heifetz ; MoiseiVitch, the pianist,
come to my mind.

Why Not Try It?_
There is no reason why they should not

perform for some great British firm, taking
a fee for so dbing, as in the Albert Hall or
Covent Garden Opera House. The only
difference would be that their art would be
available for the whole population of these
islands. In any case the B.B.C. now is not
giving a full alternative programme, owing,
no doubt, to the heavy drain on their fees
made by successive Chancellors of the
E Kchequer.

The 'very idea of letting out the ether in
this way for advertising purposes will
shock tlie sppar-sensitive ; abut we are liYing
in abnormal times. And there is this to
be remembered also. English is very

CAN WE

rapidly becoming the. universal language,
especially on the continent of Europe.

Super -excellent British programmes are
listened to from Bergen in Norway to
Seville in Spain; and from Calais on the
West to Warsaw in the East. A great many
of the listeners would understand the short
reference to the goods -in the English lan-
guage, the excellence and sale of which had
enabled the programmes to be paid for.

The more we can advertise British manu-
factured goods the more we shall help the
export trade. While if some of our great
stores and multiple shops advertised in
this way we might attract additional visitors
and buyers to this country and help the
tourist and hotel industry. 

In any case, why should not this experi-
ment be tried ? If it were a failure, no
one would be any the worse ; though I
don't think for a moment it would be a
failure. It would mean some alteration in

BLEND BUSINESS WITH BROADCASTING?

Up to now'we have relied on radio to be an entertainer, but Lt. -Comdr. Kenworth
do a little salesmanship as well. Would the ladies like to hear, by wireless,

the B.B.C.'s charter ; but I do not believe
Parliament would object, under all the cir-
cumstances, if the situation were properly
explained.

What I suggest is that we should avoid
complete Coinmereialisat ion, as in the
United States ; and, while keeping the
B.B.C. a public Corporation, with the ser-
vices of the public as its first and chief
Object, we should, at the same time, be able
to draw a substantial revenue, which. I
know 'is only waiting the opportunity to
be spent in the way I have suggested and
described.* ..... 41.- *
t, YOU WILL MEET

"D.R." NEXT WEEK
 *

y suggests that it might
of the latest bargains ?

TIPS FOR
CONSTRUCTORS

A tip which sometimes helps in getting rid
of H.F. from the L.F. stages is to connect the
moving vanes of a differential reaction con-
denser to filament, and each set of the fixed
vanes to different ends of the high -frequency
choke, adjusting the position of the moving
vanes to give the required result when setting
for the first time.

Do not run a long lead to an H.F. grid -bias
battery, but use one of the special small cells
which can be placed in close proximity to the
S.G. valve.

* *

A discarded three-point wave -change switch
can easily be fitted up in place of the ordinary

on -off switch, with the
additional advantage
that its third contact
can be arranged to
break the H.T. circuit
as well.

* * *

If you have a spare
H.F. choke in the
junk box remember
it often happens that
when connected in
series with the primary
of an L.F. transformer
both quality and re-
action effects are
improved.

*

Use a hacksaw for
cutting ebonite, and
remember that the
finer its teeth the
less the smoothing up
that you will have
to do after.

*
"LINEN " '

LOUDSPEAKER
DIAPHRAGMS

41.-*

The Editor, -
POPULAR WIRELESS,'

, .

Dear Sir,-As a con-
siderable amount of pub-
licity is given from time
to time in wireless papers
regarding the making of
linen diaphragm loud-

speaker units, I hasten to advise you of a matter
which has a very important bearing on this subject.

A few weeks ago there was brought to my notice
a sample of material which was being sold as " doped "
linen, for use in the construction of a linen diaphragm
speaker, and as I was not satisfied with the texture
of the sample, I had a test made and discovered that
it was an all -cotton fabric. I immediately took the
matter up with the firm selling' the material, and
received, in reply, an unconditional apology and a
promise to discontinue advertising the fabric as
" linen."

The firm in question intimated that they were
innocent of any intent to misrepresent their wares,
and that they merely referred to the material " in a
wireless term," but I should point out that to sell
an all -cotton fabric or material other than a flax
product as linen in any circumstances would con-
stitute misrepresentation within in the meaning
of the Merchandise Marks Act, and my Association is
prepared to institute proceedings against any person
or persons guilty of this offence.

I would appreciate your assistance in the matter of
giving this letter publicity in POPULAR WIRELESS
and allied publications.

Yours faithfully,
G. E.-ROBERTS,

SecretaryfaBelstand Inspector.
7, Donegall Square Wes
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TELSEN VARIABLE CONDENSERS

TELSEN
PRE-SET CONDENSERS

These Condensers have been
carefully designed to give proper
separation of vanes when the
adjustment is unscrewed, which
results in a very low minimum,
capacity, giving a wide range of
selectivity adjustment when
used in the aerial circuit.
Telsen Pre -Set Condenser-

Made in,capacities of :
Maximum Minimum

capacity capacity
002 .... -00025 Price 1/6
-001 -00004 Price 1/6
0003 .... 000005 Price 1/6
0001 .... -000001 Price 1/6

TELSEN LOGARITHMIC
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

The Telsen Logarithmic Variable Con-
denser is of robust construction and high
insulation. The H.F. losses are very low
and the frame is braced at three points,
so that the possibility of distortion and
short-circuiting is negligible. Substantial
terminals are provided with alternative
connection to the stator.

Telsen Logarithmic Variable Condenser-
Made in capacities of -0005,

-00035, 00025 .. Price 4/6

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION

Send for the "Telsen Radio Catalogue" and book of
"All-Telsen Circuits" to-The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.,

Aston, Birmingham

TELSEN
 BAKELITE DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS

These Condensers are of a new and improved
type, and of compact dimensions. The
moving Vanes are keyed on to the, spindles
so that they cannot -be pushed out of line,
and there is a definite. stop at each end of
the travel. The connection to rotor is made
by means of a phosphor -bronze pigtail,
so that there is no crackling due to rubbing
contacts. The connection to the stator vanes
is absolutely positive-a very important
point_

Telsen Bakelite Dielectric Differential
Condenser-

Male in capacities of .0003,
-00015, 0001 .. Price 2/-

Telsen Bakelite Dielectric Reaction Condenser
Made in capacities of '0003,

00015,0001 . Price 2/ ---
Made in capacities of 00075,

0005 .. Price 2/6
Tehen Bakelite Dielectric Tuning Condenser-

Made in capacities of  0005,
0003 . .. Price 2/-
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THE -c omin g. of
splendid

autumn condi-
tions for which all
true wireless men
long has been_ some-
what delayed this
year. Or rather,
perhaps, I should say
that the progress
towards first-rate
conditions which be-
gan so promisingly
suffered from set-
backs of unusual severity and duration. At
the end of September, for instance, we had
a rather dreadful ten days during which
atmospherics abounded and the receiving
set seemed to have lost all its own life.

Not Up To Standard.
This was fortunately followed by a big

improvement, but we are still rather
behind the position in normal years.
Genuine autumn conditions 'will probably
come with a rush. One night we shall find
stations pouring in at every division of
the condenser dials.

A good many of our old friends are dis-
tinctly disappointing at the moment. On
good nights they are very much there, but
on bad nights it is often difficult to hear
anything of them at all. I am referring to
such stations as Vienna, Milan, Katowice,
Lwow, Barcelona, Bordeaux, and Hamburg.
All these should now be reliable, but for
some reason or other they are not.

h is just this kind of thing, though, that
makes wireless so interesting. There is
far more pleasure in hunting down and

Some prat
contributor

really

tical distant -programme notes compiled by a special
who nightly search:s the ether in order to obtain

up-to-the-minute informatirn for " P.W." readers.

working up to good loudspeaker volume a
station that is on the weak side than there
is in using the volume control to tone down
a terrific transmission that simply finds
itself.

One very promising sign is that apart
from atmospherics there is a good deal less
interference than there was on the medium
wave -band. We are not nearly so much
bothered as we used to be by spark signals, -
and I do not seem to notice the same -
amount of mush from big commercial
stations. In the absence -of background
interference big amplification can be used
successfully on weak signals, and you can
give a sensitive set a real chance of showing
what it can do.

Some Good " Goers."
Among the best- medium -wave stations

just now are Trieste, Horby, .Gleiwitz,
Heilsberg, Turin, Gothenburg, Brno,
Lwow, Brussels No. 2, Toulouse, Frankfurt,
Sottens, Beronaunster, Rome, and Lan-
genberg.

There are many others, too, which are

worth trying for.
You will probably
not find them good
on every night of the
week, but given fav-
ourable conditions,
the majority of them
should be receivable.
Here is a list worth
noting: Leipzig,
Grenoble, Bordeau,
Barcelona, Katowice,
Berlin, Madrid,
Stockholm, Lyons

La Doua, Vienna, Prague, Sundsvall and
Munich.

Letting Loose " at Toulouse
We shall soon be hearing a good devil

more even than we do at present from our
old friend, Radio Toulouse. He has just
sent me particulars of the new station which
is now nearing com pletion. Here is a
problem for you to think over : If Toulouse,
using 8 kilowatts, was one of the strongest
European stations, what' will he be like
when he is putting 85 kilowatts into the
aerial ?

That is what he is going to do presently.
The new station is at St. Agnan, about
twenty miles from Toulouse itself. The
two aerial masts are 120 metres in height
and 200 metres apart.

A new system of modulation is to be
used, which is described as being " of
purity hitherto unknown." As the present
Toulouse has frequently been heard on
crystal sets in Northern Africa great things
are expected of the new station, an
regular reception in America is prophesied.

AS a result of an accumulation of re-
quests, from places as far apart as
Bow and Burma, I am making for

" P.W." a short-wave receiver of a type
that has not, I believe, been too prominent
in the past. I refer to a set intended
essentially for short-wave broadcasting,
and capable of operating a speaker at real

-" hefty " volume.
" Amateur -band " work will be neg-

lected entirely, and the aim will be to cover
the whole range of short waves with about
three changes of tuning coils... The set will
be an S.G.4, and, rather than talk now, I
will go ahead with the work.

Well Done, " Plymouth."
My little log on W 2 X A D has prompted

quite a number of readers to send in their
own, which I much appreciate: Strangely
enough-for I had not expected it- most
of them tally quite closely with my own.
Even in the wilds of Scotland W 2 X AD
appears to- be subject to the same changes
that I log in the south.

The " prize " this week, however, must
be awarded to W. H. R., of Plymouth, who
writes a nineteen -page letter and includes, a
very fine log of W2X AD and W 2 X A F.
I am keeping this for reference, since I
myself did not log W2XAF to any great
extent. On W 2 X A D, however, we agree
quite well.

It is specially interesting to note that
W. H. R.'s log, written up before my own

SHORT-WAVE
NOTE4

News and views regarding an exciting
and fascinating wave -band.

By W. L. S.

appeared in print, also has a footnote to
the effect that September 1st was the best
day ever recorded for long-distance re-
ception.

You may remember that I had to scrap
my previous idea of 100 per cent on that
night and call " X A D " 100 per cent Plus.
On that same night W. H. R. found
W 8.X K coming in as .early as 8.15 p.m.;
although he is usually absent until 9.30,
or even later.

Last Sunday's " Thriller ! "
The same gentleman was responsible for

getting me out of bed very early last
Sunday morning- to hear V K 2 M E, and
I did -pot regret it, cold and draughty
though it was. From- 6.30 a.m. till ' 8
o clock Ilistefied to -him- at astrength.that
surprised even a hardened case like myself.

Will Australia on telephony ever cease to
thrill us, I wonder ; or shall we, in the
days of inter -planetary working, looking
back with scorn at the times when " Hear-
ing Mars was thought to be wonderful? "

When you read this we shall -be back on
G.M.T. once more, and our ideas of times
will have to be revised. I do not know
whether W 2 X A D's schedule will have
changed, but if it stands as at present he
will, of course, be starting up at 8 p.m.
instead of 9 p.m. Likewise we shall hear
more of the 25 -metre and 32 -metre
Americans on account of their starting. an
hour earlier by our time.

Don't Forget the " Hams."
I seem to have been neglecting the

" hams " of late in these notes. Do net
think from this that I have forgotten them,
or that they are inactive. Far from it.

It is natural, however, that a certain
lack of interest during the summer (has
there been one ?) should occur. -Perhaps
it is all to the good, for they all come back
refreshed in the month of October, brush
the cobwebs off the transmitters, and, in
some cases, build brighter and better ones.

The current opinion among them is that
80 metres will be very useful this winter.
There, are, once more, long odds on a very
bad period for 20 metres, and 40 is always
overcrowded. The tendency is -to revert
to the higher bands, so that " 80." and
" 160" may take on a new 1.-aso of ltfo.
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TELSEN TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES

TELSEN OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

Telsen Multi - Ratio
Output Transformer,
giving three ratios of
9-1, 15-1, 22.5-1 .. Price 12/6

Telsen Output Trans-
former, Ratio 1-1 .. Price 12/6

Telsen Pentode Output
Transformer .. .. Price 12/6

TELSEN L.F. & OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Telsen transformers have achieved fame in the radio
world on account of the high standard of their quality
and performance. Designed and built on the soundest
engineering principles, these robust, full-size trans-
formers will give not only efficient but enduring
service.

TELSEN L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Telsen " Ace Transformer, Ratios 3-1, 5-1 Price 5/6
Telsen " Radiogrand " Transformer, Ratios

3-1, 5-1 .. Price 8/6
Telsen " Radiogrand " 7-1 Super Ratio

Transformer .. .. Price 12/6
Telsen Intervalve Transformer, Ratio 1.75-1 Price 12/6

ALL -BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS

Send for the "Telsen Radio Catalogue " and book'of
"All Telsen Circuits " to-The Telsen Electric Co.,

Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

TELSEN L.F. CHOKES
Telsen L.F. Intervalve

Coupling Choke, 40,
100, and 125 henrys Price 5/-
TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKES

Telsen Output Choke
(Plain), 20 henrys . Price 8/-

Telsen Output Choke
(Tapped), 20 henrys Price 8/6

Telsen Heavy Duty
Power Grid L.F.
Choke, 40 henrys .. Price 8/-

C V S --5S
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MO one need cherish any doubts as to the
IN merits of band -passing. It is a very

sound scheme, both theoretically and
in practice. Various methods of applying
it have appeared in several of " P.W.'s '
most successful sets.

An Ideal Combination.
'The object of band -passing is to obtain

selectivity without sacrificing quality. The
term is really quite self-explanatory, and
means just what it says, i.e. the passing of a
band of wave -lengths.

An ordinary tuned circuit of high efficiency
and comprising a coil tuned by a variable
condenser will select any one individual
wave -length and enable this to develop a
certain amount of energy.

.The immediately adjacent wave -lengths
are handled much less effectively, and the
energy from these tends to fall away quickly.
Thus you get a condition that can be
represented graphically by a kind of sharp -
pointed mountain, the peak indicating the
energy developed from the selected energy,
and the steep sides the sharply decreasing
energy due to the adjacent waves.

But 'selectivity of this type is not what we
want, for no broadcast programme is carried
on the wings of one wave -length only.
There are side -bands " of wave -lengths
slightly shorter and slightly longer that
also need to be tuned in, if fidelity is to be
achieved in the reproduction.

Saving the Side -bands.
Band -passing aims at including these side -

bands, but rigidly excluding any more
wave -lengths either longer or shorter. And
for this you can picture a square column,

the flat top covering the desired
wave - length plus its ," side -
bands " and the vertical sides
showing that no other waves
are allowed- to develop energy
in the receiving system.

That is the ideal, and as with
most ideals is unattainable in
practice. But you can approach
it by having two tuned circuits
instead of the usual one and
coupling them together in a
certain manner.

In the New " B.P." Three the
coupling is carried out by a
fixed condenser. Needless to
say, the sizes of the coils and the
capacity of the coupling con-
denser have to be very carefully
chosen.

Two -Band Tuning.
The New " B.P." Three really

is new, for it is one of the first
sets to give practical expression
to the work that has been under-
taken during the past months by our leading
component manufacturers.

The interesting result of this useful
activity is that complete double -band
band-pass arrangements are now available
in single compact units.

For instance, the Lewcos Band -Pass
unit which figures in the original model of
the New " B.P." is hardly larger than a
normal dual -wave coil, and yet it embodies
all the inductances needed for covering both
ordinary and long
wave -lengths.

The form it

SEEN THE "BAND-PASS " ?

The extremely nest band-pass galaeanslmerost hidden beLind the screened
acondenser.
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adopts is intriguingly re-
miniscent of a " V " twin -

cylinder motor -cycle engine,
and it is wonderfully small.

And it will be observed
that there are only four
terminals on it, so that it brings with it
no little simplification.

The New " RP." also introduces you to a
second important component development
-the mass -production, highly effective
and inexpensive two -gang condenser.

A powerful three -
receiver employing o
the very latest systel

" simple selectiri:

* +-4-+

.

CHOOSE YOUR COMPONENT MA'
.1.- 1 Panel 18 in. x 7 in. (Permcol, Peto-.Scott,

Beeol, Wearite, Goltone).
1 Cabinet to fit, with 10 -in. baseboard

LI. (Pickett, Peto-Scott, Cameo, Gilbert,
= Osborn, Ready Radio).
E i Band -Pass coil (Lewcos, Varley, R.I.).
 1 0005-mfd. double gang variable eon-E denser (Utility, Cyldon, J.B., Polar,= Wavemaster, Lotus).
 1 .0005 - '00075 reaction con-

denser (Telsen, Ready Radio,
X774TPolar, Cyldon. J.B., Lotus,

Graham Farish).
Lf 1 Vernier dial for same (Igranic
= Indigraph, or disc drive sup -
E.: plied by makers of condenser).
E-. 1 Volume control, 500,000 ohms

(A.E.D., Wearite, R.I., Varley,
E Magnum, Sovereign, Igranie,

Graham Farish).
E 1 On -off switch (Ready Radio,

Telsen, Bulgin, Goltone, Lissen,
Graham Farish. I gr a n i c,
Lotus, Peto-Scott, Wearite).

3 Valve holders (Lotus, W.B.,
Burton, Wearite, Telsen,= Igranie, Graham Farish, Clix).

E 1 L.F. transformer (R.I. type 1 : 7,= Telsen, Ferranti, or Varley,
Igranie, Lotus, Leweos, Cra-
ham Farish, of ordinary ratio).

1 H.F. choke (Ready Radio, Tel-
sen, Lewcos, Lissen, R.I.,

= Varley, Sovereign, Watmel,
Peto-Scott, Atlas, Graham

=  - Farish, Dubilier).
E 1 Output choke (Ferranti, Telsen,
E Graham Farish. Lotus, R.I.,
= Igranic,Varley, Li ssen, Bulgin).
E 1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser
= (T.C.C., Telsen, Lissen, Dubi-= Tier,, Mullard, Ferranti,= $ The detector

Ediswan, Igranic, Graham Farish, her, it

Goltone). - 1 100

2 .01-mfd. condensers (T.C.C., etc.). ' (Va

2 2-mfd. condensers (T.C.C., Forme, Igroli

Dubilier, Mullard, Igranie, Lissen, 1 25,00i

Telsen, Helsby, Ferranti). or as
1 2-meg. grid leak and, holder (Gra. 1 Fuse

ham Farish, Lissen, Telsen, Dubi 1 Tu

-ch007sAifio

SAND Pqs RA121- srwrog
AM

COIL

is followed by one resistance- and °De tags[.
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This is in essence two varia-
able condensers welded into
one and driven by a sinale
tuning dial. So you see your
two circuits that are neces-
sary. for band -passing Are

of present as two sets of components.

oncentrated Compactness.
The band-pass coil is no larger than any

ormal tuning unit, while the two -gang con-
'Unser is compact and has merely three

III I I II 1111 III I I10011I1111111111IIIII I I I I I Hil lII1111IIIIIIIIII1111111111fIII1111111111II111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII01

S FROM - THIS LIST
ard, Ferranti, Igranic).
hm Spaghetti resistance

ready Radio, Telsen, Leweos,
ulg-in, Graham Farish).
In Spaghetti (Ready Radio,
ire).

i!er (Bulgin, Ready Radio).
switch (Bulgin, Ready

Radio, Wearite, Melbourne, Red
Diamond, Ormond).

1 Terminal strip, 18 in. x. 2 in.
11 Indicating terminals (Belling & Lee,

Igranie, Eelex, Clix, Goltone).
Glazite,- Laeoline, Quickwire.
G.B., H.T., and L.T. plugs, or spade

terminals (Igranie, Belling & Lee,
Eelex, Clix).

01-1

Ot2
Ourpu-r
Csioxe

L.S.

2
MFD

0 LS

0 gr-

FasE

Swirot
OL.r-

..-coupled stage of L.F. amplification.

ACCESSORIES.
LOUDSPEAKERS.-A mplio n,

Blue Spot, B.T.-H., Graham
Farish, Celestion, Mullard,
Undy, W.B.

VALVES. -1 H.L. or H2 type,
L type, 1 power or super-

power. (Osram, Mazda,
Mullard, Six -Sixty, Cossor,Eta,
Fotos, Lissen, Tun gsr a m,
Dario.) (H.T. current con-
sumption at 120 volts 15
milliamps, using P2 type of
valve.)

BATTERIES.--H.T., 120 -v olt
max., Super - capacity (Ever
Ready, Magnet, Ediswan,
Pertrix, Drydex, Lissen,
Columbia).

G.B., 9-18 volts, to suit
output valve, as above.

ACCUMULATORS. - Voltage to
suit valves. (Exide, Lissen,
Pertrix, G.E.C., Ediswan.)

MAINS UNIT .-Heayberd,
R egenton e, Atlas, Lotus,
Tannoy, R.I., Ekeo.

(State type of set and milli -
amp consumption, also details
of mains when ordering.)

terminals. Here you have
band -passing without the com-
plicating drawback of a multi-
plicity of parts.

The system is particularly
applicable to the popular det.-
2 L.F. type of circuit, for such a
hook-up provides plenty of
amplification and is yet remark-
ably Straightforward.

No Screening Whatever.
There are none of those

screens that are 'so frequently
needed in S.G. circuits, and at
every point there is an adequate
margin safeguarding the. inter-
ests of the less expert con-
structor.

Indeed,- the New " B.P." is
one of the stoutest, proposi-
tions we have been able to
bring to your notice. But we
must make. it quite clear that
we lay no claims to the
inception of the " motif," as it

were, of this particular set.
The circuit includes nothing originating in

our own Research Dept. Our contribution
lies in the creation of a " layout " for the
components employed, and we cannot
honestly say that this was a particularly
tricky task. The components almost laid
themselyes out on panel and baseboard. It
follows thenthat the results your own New
" " give Must very closely approxi-
mate to those worked to by the com-

ponent makers
themselves.

This automatic

standardisation, which must inevitably
follow if you all build your sets with the
recommended parts and adhere  to our
layout, is a particularly attractive feature of
the design both from your point of view
and ours.

It represents exactly the opposite extreme
to that which I indicated in an article
describing a previous set with none of this
one's limitations. Your individual freedom
of choice is still present in that you are
free to build this set or not, your decision
depending upon your reactions to its design
and performance. And we know that many
of you will welcome it with open arms as
it fulfils so many obvious needs.

Its utter simplicity of assembly, and its
comparative inexpensiveness are bound to
constitute very powerful attractions. And
as it is remarkably easy to operate and
gives powerful loudspeaker results it
certainly- " catalogues " with great. advan-
tage.

Provision for a Pick-up.
It will be noted on rleference to the

theoretical diagram that we have included
provision for a gramophone pick-up. But
you will observe that this is accomplished in
a most economical manner, though I
must say that there is none which is more
effective.

Even if you do not immediately con-
template using a pick -Up the extra parts
and work involved in incorporating this
section of the circuit in the finished receiver
are such that it is an almost negligible
addition. And yet your set is immediately
ready for pick-up work should you at any

(Continued on next page.)

LOOK AT THIS LAYOUT

Even the not -very -experienced will appreciate the clean lines and good spacing
of the New " B.P." Three layout.
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*
THE NEW " B.P.- THREE

(Continued from precious page.)
*

time in the future wish to so use it.
The only point to watch in such an

event is that you feed the G.B.-1 lead
with about 11 volts grid bias. This can,
of course, be taken from the same battery
that serves the other G.B.'s.

Well, that completes our survey of the
New " B.P." Three, and there remain now
only the -constructional details, and these we
propose to give you next week. Many of you,
however, will not need to wait for these, in
view of the set's straightforwardness.
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KENDALL'S TEST REPORT
" I have carried out comprehensive tests

under varied conditions upon a model of
the B.P.' Three, and have formed a high
opinion of the capabilities of this receiver.

"The model used for the tests was assembled
with the makes and types of components
which I have chosen specially for the Ready
Radio Kit, and I am satisfied that it gave
the full results possible from this remarkably
efficient circuit.

" I was impressed by the extreme ease of
handling of the receiver, and noted par-
ticularly the excellent quality of reproduction.
Selectivity and sensitivity were both most
definitely above the normal level expected
from even the best receivers of this type,
and the instrument was extremely stable.
For the connoisseur I recommend the use
of an  Instamat ' Output Transformer
instead of the choke condenser output."

Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.,
now Chief Engineer of
Ready Radio Ltd., was
for many years Chief of
Research for " Popular
Wireless " and " Modern

Wireless."

FULL LISTS OF KITS
AND COMPONENTS
AND FURTHER
DETAILS ON PAGES

299, 300, 303, 305

EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3
Telephone : Lee Green 5678. Telegrams : Readirad, Sedist.

Showrooms: 159 Borough High Street, London Bridge, .3.E.1 Telephone: Hop 3000.
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PLEASE believe me at the outset when I
state that I am not writing this in the
hope of starting an argument. I am

asking the question in all good faith, as one
who has an open mind and would like to
be convinced in one direction or the other.
Two Schools of Thought.

I am in the unhappy position of sympathis-
ing to an equal degree with two different
schools of thought. On the one hand, we
have those who say that H.F. amplification
is an indispensable part of the modern
receiver ; on the other, those who think it
is complicated, difficult and
unnecessary.

Probably the first school is
in the vast majority. Hear me
out, though, while I plead the
cause of the other, heard less
often, but nevertheless worth
a hearing.

Admitting, in the first place,
that a modern high -frequency
amplifier does give enormous
amplification of the signals
coming in from the aerial, before
they reach the detector, is there
very much point in doing so ?
Our modern valves are so efficient
that a detector detect any
signal that is strong enough to
make itself heard above the
inevitable " strays " of all
description.
The Noise -Level.

How, then, does one benefit
from a general amplification
of the whole range of noises,
wanted and unwanted, before
they mach the detector? Just
imagine that a comparative
novice in radio matters had
asked you this question. What
could you reply ?

It is" my personal opinion that
he is right about the signal -
noise " ratio. Our general - baokground
of noise has so high a level nowadays that
any signal loud enough to cut through it
will be loud enough to detect without
previous amplification.

Why, then, do we not concentrate upon an
efficient detector, and follow it up with L.F.
amplification ad lib, instead of worrying
about carefully screened H.F. stages,
ganged controls, and so forth ?

To put the matter in another way, we can
say this. Once a signal has been detected,
it matters not, in the least how. weak it is.
Our problem is to receive a clear signal

free from noises, even if its strength, when
we have finished with it, be infinitesimal.

Once the signal is there, in the anode
circuit of the detector, as a signal free from
interference, we can amplify it to any
extent we like, and it will still be clear of
interference ! There you have the " anti-
H.F." man's case in a nutshell.

Now, to anticipate the replies from the
opposition, I will quote one that will
certainly be forthcoming. " Yes," say they,
" we grant you this ; but the H.F. side of
the set serves the double purpose of giving
amplification and selectivity. The latter
can only be obtained by means of a
multitude of tuned circuits, which are
provided in this way."

RADIO " ON LOCATION "

W. S. Van Dyke, the director of an important Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer talkie,inspecting the radio apparatus he used in order to keep in touch with civilisa-
tion while taking scenes in Central Africa,

This, at first sight, is rather a poser to
answer:- Why, however, can we not use an
equivalent number of tuned circuits without
the H.F. stages ? Why not use efficient
band-pass coupling to a detector only, and
follow that up by as much straight-line L.F.
amplification as we like ?

Some Further Points.
And why, indeed ? Writing still as an

impartial chairman to this imaginary
debate,, find it very hard to see why the
" anti -Hy. " man has not scored up to the
present.

A provocative article by W. L. S.,
in which he asks a time-honoured
question, and deals with it in the

light of modern developments.

Further points that he has in his
favour are these : That L.F. is easier
to arrange for than H.F. amplification;

that the set will probably have fewer
controls; and that it will certainly need
less screening.
Representative Receivers.

The only point against his case is that the
amplification that one can obtain from a
good L.F. stage does not approach that
obtainable with screen -grid Valves in front
of the detector.

So, before. we close, let us imagine and
compare the set that would be favoured by
each party. " A," the multi -stage H.F.
exponent, would- probably use two screen-
grid stages, extensively screened, and
perhaps stabilised, in addition, in some way
that materially reduces their efficiency.

These would be followed by a detector,
which would have to be specially
looked after to prevent overload-
ing from the tremendous input
it could receive from the fore-
going valves. After this there
would probably be two good
note -magnifiers.

In all there be three
controls, or, perhaps, one ganged
control and two trimmers.
Force of Habit.

" B," the man that likes to
make his detector do all the
work, would use something of
this sort : There would be a very
loosely -coupled aerial circuit,
perhaps a band-pass coil of one
of the commercial varieties, a
detector of the high -amplification
factor class; and after this there
would be not mere than three
" note-mags." Thus he would
have four valves against the
other man's five, and, at the
most, two controls instead of
three.

Further, from my personal
experience, he would receive
everything that "A" received,
and probably with -less inter-
ference.

This being true, why is it
that nearly everyone that wants

distant reception, myself included, uses'
a set of the "A" class ? think the answer
is that, even in.: radio matters; one does
not like to be thought a heretic. Conven-
tion is a wonderful thing !

W.L.S. writes regularly for

MODERN WIRELESS,
Britain's Leading Radio Magazine
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TELSEN DUAL RANGE COILS

TELSEN DUAL -RANGE
AERIAL COIL

The Telsen Aerial Coil is the very latest
development in dual -range aerial coil
design. It incorporates a variable 'series
condenser which can be set to give any
desired degree of selectivity,- 'Making the
coil suitable for all districts, whatever
reception conditions may be. It has been
tested in various parts of the country,
and down to distances of five miles from
Regional stations a single tuned circuit
will definitely separate the Regional pro-
grammes. This adjustment also acts as an
excellent volume control and is equally
effective on long and short waves. The
waveband change is effected by means of
a three-point switch. A reaction winding
is provided and the primary and secondary
windings are separated so that the aerial
circuit can be isolated in mains -driven or -
screened -grid receivers.

Telsen Aerial Coil with Variable 7/6series Condenser incorporated. Price

Send for the " Telsen Radio Cata-
logue " and book of " All-Telsen
Circuits " to the Telsen Electric Co.,

Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

TELSEN H.F. TRANSFORMER AND AERIAL COIL
This Coil .isprimarily designed. for H.F. amplification in con-
junction with screened -grid valves. It is arranged so that it can
be connected as a tuned -grid or tuned -anode coil, or alternatively
as an H.F. Transformer.
It also makes a highly efficient aerial coilwhere the adjustable
selectivity feature is not required. A reaction winding is incor-
porated. 'When used as an H.F. Transformer the wave -change
is effected by means of a two -pole (four -point) switch. When

*connected otherwise a three-point switch should be used.

Telsen H.F. Transformer and Aerial Coil .. Price 5f6

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION

CV'S' -53
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THE biggest of the so-called " master "
patents in the wireless industry-
the one which covered " reaction "-

died a natural death last year, after enjoying
a lucrative life of sixteen years. The
famous " grid -leak " patent shared a
similar fate about the same time, and
others are due to make their exit in the
near future.

Meanwhile, of course, their place is beino.,
filled with more up-to-date improvements,
because though patents may come and
patents may go, the inventor works on for
ever. No sooner is one invention out of the
way than another looms up to take its
toll out of the public. And this is only as
it should be.

For Services Rendered.
People are very often inclined to regard

the payment of patent royalties as an
imposition, forgetting, perhaps, that if it
were not for the professional inventor we
should not make the rapid progress we do.
If Fleming had not invented the valve we
should, preSumably, be anchored to the
crystal and a pair of headphones.

It is possible, of course, that if Fleming
had not discovered the valve, someone else
would have' done so, and we 'should still
be where we are. That may be so, but one
may be quite sure that 'whoever "did the
trick" would have secured patent rights
and extracted royalties just the same.

The fact of the matter is that an industry
like radio rides on the back of the research
men, and it is only fair that we, should be
prepared to pay a reasonable return for the
work they do.

One important patent in the radio
industry has recently received an unexpected
new lease of life. This is the well-known
" push-pull " circuit which was owned by
the Western Electric Co.-now the Standard
Telephones & Cables, Ltd. The patent was
first filed in January of 1915, so that in the
ordinary course of events it was due to
expire in January of the present year.

An Interesting Patent.
The patentees, however, applied to the

High Court for an extension of time on the
ground that they were prevented from
fully exploiting the invention during the
period of the War, because as a " controlled
establishment " they were then chiefly
odeupied in _the manufacture of munitions
and ,oti other important war work. This
argument was accepted, and the Court

Us
RADIO
NTIONS

*-4----0-4-4-4--.--.--.--. -4-4.--.--4.--4.-----*
Did you know that poor old Reac-
tion was dead ? This is one of the
astonishing facts disclosed by our
contributor in this clever survey of

radio ideas
;sc......_..,,,,,...-4-*-4.--o,--..-4-..-----4,-*

added a further term. of four years to the
patent, which will accordingly continue to
draw royalties until January, 1933.

Another outstanding invention is that
covered by the so-called " eliminator "
patent, which in the ordinary course of
events will expire at the end of this year.
The " eliminator" circuit covers any means
for rectifying and filtering or smoothing
current drawn from the electric -supply mains
in such a way as to make it suitable for use
as the high-tension supply to a wireless
receiver.

All sorts of different rectifiers for con-
verting alternating current into direct
current were known before the date of this
patent, but no one had previously thought
of smoothing -out the rectified current so

An

WHAT'S ALL THIS?

ingenious clock which automatically switches
on the required programme according to time,

A SURPRISING ARTICLE
By

CARDEN SHIELS.

thoroughly as to allow it to be utilised to
feed the plate current of an amplifying

The " pulses " of direct current delivered
by a rectifier depend, of course, upon the
periodicity of the A.C. supply. In the case
of D.C. mains units there are various kinds
of irregularities in the " raw " mains supply,
due principally to the commutator brushes
which connect the dynamo at the generating
station to the distributing lines.

Keeping It " Alive."
All such fluctuations must be smoothed

out before they reach the plate of the
Valves, otherwise they will get through to
the loud speaker., The " eliminator" patent
covers the ordinary smoothing arrangement
of chokei and condensers used for this
purpose_

It sometimes happens that an inventor
fads to pay the annual renewal fees required
to keep a patent alive for the full term of
sixteen years. In this connection it should
perhaps be explained that when a patent is
originally filed the fee.4 then paid cover
the first four years of its life. After that
it is necessary -to pay a further £5 for the
fifth year, £6 for the sixth, and so on up to
the sixteenth year.

It often takes several years to get an
invention on to the market. If at the end
of the four " free " years the patentee has
made no profit, he may well be tempted to
let the whole thing drop, in order to save
the £5 renewal fee which then falls due.

A Fortune Thrown Away.
This is what happened to the famous

de Forest patent covering the first three -
electrode valve. De Forest, it will be
remembered, improved the original two-
electrode Fleming valve by inserting a
third electrode or grid between the plate
and filament. Later on this proved to be a
vitally important step in the development
of the valve, but in 1910, when the first
£5 renewal fee fell due, no one was using
it, and so de Forest let his patent lapse.

Had he kept it alive it would have been
one of the master patents in the wireless
industry, drawing. a royalty from every
three -electrode valve made and sold to the
public. It has been estimated that
do Forest threw away over a -million pounds
when he failed' to pay that modest fee.

(Continued on page 298.)
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TYPICAL OF TELSEN VALUE

TELSEN - SPAGHETTI FLEXIBLE
RESISTANCES

These are made in a range of values from
300-200,000 ohms with a maximum current
varying from 42 inta. to LI ni/a.- The ter-
minal tags are firmly fixed to .the wire and
clearly marked with their respective resistance
values; they are impregnated with special in-
sulating compound which renders them proof
:realest corrosion.
Telsen Spaghetti Flexible Resistances,from 6d.
TELSEN FIXED MICA CONDENSERS

(Pron. Pat. No. 20287/30)
Tolson Fixed Mica' Condensers are made in
capacities from .0001 micrtifarad to 002
microfarad. They can be mounted upright or
fiat, and the 0003-microfarad Telsen fixed
mica condenser is supplied complete with
patent grid leak clips to facilitate series or
parallel connections. All Telsen fixed mica
condensers arc tested at. 500 volts.
Telsen Fixed Mica Condensers, Price 6d.

TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS
(Prov. Pat. No. 20286/30)

The Telsen four and five -pin valve holders
embody patent metal spring contacts, which
are designed to provide the most efficient
contact with split and non -split valve legs,
and are extended in one piece to form
soldering tags. Low capacity and self -
locating.
Telsen 4 -pin Valve Holder .. Price 6d.
Telsen 5 -pin Valve Holder .. Price 8d.

TELSEN GRID -LEAKS
Telsen Grid -leaks are absolutely silent and
non-microphonic, and practically unbreak-
able. They cannot be burnt -out, and are
unaffected by atmospheric changes. Telsen
Grid -leaks are not wire wound arid therefore
there are no capacity effects. Their value
is not affected, by variation in the applied_
voltage. Made in capacities ranging from
4-5 megohms.
Telsen Grid -leak .. : Price 9d.

ALL -BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS

Send for the "Telsen Radio Catalogue" .and
book of "All=Telsen Circaits",to The Telsen

Electric Co., Ltd.; Aston, Birminghain.

TELSEN GRID -LEAN HOLDER
The' Telsen Grid -leak Holder will holdfirmly any standard size or type of grid
leak. Ample clearance is provided between
the terminal screw leads and the baseboard
(underneath), preventing any surface leakage
upsetting the value ,of the grid -leak. The,terminals and fixing holes are accessible
without removing the grid -leak.
Telsen Grid -leak. Holder, Price 6d.

TELSEN FUSE HOLDER
This is a neat and inexpensive device which
should be incorporated in every sot as a
Precaution against burnt -out valves.
The Telsen Fuse Holder firmly grips the
standard radio fuse, giving a perfect contact.
Telsen Radio Fuse Holder, Price 6d.

TELSEN SCREENS
Price .. 2/- and 2/6
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As a matter of fact, the story of the long
rivalry between Fleming and de Forest
over the discovery and development of the
thermionic valve is one of the romances of
patent law. Fleming filed his first valve
patent in America, a few weeks later than
de Forest, but when the question of priority
came to be fought out, the American Courts
decided that the do Forest valve was not a
true thermionic valve, as we now know it,
but depended for its . action upon heat
applied to the gas contained inside the bulb,
whereas the Fleming valve utilised the
electron stream emitted from a heated
filament.

This interpretation was, of course, a
victory for Professor Fleming (as he then
was), and made his patent " master "
over all subsequent valve improvements,
whether made by de Forest or others.

A generous Action.
Occasionally an inventor, instead of

patenting a discovery, will give the benefit
of it freely to the public without fee or
royalty. Professor D. P. Hughes' lecture
on the first addrophone, before the Royal
Society in 1878, is a case in point. By
describing the microphone openly in this
fashion, he sacrificed all patent rights on
what would undoubtedly have proved a
most valuable invention.

Among the older and now defunct
" pioneer " wireless patents one may
mention the well-known " four - sevens "
patent of 1900, which covered the use of

loose -coupling between the aerial and the
input circuit. This improvement might be
described as the first step in the long search
for selectivity.

There were also a series of early valve
patents owned by the Marconi Company
which were upset a few years ago as the

SOME OF THE MANY
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result of prolonged and costly litigation
by the Mullard Valve Co. This famous
valve action was fought out first in the
High Court, then in the Court of Appeal,
and lastly in the House of Lords, before
the question of infringement or not could
be finally settled.

INVENTIONS IN RADIO

This is the famous" P.W."" Super -Quad," and, like other modern sets, it simply bristles with brainy ideas
that have been applied to radio reception.*--

t WIRING YOUR SET
The whole business simply

4
explained. t

TO obtain neatness, wiring -up a set is
always well worth a little trouble. It
can be made quite a pleasure if you

follow the right methods. Some prefer to
start by cutting the wire up into short
lengths, but this is not necessary and wastes
a lot of good wire.

Take your coil of wire and open it out to
about 1.2 in. Place the extreme end in the
vice and stretch the length out with the
pliers. Decide on your first connection,
and, having put a, neat turn on the end of
your wire, as shown at " A " in sketch, slip
this over the terminal and shape the wire
up to the next connection, finishing up by
cutting off the coil and putting on the turn.

If you have need for a junction, and do
not want to solder up the wires until you
have given the set a trial, 'a good method of
joining the wire is shown at " B." Grip the
wires as shown and turn one round the
other-the finished joint is shown at " C "-
as if the work has been carried out correctly
if will give a firm joint which can be soldered
later if desired.

Sometimes it is necessary to run one wire
so as to link up several points, such as the
valves. A good way of doing this is illus-
trated at " D," where a small former is used
to shape up the wire. In " E " we see the

result-one loop goes over one terminal and
the other goes to the next, and so on.

In every case always start by making a
loop on the end of the wire, then running it
to the next point, putting in the bends
neatly as you proceed.

HOW TO PLY YOUR PLIERS

i.muntitilogillififf11

14'

Neat joints and wiring are SO easy if you go about
them in the right way. It is explained on this

page.

SOME RADIO WRINKLES
Filing, Charging, etc.

Do not file ebonite with a fine file unlesi
it has been dusted first with French chalk.

If you charge your L.T. battery whilst it Is
inside the cabinet the effect of spraying on the
leads may be overcome by -using long lead
connectors smeared lightly with vaseline to
hold the connecting wires well away from the
accumulator itself.

C * *

A. common cause of " hum " is the earth
lead becoming broken underground.

* *

If you derive your high tension from D.C.
mains, and you feel a tingle when you touch
your loud speaker there is a defect in the
installation, and you should switch off until it
is put right.

It is not necessary to have a separate short-
wave set for short-wave reception, but a special
short-wave adaptor can be plugged into the
ordinary set. (This idea, which is now extremely
popular in America, and, indeed, all over the
world, was first tried out In the " P.W."
laboratory.)

For short-wave reception special coils are
used, which generally have from two to ten
turns.
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THE NEW " B.P." THREE KIT "A" - E5:19:0
(Less Valves and Cabinet)

x Ebonite Panel /8 in. x 7 in., drilled to speci-
fication

s " LANDOR" Cabinet to specification with co -in.
baseboard .. 1 5 0

 Lewcos Band Pass Coil ..
a Lotus 0003 Double Gang Condenser with Disc

 ReadiRad -00075 Brookinans condenser
A.E.D. volume control 500,000 ohms

 RcadiRad on -off switch
3 Junit valve holders
I R.I. General Purpose L.F. transformer, ratio 7-1
s ReadiRad Standard H.F. choke
a R.I. General Purpose L.F. choke
I T.C.C. 0003 fixed condenser, type 34 ..
2 T C.C. or fixed condensers flat, " S " type inun-

inductive)
2 T.C.C. c-mfd. fixed condensers, type 50
a ReadiRad'a-meg. grid leak and holder
 Lewcos coo,000-ohm spaghetti resistance
a 23,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance..
I ReadiRad H.T. fuse and holder
a ReadiRad radio grain. snap switch ..

Terminal strip, IS in. X 2 in., drilled to specifi-

xx Belling -Lee indicating terminals, type " B "
a Packet Jiffilinx for wiring
7 Belling -Lee wander plugs

Bailing -Lee spade terminals
3 Mullard valves to specification, PM2DX, PM/LF,

5 0

7 8

1 4

1 6

1 6

1 3

2 9

1 6

5 6

2 6

1 2

0 4

Screws, Flex, etc. 0

TOTAL (Including Valves and Cabinet) .. £8 11 6

li you do not need the complete kit of parts, you can
purchase any component you require separately.

£ S. d.
or 12 equal monthly

5 6 instalments of 111-

12 0 KIT "B"- £7: 6:6
5 0 (With Valves Less Cabinet)
3 6

8 6

0 10
2 0

10 6

4 6

12 6

or 12 equal monthly
instalments of 13'6

KIT "C" - £8:11:6
(With Valves and Cabinet)

1 6 or 12 equal monthly
instalments of 1519

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
RECEIVER Aerial E10.1 .6Tested, Royalties paid
or 12 monthly instalments o" 18 G.

INSTAMATIC OUTPUT
If you require an INSTAMAT
instead of the choke -condenser
output circuit add 11/2 to the cash
price of Kits A, B or C or 1/- to
the Hire Purchase Terms. If you
require an INSTAMAT MAJOR
add £1 : 1 : 2 to the cash price of
Kits A, B or C or 2/- to the Hire
Purchase Terms.

See page 300

ORDER FORM To READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.00

CASH ORDER Please despatch to
me at once the goods

for which 1 enclose payment in full of

C.O.D. ORDER Please despatch to
me at once goods

cuffed fur which I will pay in full the sum of

EASY PAYMENT ORDER.
Please despatch my Easy Payment Order for the
goods specified for which I enclose first deposit of

Name

Address

Kit. Required

Cash or Easy
Payments

Hear the B.P. 3
demonstrated at
our showrooms,
1 59, Borough High

Street, S.E.1.

Immediate
Dispatch

See also pages 293,
300, 303, 305.

'V in to t
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I NSTAMAT
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

(guaranteed for 5 years)

For all types except
moving -coil loud -speakers.
Five different ratios all
clearly marked, 1 : 2, 1 : 1,

:1, 2 :1, 3 :1.

PRICE 27/6

INSTAMAT MAJOR
For low resistance
moving - coil speakers.
Six ratios : 10 : 1 up to
25 : 1.

PRICE 37/6

The B.P.3 is capable of giving
exceptionally good quality,
and you will probably use a
good loud -speaker with it. But
do they match ? Accurate
matching between output
valve and loud -speaker is
essential for good quality
reproduction. The easiest,
quickest and most certain
way of obtaining accurate
matching is to use an
INSTAMAT with which you
can switch instantly from one
ratio to another until you
obtain the one which matches
your valve with loud -speaker
perfectly.

The INSTAMAT is an Out-
put Transformer of the very
highest grade. It is excep-
tionally robust in construc-
tion and will carry heavy
current without over -loading.
It is connected between out-
put valve and loud -speaker
and different ratios are ob-
tained simply by turning the
switches.

For the B.P.3
Output Circuit
Instead of the choke -condenser
output circuit incorporated in
the B.P.3, you are recom-
mended to use an INSTAMAT
Output Transformer. In ad-
dition to obtaining all the bene-
fits of a correctly designed output
stage you will also be able to
match your output valve and
speaker instantly and perfectly.

If you require an INSTAMAT
Output Transformer instead of
the choke -condenser output cir-
cuit, see page 299.

For fuU lists of parts and
order form see page 299.

EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3
Telephone : Lee Green 5678. Telegrams: Readirad, Sedisi.

Showrooms: 159 Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.1. Telephone : Hop 3000.
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CAPT.
ECKERSLEY

Under the above title, week by week our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P.W."

readers.

A Question of stability.
N. V. (Brixton).-" My receiver, which

incorporated a stage of screened -grid H.F.
iamplification, was originally designed to use
the tuned -anode coupling between the
detector and H.F. stages.

" Slight H.F. instability was experienced,
and. I tried the effect of using the tuned-
erideoupling, feeding the H.T. to the S.G.
valve anode through an H.F. choke and
placing a -001-fixed condenser between the
latter point and the grid end of the detector-
Oage coil.

WAS IT DAMPING?

The lb circuit proved to be much more antis -
1 actory than la, and Capt. Eekersley suggests

that the shunted choke was responsible.

" The receiver is now quite stable and the
amplification does not appear to have
suffered. Can you tell me why this should
be the case ? "
. It is a little difficult to answer -your

question categorically. When one finds
greater stability in one circuit than another
one usually suspects that the more stable
circuit has a greater damping introduced
somewhere.

If you draw a " schematic," as I have
done, of Your two circuits, yen will find
that Fig. la represents the first arrange-
ment (leaving out the H.T., blocking con-
densers, etc and considering the whole
thing from the point of view of high
frequency), while Fig. lb represents the
second arrangement.

You will see that in Fig. la the circuit
L.C. is in parallel, in effect, with the
resistance R, and with the valve.

QUERY
CORNER

In the case of Fig. lb, the circuit L.C.
is in parallel with a resistance and a choke.

It is probable that because you have
shunted the circuit L.C. in Fig. lb by the
impedance of the choke additional to the
resistance you had in Fig. la, this has
introduced an extra damping and so the
circuit is more stable. This would not
greatly effect. the amplification because the
introduction of the choke would only
slightly diminish sensitivity, but neverthe-
less enough to prevent instability.

How Alternating Currents Flow.
W. J. R. (Bexhill).-" Having seen in a

text-bodk that alternating 'currents flow
first in one direction and then in the
reverse direction, I find it difficult to'under-
stand the exact manner in which the
current flows. Does the current flow straight
along the wire, as the normal illustration
shows, or from one side of the wire, to the
other as the polarity changes ? "

I don't quite understand your question,
but surely the matter is very simple.
Please see my diagram.

In Fig. la.. let us say for the sake of
convenience, that a current flows through
the resistance R from plus to minus. Now
if I reverse the battery, as shown in Fig. lb,
the current flows in the other direction
through the resistance, as indicated by the
arrow. - -

If I were to arrange, as shown in Fig. lc,
a double -pole change -over switch, cross
connected as shown, then the current could
be made to flow first in one direction
through the resistance and then, by throw-
ing over the double -pole switch, in the
other direction, and you would have a
sort of alternating current (with a rather
bad wave form !).

I have drawn below Fig. le the direction
and intensity of the current if the switch

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112

P.: ONLY IN "P.W."
= can you read Captain Eckersley's

replies to listeners' own problems.
AND REMEMBER-

Captain Eckersley's technical
articles appear only in the

" Big Three,"

" POPULAR WIRELESS,"
" MODERN WIRELESS," AND

" WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR."

TounnummunnumumituumuummunnumumuutiirT,

Don't address your questions direct to Capt.
Eckersley, a selection of those received by
the Query Department in the ordinary way

will be answered by him.

is thrown over. An alternator does not
reverse the current abruptly but gradually,
and in Fig. 1 (d) you will see, below the
drawing of the alternator and the resistance,
the shape and direction of she current -time
curve, called a sine curve. I hope the
matter is now perfectly 'clear to you.

WHAT IS A.C.?
WS -90

Fie. /. (c).
ONE 0/AWCT/One

.
ZERO

OnvER 0/REC new

/L-76 /(b)

Eta 1(0)
ONE a/RECTION

ZERO d

OmeR Phew/cog

. Read the easy -to -follow explanation of alternating
current given to a Bexhill reader.

Shifting the Mains Unit.
B. R. (Tooting).-" I used to be troubled

with a loud hiun when using my S.G. detec-
tor -and pentode receiver with an A.C. elimi-
nator. The eliminator was normally kept
doge to the L.F.;stage, but on moving the unit
to the opposite (H.F) end of the receiver,
the hum ceased and programmes were re-
ceived with a background of absolute silence.

" Why did the position of the H.T. unit
show such a marked difference in results ? "

Probably merely because the H.T. trans-
former's magnetic field leakage -coupled
with the iron -cored choke (or transformer)
in the pentode anode (or' any other trans-
former and choke in the L.F. circuits). It
wasapureinduction effect of 50 -cycle circuits
in the receiver L.F. circuits, and when you
moved the H.T. unit away from the L.F.
circuits the inductive effect was eliminated.

Naturally you can't induce 50 -cycle effects
into high -frequency circuits designed to re-
spond to million -cycle effects, and so putting
your eliminator near the H.F. end gave you
that " background of absolute silence."
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IHAVE met Mr; Okoniewski
Mr. Okoniewski; -I' must -fell you, is
a very important personage in Poland,

for he is the Director of -the Poznan broad-
casting and 'short -Wave stations ; and as
little Poland is Very proud of these links
with the outside world; it is also very
proud of Mr. Okoniewski !

Through a liaison with a Dutch .broad-
casting concern; arrangements' mere' made
for, me to meet this Poznan official, and I
spent an interesting afternoon at the
short-wave station.

Poznan also boasts of a medium -wave
broadcasting -Station working'c en about
350 metres, and no doubt some of you have
this down on your logs, but as its -power
is only of the order of less than two kilo-
watts, and as -it is rather a poor spot in the
medium waves for British listeners; it is not
generally heard well.

The short-wave Poznan is quite a different
proposition, of course, and its short-wave
transmissions have been heard' over 'prac-
tically the whole of Europe, in many parts
of America, and further afield.

Mr. Okoniewski told me this with pride,
and then put me in the care of one -of the
station staff, who
explained the working
to me.

" The station h a s
been going for two
years." he said.

" There were twenty-
four months of constant
experiment before the
present good results
were obtained, an d
-until we could guaran-
tee a regular' trans-
mission schedule.

When to Tune.
" As readers may

 not know the exact
regular working times
of the station you had
better make:a note of
these, which -are re-
duced to British
summer time. On
Tuesdays we work for
three hours, from a
quarter to eight till a
quarter to eleven at
night, and on 1.0,1rs-

* 4- 4- 4-4-4.-4-
+

+ Our Special Correspondent here de-
scribes a visit to Poznan, the short-
wave transmitter of Poland, which 0
has been heard all over the world,
and he tells of an interesting con- I
versation with the station director. 4

*

clays from 7.30 in the evening 'till 2
o'clock in the morning.

A Home -Made Transmitter.
" During the early days of the station

we were not so fortunate in having facilities
to give a regular weekly schedule like this.
At the beginning of 1928 we started plans
for the formation of a short-wave trans-
mitter to link up Poland with the rest. of
the world, but owing to the difficulty of
raising fUnds it was not until January, 1929,
that we first managed to get tests put out
on two wave -lengths, one just below 30
metres and the other just above.

" The power was very low because we had
not then sufficient apparatus. During .the

"PEEPING IN" TO POLISH PROGRAMMES

4;V,Pacnik,
The main studio at Poznan is so arranged that an audience can watch the artistes broadcastingalthough the audience is not actually in the studio itself. Between " turns " the curtain canbe drawn if desired, as nt a theatre.

. _
following three months a new generator
was obtained and shortly we were: trans-
mitting with a power of about INV a
kilowatt.

It does not. sound very much, but then;
as you probably- know, low -power short-
wave transmissions are often the most
efficient. Well, in 1930 the new -building
was taken over and new gear was installed.
Since then we bavd wored regularly ac-
cording to the schedule I have -just given."

I found that the short-wave gear is in
the main broadcasting station building, and
has been built entirely by. the engineers
at the station. All credit to them for the
highly successful results-!

made_a good job of the constructional work,
and the transmitter itself is a- fine piece of
woodwork and copper shielding. -A wooden
cabinet is used-some 5 ft. to 6 ft. high-
to prevent stray currents being set up; as
might he the case were a metal frame used.

As shielding is of vital importance
in a short-wave transmitter, just as ' it
is in -your. .short-wave receiver, copper
screens have been placed at critical points
and these are earthed.

The transmitter is
crystal controlled,
which accounts for the
fact that Poznan is
always exactly on its
wave -length. I was
rather interested in the
special way in which
the crystal is used for
controlling the first
stage.

Quartz Control.
- -It -appears that an
oysl a ry ,push-pull
circuit- is used with
large power valves in
the first stage of the
transmitter, and the
quaitz crystal is -simply
placed' in the common
grid circuit -of the two
valves..

Following this push-
pull stage is the first
frequency doubler, and
here, again, two valves
are used. This idea of
(Continued on page 304.)
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Every receiver described in "Popular Wireless" is assembled
by Ready Radio Experts.with:chosen components and is tested and

, passed before despatch under -the supervision of Mr. G. P. Kendall.
Every purchaser of a Ready Radio Kit is consequently able. to
build a receiver identical in performance and appearance with
the original model.

I, Below are listed some of the Kits of receivers" which have
proved particularly popular.

"POP -VOX" FOUR
KIT "A" - - £6. 3.0

or 12 monthly instalments'of 11;3

[I, KIT "B" - £8.10.6
or 12 mOnthly instalments of 15,9

KIT "C" - - £9.18.6
or 12 monthly instalments of 18,'3

"RV.' PLUS
KIT "A" - - £4. 5.6

cr 12 monthly instalments of 8/ -

KIT "B" - - £6. 4.6
cr 12 monthly instalments of 11;'6

KIT "C" - - £7. 9.6
or 12 monthly instalments of 13,'9

"COMET" THREE
KIT "A" - - £4. 5.0

or 12 monthly instalments of 7,9

KIT "B" - - £5.12.6
or 12 monthly instalments of 10;'4

KIT "C" £7. 2.6
or 12 monthly instalments of 13; -

"RV. STAR
KIT "A" - - £5.18.6

or 12 monthly instalments of 11/ -

KIT "B" - £7.17.6
or 12 monthly instalments of 14,6

KIT "C" - - E.9. 5.0
or 12 monthly instalments of 171 -

KIT A-Full set of components except valves and cabinet.
KIT B Pu set of components with valves less cabinet.
KIT C-Full set of components, with valves and cabinet.

(=or Nil details of the "B P,3 " see pages 290,.
293, 299.

Immediate
Dispatth

Ready Radio hold
colossal stocks of
all makes of Com-
ponents,Receivers,
Loud - Speakers,
Mains Units and
other radio ac-
cessories. Every-
thing for radio can
be obtained from
Ready Radio.

Order form on page 299.
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.T POZNAN-A LITTLE ;
eSTATION WITH A BIG

RANGE -
I (Continued from page 302.)

having '.push-pull stages in transinitters
seems to be catching on. I have seen it at
one or two 'other stations not built by
British engineers, who, ' for, some reason;
prefer single stages. - -

The second frequency doubler at Poinan
is a single stage; and the final valve which
links up with the aerial and the tuning
arrangement is a 11 kw. "-tube."

I admit that a power of only _Pi kw. --
about orie-fiftieth of  that-- puf out by
Brookmans Park-does . not.. sound very
impressive, but if yon could see the reception
log of Poznan you Would -realise how wonder-
fully these short waves of about 30 metres-
Poznan works on 311.85 Metres-reach out,
although the power is modest.

250 Volts Grid Bias.
. .

The side tone reception I heard indicated
that the quality is gdOcl, although, frankly,
this is hardly What one would expect from
the type of modulation circuit used. It is
what is known as grid modulation. and is
the system used -by many British amateurs.

It is generally reckoned to give good
percentage modulation; although the quality
is not excellent, but there was certainly
no fault to find, with the Poznan trans-
missions, as many short-wave enthuSiasts
in England can -testify.

I . asked how it; was that- the power
output had been doubled, for- although it is
now just over -a- kilowatt, it was, until last
year, only just over -half that. '

was taken into the control -room of
the main broadcasting station and shown
the generators for the short-wave plant .

There are two 2,0007volt H.T. generators
whieh are now connected in. series,- giving
4,000 volts, and which have enabled the
power thus to be put up There is a separate
little generator Which, they told me; gives
the grid bias at 250 volts.

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED

Thb Poznan Short -Wave transmitter is crystal
controlled and specially screened. It doesn't look
a very big instrument with which to cover th'b
world, does it ? But an effective short-wavk
can achieve astonishing ranges with compara-

tively low power.

The control gear for the short -waver is
also in the control -room of the medium-wave
station. 'There is rather a long landline
from the studio 'to the control, so on the
desk is a little 10 -watt speech amplifier-
a single. L.F. valve- job-which boosts up
the speech input._

Up-to-date Aerials.
As at most short-wave stations, the

aerial has.. been somewhat of a. trouble
because short-waVe aerial theory is con,
stantly varying and the Poznan engineers
havetried to keep always up to date.

Out in the grounds 1_ found that there
was a short aerial known as the half -wave
type. Now that arrangements have been

PLUGGING -IN TO THE DIFFERENT STUDIOS

Towards the left of these control panels you will see a kind of telephone switchboard, and it is withthis that the engineer connects tie Poznan transmitter to any one of a number of studios and landlines.

made to use the broadcasting station masts
for the short-wave aerial, the engineers
are copying one of the Koenigswuster-
hausen short-wave -aerials and are hoping
to get still betterjesults.

A HANDY RESISTANCE. ++
* *-4 00 jk

AMOST useful resistance for many
purposes can be made out of an
ordinary lead pencil, which should

preferably be of the 213 grade..
Sharpen _ the pencil at both ends, and

then -at each end. make an _electrical con-
nection by wrapping the lead points with
several turhs of fine bare.wire. Afterwards,
a layer of silver:. paper May be placed over
the turns of bare wire, and then, over the

_ tinfoil_ layer, a few turns of heavier wire
',may be wound on and retained permanently

and securely in position by' means of a, spot
or two of liquid'glue.

A pencil got up_ in this -manner has a
resistance of something 'like 300 ohms ---the
harder the pencil, of course, the higher
beina the resistance.

USEFUL FOR TESTING

You can use it as a iafeguarding resistance, as
explained in the article.

In testing out delicate inttrinnents, volt-
meters, ammeters; and so on, it- is a very
handy -little device. - . -

Attached to an H.T. battery unit, also, it
will as a safeguarding resistance,
enabling the current for the valves to flow
freely, hut :absorbing the heavy flow of
current which would take place in the event
of any accidental short-cireuiting of the
H.T. system. For 'this purpOse, the pencil -

resistance could be.permanently secured in
place within the RT. battery box,

t AN UNUSUAL _FAULT- t
which would have interested

Miss Muifit!
* -0- -40-1-4-4.- *

AFEW evenings ago the signals from my
fairly powerful mains sot began
slowly -bid very surely to fade away,

until after about five -minutes only a
whisper remained.

As the outfit was a radio -gram, whose
"innards " 'Were not readily accessible, I
determined, after,assuring myself that it was
not a station " fade," to examine extern-
als first.

Result-a-double-;pole; double -throw por-
celain switch, used for earthing the aerial,
had attracted the attention of a largo
spider, which, when rapp-eared-xni. the scene,
was busy spinningits web across t -W-0 of tho
springs, thus forming a: -reasonably effective

short."
The.- spider wli,s despatched; ''the web

removed, and all was well again. - A.B
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10 HOINS
FOR THE MODERN
RADIO CONSTRUCTOR

Would you
pay 6d.
for real
quality?

JIFFILINX
Wire your set with Jiffilinx.
You will be delighted with the
ease and rapidity as well as
the neat appearance of the
finished job. What is more
you will be sure of perfect
contact throughout.
Jiffilinx consists of lengths of
high conductivity wire covered
with special insulating sleeving
which obviates all risk of short
circuits. Both ends of the
Jiffilinx are (^terminated with
shake - proof connectors de-
signed. to fit the terminals of
all components. They grip fast
and give perfeCt contact with-
out soldering.
Each packet contains 40 Jiffi-
linx in various lengths ample
to wire a large set. Jiffilinx
can be used over and over
again. Changes in wiring can
be made instantly and errors .......... ,5grsv ..... wryr
corrected without wastage. 0, To:

Get a packet now. Once you °' READY RADIO, Ltd., Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3
have used Jiffilinx you will t. Please send me (a) a copy of Kendall's Book for which I enclose

four 1,c1. stamps. (b) One packet of Jiffilinx, for which I enclose 2 6.never use any other form of (cross out items not required.)

Per Packet, it Name
Post Free.

Address

wiring.

216

" How to get real
quality" is only one
of the many interest-
ing subjects dealt
with in the new.
Kendall book. It
contains hundreds of
useful suggestions
which will help you
to get better radio.
Nearly 20,000 words,
free from adver-
tising. Equally use-
ful to the non-
technical as well as
to the technical
reader. Many illus.
trations.

The finest six-
penny -w orth
ever offered.

PRICE
POST
FREE

Over 15,000 copies
sold at Olympia.

POST COUPON
TO FOR

YOUR COPY.

I
4

4

4

4

P.W. I0/10/31. 1
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OAD CAS I
MEL

1. AN 80 -KW. STATION FOR' THE IRISH FREE STATE.
Fel:owing his recent tour of R.B.C. stations in the North for " Popular Wireless,"
Mr. Leslie W. A:Bailyvisited Ireland, and he has written three extremely interesting
articles on broadcastirg in the Free State and in Ulster. The first appears below.

ON
the site of the old Dublin General

Post Office, which -was sacked in the
1916 rebellion, a mammoth new build-

ing is rising. Here al th ) administrative
activities of the Department of -Posts and
Telegraphs (which is the Irish Free State's
equivalent to our Post ° Office) are being
centralised, and in the part which is now
finished I found the studies and offices of
the Dublin ,bread.casting s ation.

The fact tha,t (except for the transmitter)
the broadcasting station has its being under
the roof of the General Post Office was the
first indication of the Civil Service status
of broat:c Asting in, the Irish Free State.
Others seen followed.

FRIENDLY LINKS

This map shows the proposed location of the Irish
high -Power station at Athlone. It also indicates the
land -line -route used when Irish stations relay a

B.B.C. programtne.

The officials, who are all Post Office
servants, were eager to show me round the
station, but when I asked questions about
Policy they referred me to Dublin Caitle.

A Question of Policy.
This is perhaps the most striking of all

the differences between the Free ''State's
systern of broadcasting and that of Great
Britain: The B.B.C. has -complete responsi-
bility for brea,dcasting ; but in the Irish
Free State the job of broadcasting officials is,
simply to organise the daily programmes.
Questions of po!icy are not their' business;

And so it was to Dublin Castle, the seat of -
Government, that I went to -find out on what
general lines the Free State is running its
broadcasting. I interviewed the Assistant
Secretary to the Department of Posts and
Telegraphs. Mr. B. de Brit.

" State control is proving satisfactory,

and is not likely to be changed," said Mr.
de Brit. " Our system is that a sum of
money is voted by the Dail, our Parliament,
for the broadcasting service.

Paying for the Programmes.
" The vote for 1931-32 was £78,784, 'which

included certain estimated expenditure on
the proposed -high -power station.

" Revenue for broadaasting is obtained
from three sources, First, receiving
licences.  -Over 26;500 have now been
issued. Each costs ten shillings, and the
entire revenue from this source goes to
broadcasting, less a charge taken by the
Post, Office to cover the cost of collection.

" The second source is a tax on wireless
apparatus imported, into the , Free State.
In 1930-31 this brought in £35,000. The
third source is the revenue from sponsored
programmes.

" I would emphasise,'.' added Mr. de Brit,
" that our sponsored programmes are still
experimental. We ran them occasionally
between last October and March, when they
produced a revenue of £510, plus the saving
to us in having these programmes paid for
by outside advertisers.

Revenue from Advertisements.
" We started them again on September

1st, and we shall run them through the
winter. Their future will depend upon de-
velopments with the'high-power station."

While he was unwilling to express an
opinion on them, Mr.
de Brit said einphati-
cally that sponsored
programmes have not
been a failure. There
have been no com-
plaints from the public
about them.

" And what about
the high,powered
station ? " I asked.

"Everything -is
ready," replied Mr.
de Brit. " The Mar-
coni Company ,is well
advanced with the
construction of the
80 -kw. transmitter,
at its Chelmsford
works. The building
plans are completed.

" A site at Athlone
is considered suitable

THE

from a technical, point of view, but there
has been some delay in its acquisition. A
final decision will be taken very, shortly.
Building operations will then commence
immediately."

"How long," I enquired, "will it be after
that before the station service ?-"

" Including time taken for tests, at least
eight to ten months, and possibly twelve,"
was the reply.

- The New Station..
The studios will remain in Dublin when

this- giant station is _opened in the centre
of Ireland.. The Free State's present trans-
mitters 'at Dublin and Cork have a power of
only 1.5 kw. -each, and their range is
accordingly limited. ' -

Largo areas- of the 'Free State are beyond
the range of Free State programmes. It is
the aim of the high,power station to cover
thewhole of the Free State. -

Its' transinissiens will undoubtedly be
heard' irr England at great strength. I was
told by, many people in Ireland that the
B.B.C.'s north Regional station (which
has a power of slightly less than that to be
used at Athlone) is a very strong signal over
there: North Regional and Daventry
National are popular programmes. with
IriSh listeners

Mr: de Brit informed me that the future of
the Dublin and Cork transmitters cannot bo
foreseen; but I gather that it is probable

(Continued on page 318.)

DUBLIN TRANSMITTER

The building which houses the -kw. transmitter used by the Dublin station,which, by the way, broadcasts on a wave -length of 413 metres,
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" Say boy ! What have you done to your set,
put more -valves in it ?

" Sounds like it, doesn't it, but actually I

bought a Regentone Mains Unit instead of
the old dry batteries, and the jolly old thing
seems to have taken a new lease of life."

Was this mains unit very expensive ?

"Couldn't afford it in these hard times if it
were. Actually it's going to save me money."

What ! That's interesting. Where did you
get it ? "

Oh ! In that shop on the way to the
station. The ) oung fellow there if he sees
the slightest chance of doing business will be
round to give you a demonstration. lie
knows that a Regentone demonstration is a
sure sale !"

"Well it sounds good to me, I'll pop in and
see him.",

Write for Free Art Booklet to ;-REGENTOE, LIMITED, Regentone House, at, Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4. Tel. Central 8745 (5 lines).
Irish Free State Distributors: Kelly & Shiel, Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin.
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ViTHITELEY

. M. 3 . Entirely new model at
astonishing price. Gives true moving
coil reproduction from any receiver
capable of working an ordinary cone
speaker. Weight of Cobalt
Steel Magnet 5113s. 451- FREE.
Chassis only - - -
Three - ratio output Transformer
extra 7J6.

gsgly

P.M.a. Identical with P.M.r except that weight of
Sheffield -made Cobalt Steel Magnet is 6 lbs. Has
sold in thousands this summer. Chassis only. £3.to.O.
Three -ratio output Transformer extra x5/-4

P.M.r. The original, but
with new chassis. Ex-
tremely sensitive. No
hum, boom- or resonance.
Massive Darwin Cobalt
Steel Magnet weighs trI
lbs. Chassis only £5.5.0.
Three -ratio output Trans-
former extra 15/

Hear them at
ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD.,

-GiVe- your sef -the speaker it
de§erves-a modern moving
coil, speaker. Give it the most
praeticat form of moving coil
reproduction --PERMANENT
MAGNET. Give it "W.B:"
"W.B." are pioneers in this
field. These three new models
are the most reliable and
efficient PERMANENT
MAGNET Moving Coil
Speakers that.radio has known.
Write for Art Booklet
" Speaking of Speakers "=

Made by the makers of the famousyour Radio dealer's. W.B. Valveholders and Switches.
NOTTINGHAM RD., MANSFIELD, NOTTS

Irish Free State Distributors: Kelly & Shiel, Ltd 47 Fleet Street, Dublin,

Superb ART Portrait ALBUMS
of Famous Film Stars

GIVEN FREE!
Photos of Over 140
FILM FAVOURITES
These wonderful Albums are FREE with ANSWERS-the firstin TO -DAY'S issue, the others the next -two weeks. They willhelp you to solve the new "Name the Stars " Contest- whichoffers the stupendous first prize of

Z10 A WEEK for LIFE or
£3,000 CASH

which MUST BE WON ! Make sure of your copy of

ANSWERS
Britain's National Weekly. Buy Your Copy Now 2d,
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r
THE LEADING SUPPLIERS'
FOR ALL COMPONENTS

used in

THE NEW "13.13." THREE
A powerful three -valve receiver employing

one of the very latest systems of " Single
selectivity."
This is one of the most interesting sets

of the season to get the very best
results from it you must use the
best components, you can get

them all from Will Day Ltd.

We have complete stocks of all the latest sets, radio
gramophones, eliminators, speakers and components.
Send for our new 1932 catalogue flee to callers-by
post 6d. refunded on first order.

WILL DAY LTD.
19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square,

LONDON, W.C.2.
'Phone : Gerrard 4476

--

PRICE

1216

READINGS:
0-150 VOLTS.
0-6 VOLTS.
0-30 MILLIAMPS.
3-3000 OHMS.

UNIVERSAL
TEST METER

Perfect control of your radio set is ensured with this handy
test meter. It is fitted with a anal! battery and special leads
with contacts for testirig.valve filaments.
Supplied in neat polished black case with full instructions.

From all radio dealers. Literature direct from :-

-THE STANDARD BATTERY CO., IE4-8. SHAFTESBURY AVE..,LON ON.W.C.2.

" COMPAX " CONDENSER
A solid dielectric specially de-
signed for use as Reaction or
Tuning condenser, Perfectaction.
Bonded rotor vanes. Finely
built. Price includes knob.
'0003, '00015, '0001,
'00005 .. 216
'0005 . 2/9
REACTION No. 4 CON-
DENSER, -0001;00015,'00025 3/9

DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
Direct Drive. Constructed of
highest' quality materials.
Smooth action gives very
accurate control. Insulated
spindle. Supplied with knob.

'0001, '00015, '0003, 3/
Slow motion Type in same
capacities as above.. 6/6

Fully Illustrated Catalogue-Free;
WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD,

188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C,2,
Polar Works, Old Swan, LIVERPOOL.
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All Editorial communications . should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tarns, HoUse, Tanis Street, .London,

The Editor will be Pleased to' Consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wirelessworlo. .The Editor cannot acceet-responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to returnMSS.; nat.:accepted for. publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must- be sent. with every article. Allinquiries; concerning advertising rotes,. etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lite, Ltd.,4, ' Ludgitte Circus, London, E'C.4.
The...cOnStructional articles which appear front time to time in this journal are ter_ outcome of researchand experiinental.work t,carriad out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much ofthe information given in the columns, of this paper concerns the, most recent developments in the radio world,some of the ;derangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateurand the -trader , would be . well advised to obtain permission of, the patentees to use the patents before doing so. .

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

MAXIMUM STRENGTH OF A SHORT-
WAVER.

Q. S. T. (Coventry).-" I propose to make a
short-wave set solely and simply for the kick
of the long-distance reception. Being able to
read the Morse code at twenty-five words a
minute, I am out particularly for American
amateurs.

" Would it be an advantage to use a 7 to 1
ratio L.F. transformer as giving a greater
step-up instead of the usual 3+ to 1, in order to
get greater amplification ? "

Certainly it would be advantageous, and even for
the reception of American broadcasting you probably
would -not find that the transformer introduced
noticeable extra distortion, even (if the set_ was not
designed for a high -ratio instrument.

BACK NUMBERS OF " P.W."
Back numbers of " P.W." are obtainable

from the Amalgamated Press, Ltd., Back No.
Dept., Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, London,
E.C.4, price 4d. per copy post free.

DROPPING THE VOLTS BY A RESISTANCE.
R. D. (Sussex).-" I have 200 volts avail-

able, but wish to. drop it down to about 150
volts. What is the resistance required for
this ? "

For the reason to be given further on you will have
to calculate this out for yourself. It is very easy to
do by means of Ohm's Law.

One way of stating Ohm's Law is to say that
R = V .

We can call the resistance R, the volts to
be absorbed by that. resistance V, and the current(to
be passed -by the resistance) I. -

You will now see that in order to solve the equation
in your case it is imperative to know the current to
be passed. This you do not mention.

This current, of course, is the anode current which
must flow through the " dropping resistance, and is

wee-*
YOUR BIT TOWARDS ECONOMY
Have you ever thought how difficult t
it is for a newsagent to order just the T

right number -of copies 'of any particular
paper each week ? You can make his
task much easier if you place a regular
order with him. You will not only
help him to order correctly and avoid
waste but will make sure of getting your ,

copy regularly each week,

easily- ascertained either -by measurement, or by
calculation from the manufacturer's literature on the
subject.

Suppose, for instance, that you And the resistance
(R) must pass.a current (I) of 1. milliamp, then the
equation is easily solved because the required resist-
ance (R) will be equal to 50

-001 amps.
- The 50 volts are, of course, those to be absorbed
by the resistance and: the -001 is the .1 milliamp
expressed in Amperes. It will be seen that the answer
to this is 50;000, and this is approximately the'
number of ohms required in this:instance.

Other values may be worked out in exactly the
. same way.

(Continued on prtgc 312.1 -

A Set can never be an
better than its Transformer

No matter how carefully the receiver may
be planned ; no matter how expensiv'e the
components ; it is not possible to obtain
better reproduction _than that permitted by
the audio frequency transformer.
This is one of several reasons why the expert, when
designing a set fo'r cpiality reiirtiduction, specifies
Ferranti as a matter of course.

There is no better
Transformer than -Ferifranti

AF3.' Ratio 1 to 3+ 25/- AF4. Ratio 1 to 3+ 17/6
AF5. Ratio 1 to 3+ 30/- AF6. Ratio 1 to '7 30/-
AF7. Ratio 1 to 11 30/. AF8. Ratio 1 to 3+ 11/6

FERRANTI Ltd. Head Office and Works: HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE.

140
r'r-s

afidealers.ordireet

LONDON: BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
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THE FULLER
LIFE PRESERVER

does lengthen battery life
Immediately you discharge a battery below a certain point you shorten
its life. How are you to tell when this point is reached ? It is
simple with the Fuller Life Preserver. When the red ball sinks you
should charge your battery. Fuller Batteries have more points of
superiority than any other. They are dry charged, and have Fuller
micro -porous plates to ensure long life, patent double grease -cup
terminals to guard against acid corrosion, red and blue
collars and embossed polarity signs on the nuts to
prevent incorrect connection. Patented free carrier.
Prices lower than ever. Standard plate types avail-
able in glass (S.W.G.H.), in celluloid (S.W.X.H.), or
in ebonite (S.W.E.H.) containers.

Visit us at the Manchester and Edinburgh
Radio Exhibitions: The Motor Show, Stand

316 National Hall Gallery.

Enlarged view of
LIFE PRESERVER

2 VOLT
STANDARD PLATE

TYPES SWGH-SWXH
-or SWEH
fAmp. Hours

20
30
40
50

Price
8,3

10/3
12/3 ,
14 3

60 .., 16:3

(Actual at 20 hour rate.

SUPER BATTERIES
Full list of H.T. Dry Batteries and L.T. and H.T. Accumulators on request.

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. ( 1 9 2 6 ) LTD., CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX
'Phone: Seven Kings 1200. 'Grams: " Fuller, Chadwell Heath." Contractors to British and Overseas Government Departments, Railways, etc.

The Supreme
Achievement
in Permanent Magnet

Given an undistorted input the re-
production of speech and music is as
near the original performance as
has yet been attained by any type
of speaker. Sensitive enough to
operate from a two valve receiver;
powerful enough to handle the out-
put from large power araplifieks.

PRICE

5
Multi -ratio

Output Transformer
to suit all Power

Valves

12/6

"100"
PERMANENT MAGNET

Moving Coil Speaker Destgn & Performance
Compare the R. & A. roo with any other P.M. Moving Coil
Speaker at any price, and you will realise there is none to
equal it for sheer value. Ask your dealer to demonstrate and
do not be put off with costly or inferior substitutes. If any
difficulty write uS. Descriptive leaflet sent free on request.

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD., Frederick St., WOLVERHAMPTON.

A FIRST-CLASS
RADIO -GRAM CABINET

The -Camco " Waverley "
Radio -Gram Cabinet is
appealing tremendously to
the Public. A beautifully -
finished and handsome
piece of furniture, it is
astonishing value
at only £5 :10:0. There
are two models, Junior
and Senior, and in each
ample space is provided
for batteries, etc., and
clearance allowed f o r
gramophone motor. Write
now for the 24 - page
Camco Radio Cabinet
Catalogue giving f u 11
details of Cameo's fine
range.

AT A
SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE!

Name
CARRINGTON
MFG. CO., LTD.,

Address 24, Hatton Carden,
London, E.G.1.

P.W. 15. 'Phone: HOL. Barn.
Works: S. Croydon.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS --AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 310.)

CONTRADYNE COILS.
T. G. S. (Bristol). -24 D.S.C. (60 turns)

should be used for all Contradyne coils unless
some other gauge of wire is specially stated.

THE " POP -VOX " FOUR.
E. P. 11.---" I see that the above set was

described in P.W.' last week. I have been
waiting for it for some time, but find that in
accordance with recent praAice it has
Extenser ' tuning.
" At present I dozrot wish to go to the expense

of buying Extensers, but should like to incor-
porate them afterwards, and I hope, there-
fore, that at some time you will give in -

MISSING LINKS,' No. 19
AN H.T. UNIT FOR A.C. MAINS

This diagram shows the connections for obtainingH.T. from A.C. mains, using, a metal rectifier.But one of the " components" has purposelybeen omitted. Can you fill it in, correctly P
(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)

- -
structions for wiring with ordinary con-
densers and'wave-charige switches, for those
who would, like to construct the set on those
lines."

It is not at all difficult to use ordinary tuning con-
denSers and wave -change switches for this circuit.
But, some little care is necessary -in the arranging and
Spacing of the leatIsto the switches, or otherWiSe
stability.or reduced strength may be the result..

One great advantage of the use of Exteniers is that
wave -change, wiring is automatically shortened. and
simplified, the actual change -Aver being'made in the
tuning circuit by the self -change_- contacts on the
Extenser itself. `I

If wave -change switches are to be used instead;
mount them under the respective tuning condensers
and try.to keep the wiring well spaced and yet direct.

The switch under the first Extenser may be an
ordinary 3 -point wave -change switch. The other
switch (to be mounted under' the Extenser in the
centre of the panel) must be of the four-contackwave-
change type, or. else must have a metal plunger to
which a flex lead can be taken, to provide a fourth
contact, in the manner so often described -in "P.W."

The, fitting and wiring is really quite' straightfor-
ward, and in 'the case of ihe first. switch (under the
aerial condenser) can be, described in just a few
words. - - -

As far as the condenser is concerned, the Axed and
moving vanes can be fixed -exactly as at present. In

. addition, the lead joining.X on the P.3.2 unit to the
- -001 compression condenser must be joined to one
contact on the_wave7change switch..

A second contact on that sivitch must be joined to
the wire that joins Y on the P.3.2 to 2' on the long -wave coil.

Finally a third contact on that switch would be
connected to the moving vanes of the Extenser. Andthat. is all. .

When the switch is "on" all. the contacts will be
joined together and -the tuning will be on ordinaryWave -lengths. When The switch is " off " the con-
denser will tune overlong waves.

In the case of the second stage there are four con-
tacts to be-joined-three-switch points as before, and
a fourth which May be either a flex lead to the metal
plunger, or the fourth contact on a four -contact
switch.

One contact goes to the junction between X onP.3.3 and the tapping on the king-wave coil.
Another contact goes to the junction of Y and 2.A third contact goes to the junction of Z and 3. - And

finally a fourth contact (for the flex if used) goes to themoving vanes of the -second tuning condenser.
That completes the alterations.

THE " SUPER -QUAD " WITH EXTENSER.
R. W.. B. (Teddington).-" I would like to

make the Super -Quad,' but am disappointed
.to see there -is -no Extenser in it. Could this be

E
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arranged instead of granary tuning and
switching ? "

The advantagei .of the Extenser can be Incur-
porate,d in a-. " Super,QuO " circuit, and indeed a full
-description-of such a set-Very similar otherwise to
the "Super -Quad" in " P.W.'! dated August 22nd-
appears in the October enlarged number_ of ''.Modern
Wireless."' It is calljd " The M.W.' Super -Quad,"
and a full-siSed blue -print is given away with every...copy of the October 'f M.W.

FINDING A FAULT:
P. H. H. (London, S.W.6).-" I never believe

in looking for trouble; but I realise how much
my set means to one, and I should hate to be
without .Wireless now. Although my ' Pop -

Vox' is going good (touch wood 0, if anything
.(Continued'071.page314.)

"HULLO ! WHAT'S WRONG
 WITH THE- -SET ?

Perhaps the switching doesn't work pro-
- = perly ? Or some mysterious- noise has

 appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ?
E =L -Or one Of the batteries seems to 'run down much faster than formerly?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical- Query Depart-
ment is thoroughly equipped .to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, 'including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.O.4.
A postcard will do. On - receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you postfree immediately. This aftlication willplace you -under no obligation whatever,

E hut, having the form, you will know exactly what information we revire to have before- E us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON READERS, PLEASE NOTE:

= Inquiries should NOT be made. by 'phone orin person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
- - =

.F.--11 in unfun iiiiimmirm uniimm m iifflinF:

G ENTL
str.-'/./.A

The last whisper of a muted violin, the swelling crescendo of aMighty organ are reproduced with equal,exactitude. -To achieve such perfection requires tremendo-us flexibility. BLUESPOT 66R is flexible to the n'th degree. There is no vibration inthe musical range that it cannot handle with ease. Even with setshaving an enormous output distortion and rattle are entirely absent.For genuinely magnificent performance and superb reproductionit is impossible to better BLUE SPOT 66R, especially if it isused, as it ought to be, in conjunction with a BLUE SPOT Chassis,
Your dealer will demonstrate BLUE SPOT with pleasure.

BLUE SPOT UNITS : 66K ..25/- ; 66P ..27/6; 66R ..35,'-100U (with chassis) .. 39/6.
BLUE SPOT CHASSIS : MAJOR ..15/-; SPECIAL . 7/6.
DIE IBRITIffit ERA ttI CIDAUPANT
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96 ROSOMAN ST., ROSEBERY AV., LONDON, E.C.1

1Vrite for Catalogue
P.W. 11 which gives
full details of Blue

Spot Units.

Registered Trade Mark 1.11.
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How to get
MORE VOLUM
and better reprOciut,

111111011T.PAYING..-MORE.FO

WHEN you replace your power or
super -power valve with a Lissen

Power Pentode. you increase the
amplification of the last stage of your
receiver to an enormous degree. For
instance, the amplification factor of
an ordinary power valve is seldom
more than 10 - while that of the
Lissen Power Pentode is never less
than 90 ! Think of the difference that
makes to your set-how it converts
a whispering foreign station to fine,
full loudspeaker strength, and makes
the " local" give you a torrent of pure
sound.

GETTING PENTODE WHIT
FROM BATTERY SETS

No need to alter your receiver at all. Simply replace
your power valve with a Lissen Power Pentode. The same
battery drives this powerful valve-no increase in current
consumption takes place' at all. That is why this valve
is called the LISSEN ECONOMY 'POWER PENTODE
- it gives you more volume for the same money I

The valve to ask for is the Lissen P.T. 225 - the

LISSEN ECONOMY
POWER PENTODE

OTHER TYPES AND PRICES :

H.L.2ic-5/6 11.210-5/6 L.210-5/6 P.22o-7/3 P.X.24o-
S.G.215-12/6. 4 -volt and 6-vblt types also available.

LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS -

(Continued from page 312.)

went wrong with it I should not know in the
least how to find where a faith lay.

" I suppose there is a proper method ?
If results suddenly got weak, for instance,
what would-be the correct process for rapidly.
discovering the source of the failing ? " -

Even the most complex set will quickly.yield..-up-
its secret if it is tested stage by stage. -

Whatever complications may be involved in ,a
valve circuit, it always consists of an output from
a tuning coil and condenser, which is applied
across the grid and filament of JIM first valve. The
plate circuit of this valve has an output which is
handed to the next valve's input (i.e. between its
grid and filament), and this Valve, 'in turn, has a
plate output. '

This output, also; is applied- to the next valve
in the chain of amplification, and; finally the loud-
speaker results appear either directly jn the plate
of the last valve or in the output filter circuit associ-
ated with this. Once these points of input and -output
are recognised, it is quite a simple matter to check
the performance of the various valves, etc., by
listening in -turn to the- various stages.

As an instance, suppose your " Pop -Vox " started
to give weak results, .the first thing you could try
would be to test the loudspeaker itself by .the substi-
tution of another One ; or, at a pinch,- by listening
for a moment with 'phones.

ONE SECTION THUS PROVED O.K.
Having thus assured yourself that:the poor results

were in the set, and not caused by the loudspeaker,
you could use this latter, or the 'phones, -as a testing
instrument to determine where the fault lay. If,
for instance, there is some fault in the -output circuit
itself, it would immediately be shown -up by .con-
necting the loudspeaker terminals in place of the
filter circuit's output choke.

Normally, the output choke hands over the pro-
gramme to the loudspeaker circuit. so if you found,
on connecting the loudspeaker in ):lace of the output
choke. that results were normal, you would kno*
that it was somewhere after that point that the fault
lay-namely, in the loudspeaker filter circuit itself.

But if results were found to be just as poor at the
output choke as before, you can exonerate the loud-
speaker connections, the filter condenser, etc.

To test the preceding stage, replace the output
choke connections, but undo the primary of the low-
frequeney transfonner (the terminals marked H.T. +
and A).

Connect the loudspeaker leads in the place of the
primary itself, switch on again, and note results.
If there is a sudden .improvement in comparison
with the last lest, you may be sure either that your
low -frequency .transformer itself is wrong or some
of its associated apparatus, such as the grid -bias
tapping (G.B. 2). or that the last valve itself is
not working properly,

A STAGE AT A TIME.
Do -not forget, however, that in " checking back "

in the circuit in this way results progressively get
weaker as you cut out the various stages of amplifica-
tion. ...For you naturally could not expect that the
loudspeaker in place of the low -frequency primary
would give_ results as laud as you are accustomed to.,

Nevertheless, a bad fault would be shown hp
clearly, because if the last valve or transformer
were wrong the results obtained by the loudspeaker
connected as described would be annual in quality,

The set should then behave exactly as an ordinary
one-valver. Reaction and all the effects normally
associated with the detector should be good, and it
should be possible to tune in a dozen or more foreign
stations quite easily and at good volume if the set
is Q,E. up to this point.

If, however,,it is still faulty, the process of elimina-
tion, stage by stage, can he ' carried still a step
further. You could cut out the selector coil, for
instance, by connecting the aerial direct to the A
terminal on the medium -wave coil.

Should it happen that this immediately improved
matters, the probability is that you have found the
fault, and that the selector coil itself is faulty.
Note, also, whether switching over to the long waves
improves matters, in which case the fault, of course
will lie in one of the short-wave coils.

The first valve itself may be substituted by the
second L.F. valve, just to determine whether it is
working properly, and if the latter -gives much
better results son would at once have proved that
the fault lay in:the detector valve itself.

By tackling the job systematically' in this way, it
is possible easily to trace and locate -the circuit in

" P.W." ' PANELS.-No. 40-WAVE-BANDS. E- ,_
E- Groups of adjacent wave lengths allotted to any purpose (such as broadcasting) are known as wave-E bands.= * * *
ET: Europe has two main wave -bands for broadcasting,

* **
E The long -wave broadcasting band includes all wave lengths from 2,000 to just_below 1,000 metres.* * *:=--
E. The "medium," or ordinary wave -band (sometimes wrongly ,called the "short" wave -band to dis-tinguish it from the long wave -band), extends from just below 200 metres to about 600 metres, where it EE more or less begins to merge with the long waves. =

' s

-7(111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111M 111111j11[1l1111 fi 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111if.

and much better than when it was in its usual
position, but with a faulty component or valve in
front of it.

If, however, very poor and faulty results were
still to be heard when the low -frequency transformer
and last valve had 'been cut out of circuit, you
could carry the test a step further and discover what
is happening in the detector.

-For this _purpose you really need the pair of
'phones,;:, father than a loudspeaker, because the
latter is not sensitive enough to give a satisfactory
test, though it could be used as a last resort. With
. telephones, however, you have the exact equivalent
of a one -valve set when the telephones are connected
in place of the 100,000 -ohm resistance in the plate 
circuit.

which the fault lies, and then, by substittition of the
components as far as possible, to discover -which is
the offender.

just at first, when you are not familiar with the
various circuits, and of what they comprise,- it may
sound confusing, but it is on this principle of stage -
by -stage investigation that the expert is able to
simplify the search for a fault in even the most
complex receiver.

" FREE G.B." -

" TOMIY " (Battersea, S.W.),-" Please
give the number and date of the

(Continued .on page 310.4_

QUALITYAND QUANTITY

MAKE

THE YIJ14.0/AskiJk CIGARETTE

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR
DAILY 9," inches.

Diameter

2.sided.

MAIL
RADIO
CHART.

 HOW TO IDENTIFY
FOREIGN STATIONS
AND GET THEM AS

 YOU WANT THEM.

ANSWERS NINE OF THE
MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS CONCERNING
EACH OF THE 76 BRITISH
& CONTINENTAL STATIONS. 1
A BLANK WINDOW IS PROVIDED
FOR MAKING A FE)tIOANEYS
RECORD OF ALL YOUR OWN
DIAL READINGS.

1I

EVERYBODY'S
:USING` ITI

-GET YOURS
TO -DAY.

ftfie cleverest teng of As- End everAlevised."
AT ALL RADIO STORES,,STATIONERS, BOOKSELLERS, ETC., OR WRITEDIRECT TO FRANK PITCHFORD & CO. LTD., -WELL ST., LONDON, E.C.1
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-world-famous as one of the pioneers
of broadcasting with the Marconi Co. and
the B.B.C.-is now Wireless Editor of
The Daily Mail. His brilliant and out-
spoken article every Wednesday is one
outstanding feature of the day-to-day service
for the listener provided by The

DAILY
MAIL

VALVES
FILAMENT -

ANODE &GRID
COMPONENTS
AND CIRCUITS
H.T. AND L .T.
MILLIAMPS

De Lose Model,
125,000 ohms Re-
sistance, for Elec-
tric Receivers,
Mains Units, and
Battery -operated
Sets. In maroon,
Bakelite case, com-
plete with cables.

Price

12:2:0

The
Sherlock Holmes

of Radio.

AS

NDISPENSABLE

AS A CLOCK

Standard Model-
for Bat t er y Re-
ceivers. H an d-
somely finished in
octagonal bakelite fcase, complete with
leads. Price

The innermost problems of your
radio can be easily diagnosed-
with an " All -in -One " Radiometer.
This wonderful little instrument
enables- you to keep a constant
check on the conditions of every
part of the set.

Electric Current, Valves, Bat-
teries, Circuits, Components-
everything can be kept under
perfect supervision, and the
slightest variation in performance
instantly traced to its source.

The "All -in -Orr:." Radiometer will
save its first cost over and over
again by safeguarding your set
and making you independent of
expensive expert assistance.
Obtainable at all Stores and good class Radio
Dealers. Booklet free from Patentees :
P IFCO LTD., HIGH ST., MANCHESTER.

!al
P.2A
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(Patent No. 353,357 Under Licence.)

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS.
H T. 3 tappings - 60/75y, 0/120i-., 130v.,

at 20 ma. Price:L.T. -2v., 4v. and 6v.
G.B. 41v. and 10v. E4.1.7.6
The set itself may be quite good, but it can never give
first-class results while subject to a voltage that is never
constant and is always decreasing! And then look at all
the trouble and expense of new batteries every so -often!

Write for details or see us at STAND 132,
Manchester.

Made by the makers of " The
Safety All Electric Band -Pass 8."

PHILIPSON & CO., LTD. tti:gr.
ASTLEY BRIDGE. BOLTON.

'Phone: 2038. 'Grams: Safety, Bolton.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from, page 314.)

which had an article on `Free G.B.,' with
small diagram showing connections and de -
coupling values."

The article was entitled " The £ s. d. of Free G.B.,"
and it appeared in " P.W." No. 484, September 12th,
1931. (Back numbers of " P.W." which are still in
print, but unobtainable locally, can be purchased
from The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., Back Number
Dept..' Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4,
price 4d. per copy, post free.

CONVERTING THE " COMET " TO P.J.
COILS.

S. W. E. (Brighton).-" In all, I got over
seventy stations -on the ' Comet,' most of
these being obtained while I lived in Hounslow.
Last March I moved to Brighton, and with a
rather poor aerial (the best I can do) results
were not so good.

" There was interference from ships with
the weaker foreigners at top and bottom
of the dial, and for this reason I paid more
attention to long waves than formerly.

" Reception on long waves had never
seemed so good as the medium waves (200-
600 metres), and Radio Paris and Daventry
were the only strong stations on long waves.
Your department's suggestions re aerial were,
unfortunately, impossible to carry out, but I

- found some improvement from, the ' Inter -
wave wiring, with resistance across the -002.

" I am still not satisfied, however, and
should like to try the new P.V. coils instead
of the P.W.' dual -range coil, if this can be
done easily.

." What are the connections necessary to
put in the later type of coil 1 " '

It would be quite easy to make the change over,
and we -suggest that you use a P.J.1 coil for medium
waves, and a coil quoit for the long waves.

(Details of windings for the P.J.1 were given In
" P.W." Na. 475, and a suitable long -wave coil quoit,
with reaction, in Badiotorial, " P.W." No. 485,
page 88.)

The original dual -wave coil and also the .002
coupling condenser (with its resistance, if used)
must be removed from the set.

The P.J.1 must be mounted in place of the original
coil 'and the coil quoit must be placed on the base-
board near where the -002 was formerly located.

The new connections will tlien be as follows :
Leaving the aerial terminal connected to one side

of the -001, the other side of this will go to A on P.3.1.
The X terminal on P.J.1 will go to one contact
on the switch and to one tapping on the long -wave
coil quoit: i.e, 30th or 80th turn from the ." earth"
connection. ,

" Earth" on the long -wave coil quoit will go
to the moving vanes of the .0005-mfd. tuning con-
denser, to another contact on the wave -change
switch, to the " F, " side of the differential reaction
condenser, and to. the set's earth terminal (which is
joined to the 2,infd. condenser, G.B. + , filaments, etc.).

Now " G" on the P.J.1 goes to the fixed vanes
of the .0005-nkfd. condenser and the vacant side of
the gild condenser (.0003, which was formerly joined
to Or on the old coil).

Y on the P.J.1 goes to " 2 " on the long -wave
coil quoit and to the third contact on the switch.

The remaining connections concern reaction. First,
R on the P.J.1 will go to the other fixed vanes of the
differential : that is, to F,. Finally, Z on the P.J.1
is connected to 3 on the long -wave coil quoit.
How the Switching Works.

The great point to remember is that when the
switch is in one position, for the medium waves, all
three spring contacts and metal plunger are Joined
together.

In the switeh's other position (long waves) all the
springs are disconnected from each other and from
the metal plunger.

That completes the change -over, but two other
points are worthy of mention. Firstly, the whole of
the switch connections can be saved by using an
Extenser, instead of an ordinary tuning condenser.
In this case the three connections now going to -the
wave- change switch would go instead to the self -
changer contacts on the Extenser.

Secondly, if the set is ever used near a powerful
local station it would be advisable to do away with
the -001 selectivity condenser (connected to the aerial
terminal) and to use a Selector coil instead. (Its
A- terminal would go to the set's A terminal and its
B and C terminals should be joined together and
taken to the " A " of the P.J.1.) This would give
additional strength as Weil as greater 'selectlYity.

RADIO -GRAM/
ENTHUSIASTS
Here's the way to the best
possible reproduction

A well designed amplifier, a good moving
coil speaker and-a B.T.H.Pick-up and Tone
Arm. These are the ingredients for the finest
reproduction of records. The recipe is

recognised by leading Radiogram experts.
And there's no need now to forego your B.T.H. Pick-up
on the score of cost. The new 13.T.H."Minor"is a product
of the same engineering principles that have made the
'Senior" Model the standard of excellence where Pick-
ups are concerned. Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

PICK-UP aTonnde Arms
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

"Minor"B.T.H.Pick-
up and Tone Arm

P"ice complete
27/6

"Senior" B.T.H.
Pick-up and Tone
Arm. Price

4 SP

"Senior" B.T.H.
Pick-up only with
adaptors. Price

27/6
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MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.
(Continued front page 268.)

There is perhaps quite a number of other
.ople who know life in the underworld on
)th sides of the Atlantic as well as does

. Wallace, but there is certainly no one
o can describe it more vividly and more

ftertainingly than this man whose own
angely exciting career would in itself

ake such a story that simply could not
' 1p being a " best seller."
Perhaps one day we shall be told more of
s life from the time he, began to earn his
ping selling newspapers in the streets, and
Ildiered as a private in the R A.M.C. before

} became a war correspondent in South
'rim and brought off " scoops," including
te. first news of peace,

udeville Features.
Since then he has successively been
)velist, dramatist, film producer, racing
:pert and criminologist, and everYbody
taking it for granted that, should he

Loose, he will become quite as outstanding
nong those who face the microphone as

is in everything else he tackles.
Repetition of names of vaudeville
tistes is apt to get monotonous, so I will
it mention those of famous radio stars
bo are taking part in the programmes for
ational and Regional listeners on
ednesday and Saturday, October 14th
d 17th, respectively. _

National listeners also get some vaudeville
Monday, October 12th. Another light

()gramme is down for Tuesday, October
nth (National), and October 15th (Re,gional),

en Gordon McConnel will produce a
I wised version Of the late Clifford Seyler's
vue, "'Peep-bo-hemia,"- which has been

h

[.epared by Leonard Henry and John
erwent.

1 Another forthcoming production is an
eretta by Holt Marvell and George
sford called " Good Night Vienna," which,

,cideiatally, is one of the first specially
Titten radio shows to be filmed. I under-
Land' that Mr. Holt Marvell will shortly
isist Herbert Wilcox in the filming of it at
,io Elstree studios.

porting Broadcasts.
Now that running commentaries, on

,-,sociation football matches have been
armed by the powers that be, listeners are
uinning to notice the absence `of broadp-

at - descriptions on outdoor sporting
Vents.
Quite likely we shall hear one or two

bmmentaries on speedway meetings before
hristmas, while another sport, which so
Lr has received no attention from the
iicrophone, gets a look in on Saturday,
ctober 17th, when Mr. W. J. Howcroft
;ill describe the Water Polo International
latch between England -and France which
ekes place at the Marshall Street Baths,
ondon. The broadcast will also include a
Dmmentary on the English 220 yards
vimming championship.
An England and France sporting event

'so comes into- the programmes on the
revious Saturday, when Miss Eleanor E.
[elme, the well-known golfer, gives an
ye-witriess account of the match between
tdies representing their respective countries.
Real novelty and originality is displayed

I. the idea of broadcasting a Somerset
Harkreit Home " to 'West Regional
steners on Friday, October 23rd.

We can supply any accessory advertised in
"Popular Wireless" on EASY TERMS. Send US your
next order. We guarantee you every satisfaction.

SECURE THE NEWEST RADIO

TO -DAY ON REALLY EASY TERMS
-SIXTY l ilband-passT * Bt tBatteryMANUFACTURERS' 1932 KITS E,(,tuning.ryMnl..,

...11iit..h

COSSOR 234 EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
Cash Price 12 iDetector and Pentode.

with valves less cabinet .. £6 17s. 6d. order

Screened -Grid, Detector and Power. Balance in 11.monthly payments of 12/7. .
With valves and cabinet 101- SIX -SIXTY CH ASS I K IT. (A.C. Model) With

CASH PRICE £6 15s. Od. WITH ORDER
Complete as above with A.C. Mains Valves. 1315
Cash Price with valves less cabinet £7 lis. 6d.

Balance in 11 tnonthly payments of 12/6. Finished Balance in 11 monthly payments of 13/5. order
Instrument. Royalties Paid, £7 los. Od. Cash,
or £2 deposit and 11 monthly payments of 11 /-. ELIMINATORS

EKCO K.18 COMBINED H.T. ELIM-
Screened-Grid,Detector and Pen- INATOR AND L.T. T R I C K L E
tocM. With valves less cabinet 11/11 CHARGER. Delivers x8 m/a. and suitable
CASH PRICE £6 10s. Od..

MULLARD 3, 1932 TYPE Witch

WITH ORDERa., 5o,
8

for x- to 5 -valve sets. S. -/A -°v., 12o/1 o. order

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/11. Finished Charges at .25 amp. at 2, 4 or 6 volts.
Instrument, with Valves and Cabinet. Royalties Paid. ' . Cash price £4 12s. 6d.
£7 17s. 6d. Cash, or £2 deposit and 11 monthly Balance. in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
payments of 11/9. ATLAS 'ELIMINATOR TYPE With

OSRAM NEW MUSIC MAGNET 4
A.C.244.; .3 Tappings, S.G., Detector and 5/6Power. Output 120 volts at 20 m/a._

Screened -Grid, Detector and Cash price £2 19s. 6d. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
EKCO A.C.25 H.T. ELIMINATOR. Send
Send Tappings-S.G. 5o/8o volts, sod/150 7 /1
volts at 25 in/a. Cash £3 17.. ed.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1. only
HEAYBERD H.T. UNIT "D" MINOR. With
Output I2OV. at 20 mia. Tapped at .8ov., chi
boov, and 120V. Cash price £2 17s. 6d. 40

Power, with valves less cabinet 10'9 Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4. order

CASH PRICE £5 178. 6d. WITH ORDER
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/9. Finished EXUDE 120-voIi: TYPE W.H., H.T. With
Instrument, with valves and cabinet. Royalties ACCUMULATOR, in crates.
Paid, £7 8s. 6d. Cash, or £2 deposit and 11 monthly Cash price £4 13s. Od. 8/6
payments of 10/10. Balance in 11 monthly payments of /3/6. order

Power. With valves and cabinet
CASH PRICE £10 15s. Od. WITH ORDER
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 19/8. Finished
Instrument.. Royalties paid, £11 15s. Od. Cash
or £2 deposit and 11 monthly payments of 19/6.

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION
Screened - Grid, Detector and

NEW TIMES SALES PERMANENT With
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. W11
In handsome oak french polished cabinet,
with specially designed Epoch chassis, giving order
glorious tone and volume. With multi -ratio
transformer.' Cash Price £3 15s. Ode
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.
AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER,
TYPE M.C.6. Permanent magnet, with With
output transformer. Complete.

- Cash price £3 7s. 6d.Cash price
in 11 monthly payments of 6/2. order

B.T.H. RK. MINOR -PERMANENT With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Handles
output -up to 2 watts. Cash price £210s. Od. 40
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 6/-. order
EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type A.2. /1

Cash price £3 17s. 6d.  '
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7)1. order
R & A "100" MOVING -COIL REPRO- With
DUCER. With tapped Input Transformer. clit

Cash price £2 178. 6d. 40'
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4. order
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL CHASSIS (No. 464),
With tapped input transformer.

Cash price £3 5s. Od. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/-;

CELESTION PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type
RPM8. 8 in. Reinforced Diaphragm, ex-
cluding input transformer.

Cash -price £3 108. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
LAMPLUGH, FARRAND, FERRANTI
or GECOPHONE DYNAMIC INDUC-
TOR SPEAKER for perfect reproduc-
tion. Unit and chassis complete, ready
mounted. Cash price £3 10s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
N & K INDUCTOR DYNAMIC
SPEAKER. Unit and Chassis Complete.

Cash price £3 10s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

With

6/5
order

With

6/5
order

With

615
order

EPOCH J. I. PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. In chassis A 0
form with multi -ratio input transformer. "r I

Cash Price £2 12s. 6d. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/10.
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMO-
PHONE MOTOR. Model 202. Mounted
on es -inch Nickel Motor Plate with fully auto-
matic electric starting and stopping switch.

Cash Price £2 18s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4.
B.T.H. PICK-UP and TONE -ARM.

Cash price £2 5s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2.

With

5,4
order

With

412
order

Communicate your Radio needs
to us, we are certain to satisfy.

ESTABLISHED IN; 1944 -FIRST WITH EASY TERMS
NEW TIMES SALES CO. 56, LUDGATE HILL; LopttioN,
(a) Please send me further particulars of

E.C.4. 'Phone;
Central 2716

(b) I enclose s. d. as first payment for

NAME

ADDRESS
P.W. 10/10/31
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You can
rely on

DUBILIER

Dubilier is the first choice 'of the
leading set designers. " High-class
materials, faultless workmanship,
meticulous methods of manufacture
and, rigorous -factory tests are a
guarantee of Dubilier reliability.

You cannot buy better than Dubilier.
Whether you require Fixed or Vali-

' able Condensers, 12esistances, R.C.
Coupling Units; Wave Traps, or-H.F.
Chokes, always ask for Dubilier.

BROADCASTING IN IRELAND.
-.(Continued front page 306.)

that -they will close down when the high -
power station is in service. Inthat event the
now ,trasnmitter would take over the
Dublin wave -length, 413 metres.

Th3 estimated cost of the new station is
over £70;000. It is expected that there will
be a large increase in licence holders after
the station has opened.
One Programme Only.

This will not be a dual -programme
station, like the B.B.C. high -power stations.
The Free State is content to give its
listeners one programme only, the Cork
transmitter Acting as a relay of the Dublin
programme, and the hours of transmission
are short compared with those of the B.B.C.
The Free State service has not nearly so
much income as the B.B.C., and one must
cut one's coat according to the cloth.

Mr. do Brit Showed me the details of -the
broadcasting estimates for the present
year, and I noticed that the cost of pro,
gramms is estimated at just over £15,000.

E900000001000000000000000000000000000000

NEXT WEEK

ANOTHER

I SIXPENNY BOOK
=
= FREE! ,=

ORDER YOUR COPY OF
NEXT WEEK'S 13.W.' NOW !

Ti11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111hT.

Compare with this the half million or so that
. : the B.B.C, spends annually on programmes------ - alone! ' . .

' ' Dublin and Cork sometimes relay B.B.C.
:prograMmos by landline connection with
Belfast: I fcund that there are particularly
happy relationships. between- the- authorities
in Dublin and the B.B.C. officials at Belfast.

The Belfast station, in return, takes
cccaSional relays from Dublin. ' Sports

IIIIB ILI E, commentariesD :"thoefteelekrelvued,beirndonae
Band of the Free State Army, under its

COMPONENTS - German conductor, Colonel Fritz Brase,
who is Director of the Army School of Music.

Artists . from Southern Ireland have
visited- the Belfast studio by arrangement
with the Dublin station, but the most
notable example of the collaboration
between the two stations is the relay of
" Cathleen in Hoillihan,"- from the stage of
the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, on St. Patrick's
Day, ,--1930,- broadcast Nationally.- The
Abbey Players now -pay regular visits to
the Belfast station.

Next week I shall describe the interesting
equipment of the Dublin studios, trans-
mitter, and control -room, which differs in

, many respects from B.B.C. practice.

in YOUR

Use Relayed by Belfast.

set!
NORTHERN NATIONAL

RADIO EXHIBITION
October 7 -17th.
STANDS 64 & 78

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3

1.11.11111.11=1111111111111111011111.11.11111.1113

In Messrs. Belling and Lee's advert. in our Sept. 12th
issue, the price of their type " R " terminal is given as
Bd. Ibis should, of course, have been 3d. Actually
Cd. is the 'Lice of the type " B" terminal.

GP EIKE ST
/PI CONE i
SPEAKS'? S !
Never before has there
been such a wonderful
Speaker. Never before
have you heard such
amazing Tonal Purity
and volume.
Retail price complete
Unit only, 12/. Unit and chassis. 16/6
Full details from :-
THE LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,
4 Fountayne Road, Tottenham, N.15.

'Phone: Tottenham 39rti2.

421-

LORKOMID16
.ff

MAKE OR BUY A GRAMOPHONE
at a Quarter shop prices, -or buy
Cabinets for Wireless. British
double spring motor. .12, velvet

turntable, swan arm, metal sound.
box, amplifier, needle cups, for
'£111610 p.p.' and build your

own Cabinet. Portable. Gramo-
phones afrom 15/6., postage 116.
Motors from 7/6. Lists free. 64 pp.

1931 Catalogue No. 220. with
Reduced Prices. Drawing and
How to Make Gramm, 3d.

REGENT FITTINGS CO. (P. W.),120, Old Street. ',andel', E.0.1

-WIRELESS CABINETS-
We can supply any type of cabinet ready to
receive your radio set direct from our works at
lowest costs. -
Real Photographs, with sizes and prices of our
latest models, also Woodworker's Pocket Guide
of ready to assemble cabinets, will be sent on
receipt of 3d. in stamps.,
REDRUP & SON, Radio Cabinet Makers,

178, Albert Road, Southsea.

REPAIRS L 70. ucTsr aenasif, oe ms

cept Blue eSPot). ONE YEAR'S.IN 48 HOURS GUARANTEE.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR. CO., Post Free
319

C53R, GARRATT LANE, LONDON, &WAY Terms to Tradt
Cut out that Interference by -fitting the

" SPIRANIC"
.1=7.:. INDOOR AERIAL

'80 -Wee( 4.4. /6 v.scoraea
Just fills that etvoilabla space

From cell Cash:Price 5,..7.r
Fbat 2 rv-orrepfivef". .Crellet
Dactlersor.

Makers, Made Jr. Englend
*SANA- RAY* ELECTRICAL CO., 185,DERITEND,BIRM NGIIAM.

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE !

The Rate fora one -inch single
Column Advertiement is 30/-

Minimum Space Accepted :
Half -an -inch .. 15/

Send Remittance with instructions to
JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

Telephone - City 7261.
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4,.. *
AMATEUR :

TRANSMITTERS +f
IN CONFERENCE j

I By W. L. S. 4

* ........ ..--4. 4. 4.- 44.4 4. 44-4-*
IWRITE these few notes after having

spent one of the most pleasant weele
ends I can remember. I refer to the

Sixth Annual Convention of the R.S.G.B.,
at which more amateur transmitters meet
together than at any other time throughout
the year.

The convention, immediately after the
show, is now an established tradition,
and the usual attendance at the closing
dinner is about 130. Here, and here only,
can one meet in the flesh all the provincial
station -owners with whom one has talked
over the air for years.

Still a " Ham " at Heart.
An honoured guest at the dinner was

Capt. P. P. Eckersley, who is, perhaps,
the most famous " ham " in the British
Isles. Perhaps I should say " was " (for
the days of Writtle seem far off now),
but in his speech he made it plain that he
was still an amateur at heart, and would
always view the amateur movement with
the friendliest feelings.

The reception with which his remarks met
left no doubt about the feelings of the old -
stagers who started in the Writtle days, or
the youngsters who had never had the
privilege of hearing the famous station.

For whom," Capt. Eckersley charac-
teristically added, " I feel very, very sorry.
I really was very good !"

The to of the whole affair, appro-
priately, was friendship, and it is this

1 friendship, applied on an international
1. basis, which is the best argument in the

world for amateur transmission.
The Prime Minister remarked, during a

recent speech, that " if the Nations 'of the
li odd could see each other and talk to each
other, war would be out of the question."
Is there any more complete means of

!
allowing the nations to talk to each other
than that afforded by radio 1 And par-
t ieularly, I might say, by amateur short-
was e transmission.

Linking up the Empire.
Here is the surest argument that can be

put forward when the time comes, at
Madrid next year, for the amateurs to
justify their existence.

The world is linked up by means of
an organised chain of short-wave stations,
and messages from almost any part of the
Empire may be shot to London through
recognised " Link Stations."

These and many other points may not
he known to the " layman," but their
t le v plop mcnt has, of course, been going on
for sonic years. There are now upwards of
30,000 amateur transmitters in the world,
grouped into societies in most countries,
and such is the fellowship among them,
that any amateur going abroad would
automatically have free entry to the homes
of all his friends, though he might be
meeting them for the first time

Perhaps we may hope for an Interna-
tional t 'onvention-a kind of Jamboree-at
which all countries may meet and show
their strength.

BEWARE
THE POWER THIEF!
-Is electrical leakage robbing you of
money-and the Power your set needs?

ELECTRICAL cell to cell
eakage has been definitely
:liminated. Smooth top

H.T. Accumulators with their
10 -volt single glass cell provide
direct electrical connection be-
tween terminals. Thus power
leaks away, causing serious waste.

In the Lively 0' H.T. Accumu-
lator this cannot happen. Each
2 -volt cell is separated from its
neighbour by an air gap. All the
power you have paid for is stored
up, being released only when

Two Types
Standard 10 volt unit

(2,750 Milliamps)

5/6
Extra large capacity
(5,500 Milliamps) per

10 volt unit

6/9
Send

at
once-

The
Lively ' 0 '

working your Set-there can be
no "falling off" in voltage-
your set gets all the power it
needs. Write for free booklet
-it tells you all about it.

LIVELY`0'
H.T. ACCUMULATORS

To Oldham & Son, Ltd., Denton, Manchester.
Please send me free of charge, a copy of your book "How to

save money on your H.T."

Name

Address.

l'.W. 10,10'31

icf 9122
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GREAT
DEMAND

WA T M E L'S
LATEST

A SQUARE -LAW TAPERED

WIRE -WOUND RESISTANCE.

OUR latest product -the Watmel 50,000
ohms wire -wound potentiometer was

very favourably commented upon -at the
Exhibition.
This resistance is specially wound on a
tapered former which gives a perfect square-
aw reading.
['his is the first resistance of its kind.

NOTE THE POINTS: -
I -Polished pointer -knob.
2 -Engraved Bakelite front plate.
3 -L -Wire Wound Former.

N.B.-The resistance is WIRE, NOT compound
with wire contacts. It is specially wound
on a tapered former.

4 -Insulating bush to insulate spindle from
pdnel.

5 -Contact finger. Phosphor Bronzo.
6 -One -hole fixing -Brass bearing bush,

resulting in perfect bearing.
7-Bakelito case -protects, winding.
8 -Back self-cleaning contacts.
9 -Large contact plate.

10 -Stops at end of wiring.
Every part is made from the finest materials

ANY RESISTANCE -UP
TO 50,000 OHMS -
STANDARD mfg''

WINDING
SQUARE LAW .. 6'6BUY BRITISH.
Ask your dealer for full partic-
ulars or write direct tons. Try
Watrnel components in your new

sets this season.
WRITE for CATALOGUE.

Trade inquiries invited.

" GETS THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET."

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,

Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware.
Telephone : Edgware 0323 (m.--c..ta)

FOR THE LISTENER
(Continued from page 268.)

bread which yo'n see everywhere abroad ;
almost long enough for a walking -stick-
the staff of life ! So that 'was. all right.
We munched the sausage, mumbled the
bread, and turned on the wireless.

What comfort the wireless is ! I
thought of patients in hospitals, of blind
folk, of lonely and stranded people. No-
body need be lonely any more. A modern
Robinson Crusoe would have his portable
set with him on his desert island -the one
thing, after his own skin, which he would
save from the wreck !

It was a boon to us last night. I shouldn't
have minded if we had run into an hour of
Chamber Music.! As it was; we found
ourselves listening to a very pleasant con-
cert, with a small orchestra playing things
like the " 1812" Overture, and- somebody
singing Schubert's songs.

A Gay Night !
It may have been from Toulouse, or one

- of the Swiss stations, or even our old friend
Miihlacker. I reflected on the blessings of
music. It is good to ". count your blessings"
when you are stranded on the roadside and
due to spend a night in the open ! Par-
ticularly, what a blessing it is that music
speaks no language, and therefore can be
understood in all languages.

Tlie Ninth Symphony may come from
Berlin; or Vienna, or London, or Timbuctoo,
and it is still the Ninth Symphony. If
Polish music were rendered in Polish, or
even if Scotch music (if any !) were rendered
in Scotch -good lord !

Then we- searched the air -for some dance
music. We hadn't to search- far. The
Whole 'of Europe seemed to be having a
gay night.

It was really rather extraordinary. Every
turn of the dial brought us new signals ;
some weak,, some strong. Now Somebody
was chattering in a voice like a pair of
scissors ; now some robust tenor was lifting
the roof off ; now a military band was
marching to Georgia ; now a burst of
thunderous applause ; now a soprano was
dropping her notes like pearls.

My Radio Dream.'
The whole of the continent seemed to be

under a cloud from which music, instead 'of
August rain, was falling; and people every-
where were catching it in their loud-
speakers, like buckets !

Then the world " closed down."
wrapped. ourselves up in rugs.
nodded. We slept.

As at all such times, my sins come
home to roost in dreams. I had night-
mares. I have criticised the programmes
now for some years, . and now it was their
turn !

I dreamt that Sir John Reith came
furiously upon me with a big stick. Then
I was alone in a little boat, and Broad-
casting House, like a huge ocean liner,
bore down on me and cut me in half.

It was a thick night for me. At length
the dawn broke. And our luck was still in.

About half -past six this morning, a
tradesman with a small van came along
the- road. There is a decent -sized town
about three miles ahead of us. The man
took my companion with him to find a
mechanic there and bring him to the rescue.

The car is roaring. Forward, for England
!

We
we

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
HEADPHONES. 8,000 ohm. Double Sullivan, 43

pair. 120 ohm Sullivan, 3!6 pair. Browns do.,10/, 2,000 Singles, field D.111, 1,' -. Phone Bobbins,
wound, 6d. pair. Speaker do., 6d. pair. House
Phones, 10/ pair of Stations. Twin cable, 4/26,
25 ft. 'for 1/-, 4 -way, 22g. 100 ft.,1/3.

RECEIVERS. 7-v. Superhets W.. with valves. f7.
Superhet R.L. 6-v. with valves, LS 15s. Long range
guaranteed. Batts. extra. Fellows' 3-v. L.G. with
valves, 35"... Fellows' 4-v. L.G. with valves, 45/-.
All in fine cabinets. W.D. Mark III Tuners, 19/6,
2-v. Ediswan, Marconi and T.M.C. with valves, 35/-,
3-v. G.E.C., Victor, £3 5s. with valves. R.A.F. 3-v.
Aero, 3-v. Naval T.F., 30".., valves 3/6 each.

METERS; PA.C. Hot Wire to I amp.. 5/. ; to II amps.
Thermojunction M.C., 21 in., panel Turner, 1

amps. or 6 amps. or 12 amps, 30/- each. B:T.H., 50
m.A. M.l. 2 in. dia.. 8/6. Fine Electrostatic 500-v. to
2,000.v. 2.1 in. panel,. 40', Switchboard 61 in. dial
Volt and Ammeters : M.I., 12'6 to 27,6, Bridges and
Galvo, 45'-. D.C. Weston, Tur. and E.E. 20-0-20
amps. . 21 in. panel, 251. ; 0-100 m.A. do., 251- ;
Record Cirscale, 3-0-3-v., 25!.. ; Evershed do.. 25!- ;
G.P.O. Volt-Milliammeters, 45,'- ; Elliott Multi E.108,
370. Silvertown Galvos, 51, Magnetometers for
Gauss Law, 12/6. Compass for Frame Aerial, 2/- ;
Wavemeters, 25'-; Mergers, f8 10s. Pole Indicators,
3/6. Naval Telescopes fitted Mov. Coil Range
Needle, 251.. Pocket Parabolic 10 in. Mirrors. 15:-.

VALVES. 250 watt. M.O. Transmitters, 30/. 40 watt
M.Q. Trans. or Power, 4/6; Cossor H.T. Rectifiers,
M.O., 2/6 ; V.24, 10,'- ; Vicco Receiving Valves.
4-v., 2;6. Siemens Bi-Grid 5 -pin Valves, 2/-. Weco
Bayonet and'.4-pin valves, 4,'6 ; Western Electric 6-v.
power amplifier valves. 5,

SPECIAL BARGAINS. 94b. Parcel of Radio Experi-
menters' useful Sundries, terminals, panels and fittings,
holders, chokes, magnets, switches, wire, etc., etc.
9-1b. parcel for 5,%-, postage. 11.. 21 for 5 bobbins of
36g enam. copper wire. 300 ft. each, total 1.500 ft. 250
ohms for 2 6, post 6d. Big.Parmeko Heavy Duty amp.
Chokes, 151.. T.V.T. Generator for H.T. from 6-v.,
12;6, or with Rectifier, 25,,

October Sale List Post Free.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218,- Upper Thames St,, E.C.4

It pays you to ask your Retailer for
genuine guaranteed

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and Extensers

for all the latest Circuits
WEBB CONDENSER CO., LTD.,

42, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.

The
tube,
giving
180s0. ins.
of earth-
ing surface
is of heavy
guage steel
heavily coated in-
side and out with
lead. Earth wire
sinks into lead coating
on tightening thumb-
screw, giving perfect
electrical connection without
soldering, From your radio
dealer individually boxed 3/6
or direct (Postage 6d.)

J. DYSON & CO.J.TD. (DEPT. P.10))
5 & 7. Godwin BRADFORD
2. Coleman St., LONDON, E.C.2

THIS EARTH TUBE
WILL NEVER CORRODE

Cities Perfect Earthing.
'When the earth corrodes, recep-

tion falls off in volume andquality. Copper earth
-tubes quickly corrode. The

" GODWINEX
Earth Tube is deft.'
nitei y non -corrod-

ing. Itnviu give
perfect results

for years:

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/-
(Blue Spot a Speciality, 5)

Transformers 4/., Headphones 4/-, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,

and ready for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. Clarkenwell 9069.

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

..... 4.4.4,11.411.11.110,10.4110.41041.41,

Make

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

1f
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TECHNICAL ++,

NOTES
nSome diverse and informative jot-

tings about interesting aspects of
radio reception.

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.'''.'
 ----0-- 4-1-  1-4- -4.-

jOW; time ago mentioned the Ferrtnti
double condenser arram,ement for pre-
venting tuneable hum and. as thisis a

;i atter which is of interest to a large
limber of constructors, I would like to
fiss on some further information which
as come to hand.

reventing Tuneable Hum.
The IFerranti patent covering the use of a

ouble condenser, or two single condensers,
a the prevention of tuneable hum usually

:lair's to condensers having a capacity
say, 1 microform" on each side ; if a

ucli larger condenser, say I microfarad, is
o', each side, there is an appreciable

a(1 on the transformer, which may thereby
come overloaded, and current through

condenser may be excessive.
This is a. very important point with

/gard to condensers connected with the
.Tply current, and it is one which is not
ways recognised ; for example, I have
Wally known eases where smoothing
kruiensers have been connected acro.3s mains
lansformers in such a way that the trans-
1.titer has been carrying as much as 50
-c cent overload.

linibination of Capacities.
The principal object of the condenser, in

testion is that it provides in a convenient
ad compact form a combination of capaci-

from .5 microforad to 2 microfarads,
Id it may, therefore, be used in places
arre. 1 mierofarad is adequate for smooth -

purposes.
It may also be used in connection with
9ist once condenser feed to transformers, as

this way the various effects of using -5
icrofara.cl, 1 microfara.d, and 2 microfarads
'ay be found ; the smaller the capacity the
`eater, as a rule, the increase in alnplifi-
'tion in the lower registers.

Vexed Question.
A good deal of argument has been spent

time to time on the question of full-
vvn and half -wave rectification, whether

half -wave rectification is less efficient
more wasteful than the other.
This point was much debated in the early
Lys of crystal receivers, but nowadays the
ntrovcrsy centres almost entirely on the

stion of rectification for mains units and
eh -like purposes.
At first sight you might think that a half -

lave rectifier, inasmuch as it rectifies only
of each wave, must necessarily

4ste the other half. Another prevalent idea
that a full -wave rectifier must give twice

output of a single -wave rectifier. These
rens are almost entirely erroneous.
It is true that the current front a half -

aye rectifier is, so to speak, more inter-
kittent and therefore more difficult to

(Continued an next page.)

It's so easy to
convert your Radio
Receiver to a Gramophone Am-
plifier by the use of a Bulgin Rotary Radio-
gram Switch. Just break the lead between the grid con-
denser and grid of valve. Connect centre point of switch to grid
connection of valve holder. Then connect one outer switch
terminal to grid condenser and the other to the pick-up terminal.
The pick-up terminal goes to -11- volts on the G.B. Battery.

%Choice of Crtlic

Send now for the new Edition of 75 pp. Cata-
logue and Manual which also describes the new
Bulgin Technical Service. Enclose 2d. postage.

List No. S.86.

PRICE

21
finished in

Black, Walnut,
or Mahogany.

HULGIN ROTARY
RADIOGRAM SWITCHFully insulated map action.Wiping contact, Totally en-closed in Bakelite Moulding.Permits pick-up to be perma-nently connected.

Completewith engraved indicating frame.

AS SPECIFIED
IN THIS WEEK'S

POPULAR WIRELESS."

A. F. BULCIN & CO., LTD ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.
mg Telephones : Grangewood 3266 and 326T,

London Showrooms: 9, 10, 11, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.4. Telephone: Holborn 2072.

CABINETS " DE - LUXE "
PICKETTS

Remarkable Offer.
Usual Makers'
Price Price
£8 15 0 - - £6 18 0
£77 0 - - £5 10 0
£3 3 0 - - £2 7 0
SAVES YOU MONEY

The Superior QUALITY
delights! A fine charm of

style that people desire. Advantages also of
PIANO -TONE Baffle and sound chamber (no
distortion, no drumming).
Quite new-as supplied to leading experts, E.B.C.
and Radio Press. You may have ON APPROVAL
and return at OUR expense if you wish to part with
it! Deferred Terms roi- or fr monthly.

Photographs and full details FREE!
PICKETTS. Radio Furniture Works (F.W),Albion Road. Bexleyheath, Kent.

YOU CAN USE YOUR SPARE TIME TO
START A MAIL ORDER BUSINESS

that quickly brings you a full-time income. Few
pounds capital only needed ; no samples or outfits
to buy. No rent, rate; or canvassing. New method
makes success certain. Send to -day for booklet.
BUSINESS SERVICE INSTITUTE,
Dept. 320, 6, Carmelite Street, E.C.4.

PIERSCDY7 REQUIRED
immediately to make Leather Matting; regular
work supplied, cash paid weekly. \\Trite : E. 14
" Everlast "Leather Matting Co., Wellingborough:

"FOR YOUR RADIO COMPONENTS'
A. T. HARRISON &

Copper and Aluminium Screens by
return of post.

Bakelite Moulds, Bakelite Mouldings.
Trade inquiries invited.

KINTORE WORKS, BERMONDSEY, LONDON,
S.E.1. Ira

-EASY PAYMENTS-.
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on
easy payments. Seven years advertiser in
" Popular Wireless." Thousands of satisfied

customers.
COSSOR 1932 Kit. Cash £6 15s. ed., or 10/- with
order, II monthly payments.of 12/6d.
EXIDE 120v. H.T. Accumulator. Cash £3,
or 6/- with order, 9 monthly payments of 6/8d. -

AMPLION Permanent Moving Coil Speaker,
with step-down transformer. Cash 67/6d., or 715d.
with order, 9 monthly payments of 7/5d.
BLUE SPOT 66R. Unit, with Cone and Chassis.
Cash price 42/6d., or 5/6d. with order, 9 monthly
Payments of 4/6d.

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that will suit your convenience, and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H: W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone: Museum 1414. Gt. Portland St., W.1.

WET H.T. BATTERIES-
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 21" X If" sq. 1/3 doz.
ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post Id.Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list tree.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/., 3 -valve set, £5,
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON

4U, BUY your Moving Coil Speaker:-
WRITE NOWFOR

42
Pages' of valuable informa-
tion on how to secure
,REALTspre . REPRO-

DUCTION.

'PIKERS
CROYDON -- SURREY.,

PHO4E C ROYDoN 1618..

PLEASE be sure to mention "Popular Wireless"when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!
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ON THE DIAL,
clearly shows the

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Cadtiitued from previous page.)

smooth -out than the current rectified by' a
full -wave rectifier. It is also true that to
a very slight extent a half -wave rectifier
is more wasteful than a full -wave one.

Little to Choose.

position of the stators But on the general question as to a choice
between these two types of rectification-

/?///'

1\l\\\I

DUAL GANG
It has been so arranged that the two Conden-
sers are completely insulated one from the
other. If the frame of the Drum Dial is con-

- nected to earth, it makes a perfect metallic
screen between the two Condensers.
The position of the stators can easily be seen
as there is a hidden pointer behind
the celluloid drum which throws a - '-
shadow onto the drum. Price

TRIPLE GANG (Completely Screened)
The left-hand knob controls the stators Of the
two Condensers and the position of
the stators is indicated on the celluloid drum
by a shadow thrown from a hidden pointer:.
The two left-hand Condensers are provided
with small balancing condensers
for balancing the stray capacities in 3 of_
the circuit of the Band -Pass. Price
If with rotor and stator ofright-hand con -n
denser insulated from the wiring. pnizio./

D
I W

COILS
and the full range of
FORMO CONDENSERS
can be seen on Stand 81
MANCHESTER SHOW

"POILVOX"
These Coils areac-
curately made to
the specification
of "Popular Wire-
less." The wind-
ings are carefully
and accurately
made on a strong;
reliable former.
Use FORMO coils
and be certain of
best results.

Price 3,9 each

DUAL RANGE - 12/6
P.J. COILS - 2/- & 2/9

Obtaiiiable- from ,all Radio Dealers.
Complete Catalogue from

ARTHUR PREEN & CD. LTD:,
COLUEN MARE, PICCADILLY CIRCUS;- LONDON, Yt.l

Crpwn, Works, Southapapton.
SEE ALSO PAQE 258

apart from what I have just mentioned-
there is really very little in it. It is perhaps
convenient to compare_the rectifying system
to the engine Olt a motor -car.

You might say, that an engine with four
-Cylinders (or one cylinder for that matter)
'would give. less power than an engine with
six or eight cylinders, but, actually the power
delivered has little or nothing to do with
the number of cylinders, and depends upon
other considerations entirely.

In the same way, a full -wave rectifier can -
be designed to give any desired power out-
put and half -wave rectifier can be designed
to give any desired output. -

If a full -wave rectifier is converted:into a
half -wave rectifier by the suppression of half
of each wave, then, of course, you would
definitely reduce the power output to
approximately half. But that is not the
way to look at the matter.

A Question of Design.
Anyway, without going into further

detaiLs, you needn't worry a bit if the mains
unit, or any- other device which you may
use, employs half -wave rectification. -You
may be sure that the design of the instru-
ment _has been worked out to give the
desired, power upon the half -wave principle
and that the smoothing arrangements are
also to correspond. It does not matter to
you in the least whether the rectification is
single -wave or double -wave, so long as the
Other factors are made to correspond.

Adaptable Frames.
A frame aerial -is apparently such a

simple thing to make that a good many
people overlook the fact that, by attention
to a few little details, the efficiency of the
frame aerial may be greatly increased.

For instance, where the frame is arranged
for medium wave -lengths and also for long
waves, a$ it generally is, it may be that when
the -long -wave part is cut out by means of a
switch, it will have an adverse effect upon
the tuning of the medium -wave winding,
because the wave -length of the long -wave
part may happen to be within the medium -
wave range.

The effect, of this will undoubtedly be to
weaken the signals at this point and to
render the tuning very poor. Furthermore,
if reaction is used in connection with the
frame you will find that at about this.par-
ti'ctttar point_you cannot make it oscillate.

Alternatively; if long-wavethe- winding
and the medium -wave winding are placed
in parallel with one another, it is, quite
possible that the results obtained will not
be anything like as good as these when the
long -wave part of the frame is cutout.

These are points which require careful
attention if you want to get a frame which
is really efficient for picking up signal energy ;
beat' in mind that you want to gain every-
thing you possibly can -at the pick-up stage,
because this makes a direct difference, to the

(Continued on next page.1

-ENSURE THE
BEST
RECEPTION

FRAME AERIAL
A first-class frame aerial
which can be used with
any circuit, with or with-
out centre tap, for only
20/-. The milliwatt out-
put is higher than any
other aerial, definite mini-
mum silent point. cab

SHORT WAVE
CONVERTER
If you fit the new
Eelex Converter your
present set can be
used for reception on
the ultra short waves.
It is an indispensable
addition, it will add
50 stations to your sod

BYLDURONE CABINET
The ideal system for the home cabinet maker. You
can safely use " Byldurone because no experience
is needed to build a cabinet the Bxl.durone way.
Ask your dealer about " Byldurone..

WRITE FOR LIST A3.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
EELEX HOUSE:118, BUNHILL ROW,

LONDON, E.C.I.
'Phone Metropolitan 031415/6.

A

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are to use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No fur-
ther coils are required. Send P.O. tor par-
ticulars -and circuits-FBEE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.)
Croft Works, Priory Street, Colientry.

PAULETTE ME TUNER
259-2,000 metres. No coils to change.
Greatly improved selectivity and range.
PRICE, with Switch, 71- post paid.
Send stamp for FREEWIRING DIAGRAMS
Of PAULETTE 3 -VALVE SET, Easy to
construct. Parts cost £2, 12. 6.
PAULL'S WIRELESS STORES,
43, Caroiine Street, Cardiff.

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

"SENSITITE"
Eliminator Kits employing lemons
"Raderoix" Transformers.

KITS FOR PARTS FOR:
H.T., A.G. Units

20 mA., r en v., S,G. 6o, Det.-0o, Max , x20, 22 0 0
35 mA., 200 V., S.G. 65, Det. 75, Int. 150,

Power 200 volts .. 22 15 0
H:r. and L.T.

12 Variable Voltages, 20 mA., Igo v., S.G.
var., Det. var., Power xgo volts za 5 0
Wiring Diagrams free. State A.C. or D.C.

THE WHOLESALE 'WIRELESS COMPANY
103 Farringdoxi- Road, London, E.C.1.

Telephone: CLE R KEN WE LL 5312

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS '

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC
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TECHNICAL NOTES
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amount of amplification required and to the
olume ultimately produced.

omparing Frame Aerials.
If you are going to use the frame for only
e particular purpose, say for medium
ves only, it is much better to design and
ke it specifically for that purpose and

of to introduce alternative wave -length
anges which will only have the effect of
iminishing its efficiency.
Pers6nally, I always think it better to
rke two or three different frames and to

est these out in actual practice. They are
y easily rigged up in a temporary fashion,

then you can tell which is going to give
ou the best results far better -than by a lot
.f doubtful calculations.

" Peak " Tests.
You hear a good deal of talk about " peak -

frequencies ".or resonances in loudspeakers,
ihut you never really understand what these
mean until you make a series of accurate
'igists by means of some form of oscillator
which will give you a complete range of
;Jscillations and of adjustable amplitude.

I was making some tests of this kind
recently on a number of loudspeakers, and
was surprised to find what -a large number
6f resonance points could be detected.
l'hese, of course, varied in sharpness, and
iiipme were much more pronounced than
.)thers.

They arise from a variety of causes, some
Mechanical, some electrical, but they are
here nevertheless, and if you had been able
o hear the results of these tests you would

jurve realised at once why so much research
sas been devoted, and is still being devoted,
to the quest of the perfect loudspeaker.

In some cases an instrument will respond
particularly to the higher frequencies-this

altogether apart from the occurrence of
'isolated peak frequencies-whilst in other
'ases the low notes come in for greater
'ctmplifiea t ion.

Matching Set and Speaker.
For reasons of this kind it is a very good

plan to find out which part of the register is
most amplified by your receiver and also
Which part is most generously reproduced
by the loudspeaker.
; . Obviously, if you have a receiver which is
favouring the higher frequencies and a
idudspeaker which is doing the same, you
arc going to get pronounced distortion in
the reproduction.

Much good can often be done by setting
off the deficiencies of the loudspeaker against
those of the set using, for example, a speaker
!%.rhich favours the higher ones.

But obviously all this is impossible unless
you know something definite about the
Characteristics both of the speaker and of
the receiver. A good many listeners use one
loudspeaker for, say, dance music, and.
ilnother for vocal selections. - This is a per-
fectly good plan, and the same principle.
may with advantage be- extended still
'nether, as I have indicated above.

Position of Choke.
By the way, reverting to the question of

smoothing high-tension supply, which
Mentioned earlier in these Notes there is

(Continued on next page)

CootentR:-2 Spade Terminals
engrased L.T.; 2 Plugs and
Soel,-et. (A and E); 7 Terminals.
H.T L.T L S 6 Wander

ENPlugs, H.T. and G.B.
Value 3/5: Price

OWalnable from most dealers or direct.

PANEL
TERM IN AL 3d.

CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT
Saves you Time and Money.

Contains an assortment of nineteen
Clix -fitments specially selected for
the set builder.
Buy a Clix Kit for your next set
and save fivepence.

" VICEGR IP " WANDER PLUG 7Id,
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Permanently Fixed
To Accumulator

Insulated
Resilient
Socket

ACCUMULATOR CONNECTOR 3d.

Cheapest PERFECT Contact

Lear° Linx Ltd., 254 Vauxhall Bridge Road,

Benjamin All-Mains Three,

a reasonably high-powered
set capable of -a, selection
of at least 12 stations at

lomlspeaRer strength.

The Benjamin Super Four

-a super selective settnd-
the Local Station wo.

Full details and diagrams
of these original circnits

IffiL
given in our 1932 Cata-

logue. Write for your free

copy to -day.

The Beniamin Electric LtdN.17..,

Tariff Road, Tottenham,
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InductorDynamicSpealier

The " Silver Ghost" In-
ductor Dynamic Speaker
was designed to overcome
that hollow boom type of
sound reproduction asso-
ciated with the moving -coil
speaker without sacrificing
volume. The perfectly
natural tone of sound re-
produced by the Inductor
gives an entirely revolu-
tionary meaning to what ha s
previously been regarded
as Speaker perfection.
Moving coil Speakers
(P.M. type) with small
magnets are low in effi-
ciency and bear no com-
parison, to give efficiency
approaching that of the
Inductor. They require
very large magnets making
the price nearly double
that of the " Silver Ghost "
Inductor Dynamic.
Listen to the World's
Radio under the truly de-
lightful conditions which
only the INDUCTOR
DYNAMIC SPEAKER can
make possible.

License{ under Farrand. Patents and patent applications.
Send for fully descriptive pamphlet and other
interesting literature. Chassis only £3 10s. Ask
also for details of the all -electric Indur-
taset at £17 17s. Od.
S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD., Little Park St., Coventry
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"Popular Wireless"
Recommend HEAYBERD

This national Radio
weekly specifies
Heayberd Units for
use with its many
'Mains Sets. When
Transformers o f
quality are required
Heayberd is the
choice. Here is
our latest:
Model W.30.
200 v. 60 ma. using

tapping 175 v.
250 v. 60 ma.
using tapping 200 v.
Price - 22!6

Remember all Heayberd Mains Units are Guaran-
teed Three Years against breakdown. This is the

Kit that was Olympia's " best seller...

MODEL C.250-0ittput 250 V. (@ 60 ma.
Four tappings: 60/80 Variable, 0 150 Vari6
able, 100,200 Variable, 250 Fixed. West-
inghouse rectification. Assembled in Case.

Requires wiring up only.
Price - - 137/6

Send 3d. stamps, for full lists showing how to make
your own Mains Unit and circuit diagrams and

valuable hints on new Transformers.

1 0, Finsbury St, LONDON, E.C. 1 .

For Sharpest Tuning and Minimum Disturbance fit the

S NA _ _  iossP,
" SANAX" High Conductivity Copper Earth Tube

2/3 Post tree. Illus. List Free. Trade Supplied.Makers: " SanaRay " Electrical Co.,185, Deritend, Birmingham.

JACOBEAN POLISHED OAK
RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET

Cabinet with 4" clearance
for the pick-up, Dome Lid,

FRANK

set compartment takes any
panel up to r8 x 8", and r 51"
baseboard. Speaker com-
partment 1.9"bigh, 18" wide,
and n51" deep. r Baffle
fitted. Removable back to

cabinet. 1.-
,

Machined ready to assemble, -17/,
Assembled ready to polish;25/..
POLISHED. JACOBEAN, 30/-

1'acked free, carriage forward.
Money returned if not satisfied.

S CABINETS
13,
bridge

M
Rd., London

Court, Cam -
E.2

I

PAREX
Products PAR-EXcellence
are used and recommended for the

"POP -VOX" FOUR
P.J.2 and P.J.3 COILS, each 2/6
EBONITE PANEL, 21" x 7", polished

and drilled 9/6
.90015 DJFF. REACTION COND. - 4/6H.F. CHOKE - - 3/6S.G. VALVE HOLDER - - - 1;'610" x 6" SCREEN with hole - - 2:6
QUOIT COILS, per pair - - - - 4, -

SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES, ALL SIZES.
SCREENS AND COILS OUR SPECIALITY.
Unconditional Guarantee of Satisfaction.
E PAROUSSIA:rottasnt:.Lioe

Phone : Chancery 7010

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

a point which often crops up which is some-
times very useful to know-ancl that is that
if you are making up your own unit, and
you are limited as to cost and can only go
in for one smoothing choke, you hill find
that this is more effective in one position
than in another.

It is not always possible to say in which
of the two supply leads the choke should be
inserted, but in many cases there is a very
definite difference on transferring the choke
from the one lead to the other.

Therefore, before deciding where to fix
the choke permanently you should try it
first in one lead and then in the other. Of
course, there are some cases in which you
really want a choke in each lead ; in quite
a number of cases, however, I have found

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

No. 82
FREQUENCY AND WAVELENGTH
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

LETTERS?
The speed of all electro-magnetic

waves is approximately miles
per. second.

* .4

This is equivalent to about
metres per second.

'Is

If, therefore, one million waves are
leaving a transmitting aerial in one
second, each wave would be . . metres
in length.

When the wave -length of a station is
 known, the frequency of its carrier-wave
 can always be ascertained by dividing the
 wave -length into

Last week's missing words (in order)
 were: Four, Two Grids, Control, Outer,
 Screen.
Tf1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t.

that you get all you want by a single choke
in one lead. But, as I say, it is important
to find out which lead gives the beSt results.

A Needle Hint.
I wonder how many .of you have experi-

enced a little trouble I had the other day,
when putting a needle into the holder of a
gramophone soundbox. When screwed up,
the needle persisted in wobbling, and it
turned out that it was only being aripped
by two opposite points-the point where
the screw touched it and the point directly
opposite.

I suppose, theoretically, all gramophone
needles are held the same way, and it is

- only due to deformation or some accidental
circumstance that they are held securely at
all. Wouldn't it be much better if the
side of the needle -holder opposite to the
screw were cut away, so that the needle
would be resting against two points, separ-
ated by a distance of a few millimetres, at
one side, the screw bearing on the needle
at the other side at a point intermediate
between the other two points ?

In this way a very secure grip would be
obtained, and the arrangement would
conform to the elementary principles of the
" geometrical clamp."

EASY TERMS
= WE supply all good quality Radio Receivers,
= VT Components and Accessories on- deferred

terms. We carry adequate stocks and can give =
PROMPT DELIVERY_''
NEW COSSOR 1932 EMPIRE KIT No. 234.E A remarkable advance on last season's model.

Cash Price .. £6 15 0
=-E Or 10/ -with order and 11 m'thly payments of 12e4.

NEW HEAYBERD A.C. ELIMINATOR KIT
0.150. CoMpletelrit of parts for building E -

=an H.T. Eliminator, including steel case.
Output 25 150 volts, 3 H.T. tappings, E. _= one variable. =

-7-- Cash Price . . £3 16 0
= Or 7/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/. =

12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCUMU-
LATORS (120 volts, 5,000 in/a.). Higher= voltages if desired.

F-_ Cash Price _ 23 15 0 E
= 7/6 wills order and 11 monthly payments of V-. == Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland.

N.H. FARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD -SPEAKER
UNIT:-Quality of reproduction almost equal
to a moping -coil speaker

E Cash price _ 23 10 0
Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6.

E SET OF 3 VALVES, S.G., Det, and Power,= Millard or Cossor.
- Cash Price £1 19 0 2 Or 6/- with order and 7. monthly payments of 5/4. =

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest =
= - balanced armature movement on the E= market, complete with large Cone and ,Chassis= Cash Price r.. £2 10 0
= Or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/-, =
- NEW CELESTION MOVING -COIL L.S. UNIT E- (PERM. MAGNET), with Transformer.- Cash Price .. £4 5 0 E

Or 13/6 with order and 10 monthly payments MEV, E
Any radio goods sent C.O.D.E pay carriage and all C.O.D. charges. =

E Send list of requirements, and quotations will be E-_ seat by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
11, OAT LANE,

- NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2 73-

TELEPHOA:E : National 1977.
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Pfeeted type of
nor -brittle a Centressmgi

COVEipemie

,t..,,..vashers de_
or other

MELODISCS MELODISpCSalaireSINGLE

DOUBLEFOR YOUR
LINEN associated

Speakers.
-olMdetta31noises

PERFECTe RE-
SPEAKER

_ entirely absent andm,-tatwashers
CEkraittigactiabl. and cioinpldeits-e"wMel

CONE

fit -

PER SET violin,s FOR TONE Fitted

SPEAKER reversible,
attained.

2/6 only SELE-

FREE stow to
illenhall, Staffs.

POST in a few lansinaut t
. 2, New Rd.,

Vgslendd gripping
CHUCK.liii

driving Fiiiot,tiesd

"MELOD/os6Wr Speaker. Send

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS." Advice Handbook " and ConsultationsFREE.-B. , T. KING, C.I.M.E., Regd,Patent Agent (G.B., U.S. and Canada).146a, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.45 years' references. 'Phone: Cettt. 1682

ENGINEERS. Seriously, if you are earning less than
£10 per week you cannot afford to carry on withoutreading " Engineering Opportunities." Whetheryou are an old hand or a budding apprentice, this
200 -page volume will point to a worth -while future.
Among other things the book explains the methods
of our unique Appointments Department-, gives
details of all leading Eng. Exams. (A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., B.Sc., G.P.O., etc.) and outlines modern
Home Study Courses in Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor,
Aero, Radio, " Talkie," and all other branches of
Engineering. This book will alter your entire outlook,
and earning power. It is quite FREE. Send for yourcopy now. II

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29:S1, Oxford St., London.

AMPLIFY!
Let your. Cone (or Horn) Speaker give that Moving
Coil Quality and ample distortionless volume without
extra valves by adding the " Magno " Amplifier (Pro.Pat.) Something new in amplifiers, for it is worked.by L.P. supply only. Needs no valves, alterations to
set, wiring, or expensive parts, and is very,' compact.
Actually GUARANTEED to amplify reception three
times. -Special Electrode material, Reed, and Rubber
Blocks, 2/6, together With full-size, clear. construc-
tional blue -prints and diagrams. Simple to con-
struct.-Agent, L. Cook, 182, Cranston Rd., S.E.23.

\4. PLEASE be sure to mention
" POPULAR WIRELESS "
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS
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MASTERPIECES
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TYPE PRICE

H.210 - 8/6
HL.210 8/6

* HL.2 8/6
L.210 8/6

* L.2 - 8/6
P.220 - 10/6
P.220A - 13/6
P.240 - 13/6
PEN.230 20/0
PEN.220 - 20/0
PEN.220A - 20/0
S.0.21S - - 2010

* S.G.215A 20/0
* S.G.2158 - 20/0

* METALLISED

LOOK FOR
"EDDY" IN
YOUR DEALER'S
WINDOW

'

Since 2 -volt valves were made, never has there been so
amazing a range as this - so much evidence of brilliant
engineering - so, many valves with outstanding character-
istics. Instance the Pen. 220; or pentode, which at once
presents the solution to the output stage problem in portable
sets, for it gives an astonishingly large output for a combined
screen and anode current of under 5 mA. It is a valve H.T.
dry battery users have longed for. It is typical of all Mazda
2 -volt valves. Mazda 2 -volt valves, both metallised and
clear bulb iypes, are sold by all good radio dealers.

THE AMAZING

MAZDA PEN. 220
Characteristics: -

Filament Voltage - - 2.0 volts Anode ,Current (Max) mA

Filament Current - -0.2 amps. Screen Voltage (Max) - 150 volts

Anode Voltage (Max) - ISO volts Mutual Conductance - 2.5mAIV

Al Ea - 100; Es - 100; Eg - 0.

PRICE 20/
Mts.

VALVES

1:25

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd. 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 2
V135


